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ABSTRACT

Data analytics is a process to discover useful information in data, draw valuable

conclusions, and help users make wise decisions. In most occasions, the conclusions

can be formally represented as decision rules in which the left-hand-sides describe

conditions and the right-hand-sides give decisions. Ideally, given particular con-

ditions and decisions, the decision rules are expected to indicate definite answers

of yes or no. However, definite answers may not be easy to give due to incom-

pleteness, uncertainty, and errors. In such situations, forcing to give definite an-

swers may result in significant mistakes. Instead of bipolar options, a theory of

three-way decision allows a third in-the-middle option. This idea moves us from

yes/no to yes/maybe/no, from positive/negative to positive/neutral/negative, and

from white/black to white/grey/black. The in-the-middle option appropriately han-

dles uncertainty, which makes decisions more flexible and reliable.

Three-way data analytics applies thinking in threes with its two stages, namely,

data preparation and data analysis. For data preparation, we may have three-way

data and feature selection, three-way data visualization, and many others. For data

analysis, thinking in threes can be applied on various occasions, such as three-way

classification, three-way clustering, and three-way recommendation.

This thesis investigates sequential approaches to three-way data analytics, par-

ticularly regarding classification-related problems. I start from a specific model of

three-way classification with rough set theory, where structured approximations are
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proposed to learn three-way classification rules. Acceptance and rejection rules clas-

sify positive and negative instances of a class, respectively. Non-commitment rules

allow users to make no definite decision in the case of insufficient information. The

model is studied in a qualitative setting with both complete and incomplete informa-

tion. Moving from qualitative to quantitative, I investigate the properties of quan-

titative subsethood measures in formulating certain quantitative rough set models.

Going beyond rough set theory, I propose a general framework of sequential three-way

classification where non-commitment rules are subsequently refined. The framework

is examined with four specific modes, which demonstrates its usefulness in modelling

uncertainty under different circumstances. From complete information to incomplete

and uncertain information, the proposed approaches provide meaningful, practical,

and reliable ways to draw valuable conclusions from data.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

“The first album is an introduction, and when people listen to it

top to bottom, I want them to know me.”

— Kelsea Ballerini

Based on a brief overview of data analytics, this chapter introduces three-way

data analytics based on a theory of three-way decision and extends it into sequential

three-way data analytics based on sequential approaches to three-way decision. The

contributions of my research are summarized and the organization of this thesis is

given at the end of this chapter.

1.1 A Brief Overview of Data Analytics

Data analytics is a process of investigating data in order to discover useful information

and knowledge that could help users make decisions. With a rapid rise of the attention

to data, data analytics is becoming an interdisciplinary field that involves computer

science [79], statistics [35], engineering [8, 37], and many others [10, 12, 143].

The entire process of data analytics is usually considered to involve two stages of

activities [78, 94, 121, 125, 148], namely, data preparation and data analysis. The first

1



stage focuses on preparing the data and making the data manageable. It may involve

determining the requirements of data, collecting the raw data, cleaning the data,

and formally representing the data in a certain format. The second stage performs

analysis on data to draw useful conclusions. Popular data analysis techniques include

statistical methods and the methods developed in specific fields of computer science

such as machine learning and artificial intelligence.

Data analysis techniques can be characterized from different views. According to

the format of data, there are qualitative data analysis [122] and quantitative data

analysis [26]∗. Qualitative data analysis focuses on analyzing qualitative data that is

usually represented by text, words, images, symbols, audio, and etc. Some commonly-

used methods are content analysis [87], narrative analysis [146], discourse analysis [45],

and grounded theory [162]. Quantitative data analysis focuses on quantitative data

that is usually represented by numbers. Most statistical methods deal with quanti-

tative data, such as descriptive analysis [7] and inferential analysis [111]. According

to the goal and application of data analysis, there are exploratory data analysis [24]

that aims at discovering new patterns and relationships in data and confirmatory

data analysis [92] that aims at proving or disproving existing hypotheses.

In this thesis, I focus on the second stage of performing analysis on data and

consider a commonly-used situation where data is represented in a tabular form.

The rows in the table describe individual objects or entities by a set of features

or attributes as columns. The features can be either qualitative or quantitative.

The conclusions drawn from the data are represented as decision rules. The left-

hand-sides of the rules specify particular conditions and the right-hand-sides give

the corresponding decisions. The rules can be used either to make predictions and

decisions on new objects or to prove and disprove existing hypotheses, according to
∗ The two words “qualitative” and “quantitative” are used to modify both data and methods in this
thesis. In this section, they are applied to data, that is, the data has the qualitative or quantitative
nature. A footnote will be given to explain applying these two words to methods in Section 1.4.2.

2



specific applications.

1.2 An Introduction of Three-Way Data Analytics

This section introduces three-way data analytics. Particularly, I will briefly review a

theory of three-way decision that provides the philosophy of thinking in threes as a

basis of three-way data analytics, discuss how we can apply thinking in threes into

data preparation and data analysis, and review two existing specific models that are

relevant to my work presented in this thesis.

1.2.1 A Theory of Three-Way Decision: Thinking in Threes

Thinking in threes is a very common human practice. The related studies on the

number three go back to a research Miller [123] who argues that humans have limited

information processing capacity which is around 7 units of information. Another

researcher Warfield [167] argues that 7 units of information are actually given by 3

chunks of information. In this sense, he states that the magic number is three. The

magic number three is widely applied and used in many disciplines. For example, as

shown by Figure 1.1, the “Rule of Thirds” [86] is widely used in the areas of designs,

films, paintings, and photograph to represent the composition of an image by a 3× 3

grid (Figure 1.1(a)), to build a grid outline and study which area attracts users focus

at first and for a longest time (Figure 1.1(b)), and to calculate the famous golden

ratio (Figure 1.1(c)). In a more general sense, the understanding of the magic number

three should not be limited to the literal three. It can be interpreted as approximately

and roughly three. Cowan [23] argues that the magic number is four in short-term

memory, and Fulop et al. [41] study the magic number which is around 3.330191 from

the view of applied mathematics.

3



(a) Composition † (b) Grid outline ‡ (c) Golden ratio §

Figure 1.1: Rule of thirds

A theory of three-way decision [179] adopts and applies the philosophy of thinking

in threes. It is originally developed in the context of the theory of rough sets [127,

128, 129] and has been applied and generalized by researchers in a variety of topics.

Figure 1.2 shows the timeline of its development.

2009

2012

2016

2018

Three-way rough set
approximations [176]

Three-way decision
(classification) [179]

Trisecting-and-Acting
(T&A) model [183]

Trisecting-Acting-Outcome
(TAO) model [186]

Figure 1.2: The development of a theory of three-way decision

In 2009, Yao [176] proposes three-way rough set approximations and constructs

three-way decision in rough sets to solve issues on a semantical interpretation of

classification rules induced in rough sets. By generalizing the results of three-way

rough set approximations, in 2012, Yao [179] presents a general outline of a theory of

three-way decision with respect to classification problems that go beyond the theory

of rough sets. Based on it, classification with three-way decision, which is also referred

as three-way classification, has been studied and applied in many fields [59, 61, 97,
† https://zainiahmat.wordpress.com/2009/02/02/basic-photography-rule-of-thirds/
‡ https://designmodo.com/rule-thirds-grid-outline/
§ https://petapixel.com/2016/10/24/golden-ratio-better-rule-thirds/
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99, 100, 102, 163, 197, 214]. These two senses of three-way decision, that is, three-way

rough set models and three-way classifications, focus on the task of trisecting, that is,

to divide a whole into three parts that are usually assumed to be pair-wise disjoint.

As a result, the theory of three-way decision in these two senses is mainly restricted

to classification problems.

In the discussion of three-way decision and cognitive computing, Yao [183] general-

izes the theory of three-way decision by using a Trisecting-and-Acting (T&A) model.

In addition to the task of trisecting, a second task of acting focuses on selecting or

devising appropriate strategies to process the three parts produced in the step of tri-

secting. In most recent research in 2018, Yao [186] discusses a wide sense of three-way

decision as thinking in threes. Under this sense, a Trisecting-Acting-Outcome (TAO)

model of three-way decision is proposed by adding a third task of outcome evaluation

that evaluates the effectiveness of trisecting and acting. This wide sense generalizes

three-way decision to various areas that go far beyond the classification problems

and the discipline of computer science. In the following part of this section, I briefly

introduce this wide sense of three-way decision and the TAO model.

The wide sense of three-way decision is described as thinking and computing in

threes [186], where “three” may refer to three parts, elements, options, granules, levels,

and so on. Moreover, “three” may also be considered as “approximately three”, such as

four, five, and six. To get a comprehensive understanding of this wide sense, Yao [186]

investigates the following three specific senses of three-way decision:

(1) A third. Three-way decision is interpreted as a generalization of dichotomous

thinking [9] to trichotomous thinking. Instead of two extreme or bipolar options

in dichotomous thinking, trichotomous thinking provides a third in-the-middle

option. For example, three-way decision moves us from yes/no to yes/maybe/no

and from true/false to true/unsure/false.
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(2) Trisection. Three-way decision is interpreted as a process that involves divid-

ing a whole into three parts.

(3) Triad. Three-way decision is interpreted as a utilization of a triad or triplet of

three components.

Under the wide sense of three-way decision, we focus on “three-way” but not much on

“decision”. A substitution of “decision” with other words immediately gives new types

of three-way approaches that apply the use of threes, such as three-way classifica-

tion [59, 61, 97, 99, 100, 102, 163, 197, 214], three-way clustering [1, 200, 206], three-

way recommendation [4, 212, 214], three-way concept analysis [137, 145, 155, 185],

and so on.

To model a wide sense of three-way decision, Yao [186] proposes the Trisecting-

Acting-Outcome (TAO) model as shown in Figure 1.3. The TAO model formulates

three-way decision in three steps, namely, trisecting, acting, and outcome evaluation.

The trisecting step focuses on dividing a whole into three parts, not necessarily pair-

wise disjoint; the acting step devises, selects, and applies appropriate strategies to

process the three parts; and the outcome evaluation step evaluates the effectiveness

of the trisecting and acting steps. While the trisecting step is widely considered by

researchers studying three-way decision such as the various three-way classification

models, the acting and outcome evaluation steps are investigated in only a few recent

studies [44, 77, 183, 186].

The philosophy of thinking in threes also exists in many other theories. A rep-

resentative example is three-valued logic [39, 117, 118] that uses three truth values

to indicate true, false, and some indeterminate third value. The third value is usu-

ally interpreted as unknown, undecidable, or irrelevant [57]. In contrast with the

more commonly known two-valued logic, the third value provides an intuitive way

to express uncertainty in reasoning and perfectly illustrates the in-the-middle op-
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Whole

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3

Strategies

Trisecting

Acting

Outcome evaluation

Figure 1.3: TAO three-way decision model [186]

tion introduced by three-way decision. The three-valued logic is a specific example

of many-valued logic [117, 165] that uses more than two truth values. Other than

the three-valued logic, another popular many-valued logic in the literature is fuzzy

logic [83] which uses infinitely many truth values. The fuzzy logic is closely related

to fuzzy sets [83, 208] whose members are associated with degrees of membership

in contrast with the classical sets. Pedrycz [130] proposes shadowed sets to simplify

processing regarding fuzzy sets and enhance the obtained results. The shadowed sets

introduce two operations of elevating or reducing the membership values in fuzzy sets

and map the membership values to one of the three values 0, 1, and [0,1]. In this

sense, a shadowed set can be viewed as a three-way approximation of a fuzzy set.

Based on and beyond the shadowed sets, three-way approximations of fuzzy sets have

been widely studied by researchers [32, 60, 155, 196, 218].
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1.2.2 Three-Way Data Analytics: Integrating Thinking in Threes

into Data Analytics

Three-way data analytics focuses on data analytics that utilizes the philosophy of

thinking and computing in threes in the wide sense of three-way decision. This

philosophy can be applied in both stages of data analytics, including data preparation

and data analysis.

1.2.2.1 Three-Way Data Preparation

In data preparation, one may apply the philosophy of thinking in threes in selecting,

describing, organizing, and visualizing the collected data. The relevant topics include,

but not limited to, the followings.

• Three-way data selection. This topic focuses on detecting and selecting

useful data from the whole data set. According to the famous Pareto princi-

ple [25, 151] (also known as the 80/20 rule, the law of the vital few, and the

principle of factor sparsity), for many events, roughly 80% of the effects come

from 20% of the causes. In the context of data analytics, 20% of the data is suf-

ficient 80% of the time†. In order to perform efficient and effective analysis, the

selection of useful data is of vital importance. In practical situations, it may not

be easy to determine whether the data is definitely useful or not. As a result, it

may be impractical to divide the data set into approximately 20% of useful data

and approximately 80% of non-useful data. Three-way data selection offers a

solution to this issue by adding a third in-the-middle region of possibly useful

data. The percentages of the three regions can be specified according to user

preferences and particular applications. As demonstrated in Figure 1.4, after
† The percentages 20% and 80% are just examples. In practical situations, we may choose different
percentages.
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the above trisecting of the whole data set, one may assign different levels of

value to the three regions and make decisions of selecting, possibly selecting,

and not selecting. Three-way data selection may enable efficient and effective

subsequent data analysis in the sense that we can accordingly apply different

strategies and put different amount of efforts to analyze the data in different

regions. Three-way data selection may also be useful in analyzing big data since

a small percentage of useful and possibly useful data is worth most of efforts.

A data set

Useful Possibly useful Non-useful

High value

Select

Middle value

Possibly select

Low value

Do not select

Trisecting

Acting

Figure 1.4: Three-way data selection

• Three-way feature selection. The philosophy of thinking in threes can be

applied in selecting features or attributes to describe objects in a data set. As

shown in Figure 1.5, the set of features may be divided into core features that

are definitely useful in describing objects, marginal features that are possibly

useful, and non-useful features that are considered irrelevant in a particular

application. Accordingly, we will definitely select the values of objects on core

features, selectively select those on marginal features, and not select those on

non-useful features. Three-way feature selection has been studied by researchers

in the context of rough set theory [115, 144, 191].

• Three-way data visualization. Three-way data selection and three-way fea-

ture selection enable three-way data visualization. The useful and possibly
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All features

Core Marginal Non-useful

Definitely select Selectively select Do not select

Trisecting

Acting

Figure 1.5: Three-way feature selection

useful data may be visualized with different levels of highlights, while the non-

useful data may be hidden back. Similarly, core and marginal features may be

visualized with different levels of highlights, and the non-useful features may

be hidden back. In this way, users are able to focus on most valuable data

described by most significant features.

• Three-way word analysis. According to the Zipf’s law [136, 225, 226], the

frequency of any word in a natural language is inversely proportional to its rank

in the frequency table, as demonstrated in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6: Rank versus frequency for the first 10 million words in 30 Wikipedias in
a log-log scale ∗
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In the context of information retrieval, van Rijsbergen [166] associates different

significance values with words according to their frequencies, as shown by the

dashed inverted U curve in Figure 1.7 which is taken from [183].

f

r

u l

significance values

significant words

words by rank in decreasing frequency

w
or
d
fr
eq
ue

nc
y

Figure 1.7: Three-way word analysis [183]

Based on the work of Luhn [112], given two thresholds u and l of word frequen-

cies, we can divide the set of words in a natural language into three regions,

namely, high-frequency, medium-frequency, and low-frequency words [183], as

shown in Figure 1.7. The high-frequency words (such as “the”, “and”, “of”) and

low-frequency words are considered as nonsignificant words, and the medium-

frequency words between the two thresholds are significant words. The idea of

three-way word analysis is widely used in text mining, natural language pro-

cessing, and information retrieval, though the name is not explicitly referred.

For example, in the context of information retrieval, the high-frequency words

are commonly considered non-useful since most of them are for grammatical

purpose and eliminating them will not affect the understanding of the whole

sentence. They are called stop words and usually removed and ignored from

the documents and queries, although some modern search engines avoid remov-

ing stop words in order to support phrase search [52]. The low-frequency words
∗ Figure 1.6 is taken from Wikipedia. URL: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zipf%27s_law.
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are not recommended as keywords in retrieving documents since they rarely ap-

pear in the language. The middle-frequency words are considered to be effective

and meaningful keywords in indexing and retrieving documents.

1.2.2.2 Three-Way Data Analysis

The philosophy of thinking in threes has been studied by researchers with respect to

the stage of data analysis. There are many three-way data analysis techniques that

focus on different types of applications. In this section, I briefly discuss three popular

topics as demonstrations, including three-way classification, three-way clustering, and

three-way recommendation.

• Three-way classification. The traditional two-way classification classifies an

object as either a positive or a negative instance of a given class. Though such

a definite classification decision is desired, it may not be easy to choose between

the two opposite options, especially when the information or evidence is not

sufficient enough and the object is equally possible to be either a positive or a

negative instance. In such a situation, either classifying the object as a positive

or negative instance may result in a significant error. To address this issue,

three-way classification offers a third option of non-commitment or deferment.

An object may not be associated with a definite classification as a positive or

negative instance if we are not confident enough to do so. Instead, we choose

to make a non-commitment decision or to defer the decision making until we

obtain more informative evidence. Three-way classification has been widely

studied and applied by researchers [59, 99, 101, 106, 116, 177, 178, 211].

• Three-way clustering. In contrast to classification, clustering groups objects

or entities solely according to their descriptive features or attributes, without

an external reference of their true group labels. A group is referred as a cluster.
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The objects in the same cluster are desired to be as similar as possible, and those

in different clusters are desired to be as dissimilar as possible. Hard and soft

clusterings are two types of clusterings studied in the main stream research of

the literature. As shown by Figure 1.8, a hard clustering does not allow overlap

between clusters, and a soft clustering allows overlap. In both clusterings, a

cluster is represented by a classical set.

(a) A hard clustering (b) A soft clustering

Figure 1.8: An illustration of hard and soft clusterings

The main idea of three-way clustering is to use three regions, which are classical

sets, to represent a cluster. A core region consists of objects definitely belonging

to the cluster, a trivial region consists of those definitely not belonging to the

cluster, and a fringe region consists of those possibly belonging to the cluster.

Thus, as shown by Figure 1.9, a cluster can be illustrated by two bounds, in-

cluding a lower bound as the core region represented by a solid circle and an

upper bound as the union of core and fringe regions represented by a dashed

circle. Three-way clustering has been studied by researchers with respect to

incomplete data [204], multi-view data [207], high-dimensional data [202], over-

lapping clustering [201], density-based overlapping clustering [205], and many

others [103, 124, 131, 195, 203, 206].

• Three-way recommendation. A recommender system or recommendation

system focuses on predicting the preferences of users on items and accordingly,

making recommendations on items to users. There are two commonly-used

approaches, namely, collaborative filtering and content-based filtering. The col-
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Figure 1.9: An illustration of three-way clustering

laborative filtering [153] makes recommendations based on a user’s previous be-

haviour and similar behaviours of other users. The content-based filtering [110]

classifies the items according to their characteristics and recommends similar

items to the user. A combination of these two approaches is used in hybrid

recommender systems [14]. A two-way recommendation scheme is implicitly

assumed in conventional recommender systems, which makes a recommenda-

tion decision of either recommending or not. By integrating the philosophy of

thinking in threes, a three-way recommender scheme considers a third option of

consulting the user when the user’s profile or the characteristics of the item can

not lead to a definite recommendation decision. Three-way recommendation

has been studied and applied by researchers [4, 212, 214].

In this thesis, I focus on three-way data analysis, particularly, three-way classifi-

cation. In the next section, I will review existing three-way classification models that

are relevant to my research.

1.2.3 Relevant Existing Models

This section reviews two existing three-way classification models that are relevant

to the presented work. The first one is three-way rough set model that integrates

thinking in threes into learning classification rules with rough set theory. The second

one is evaluation-based three-way classification that generalizes three-way rough set

model into general classification problems.
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1.2.3.1 Three-Way Rough Set Model

The theory of rough sets is proposed by Pawlak [127, 128, 129] to discover valuable

conclusions and knowledge from an information table that represents a given data set.

The objects in the data set are described by a set of attributes. Two major applica-

tions of rough set theory is classification and concept analysis. In this section, I briefly

review its main approach from the view of classification. To induce the classification

rules for a given class, rough set theory introduces the notion of approximations.

The approximations of a given class are constructed through a family of definable

sets. A set of objects is definable if they can be uniformly and exactly defined or

described in a certain format such as logic formulas. That is, a definable set has a

clear and precise description. However, one may not be able to find such a precise

description of an arbitrary given class. Rough set theory constructs approximations

of a given class that are composed of definable sets. The descriptions of component

definable sets are used together as a description of the given class, which is formally

represented as a set of classification rules.

In Pawlak’s framework [127, 128, 129], a family of pair-wise disjoint elementary

definable sets is defined through an equivalence relation E. The family is denoted as

OB/E (See Section 2.2 in Chapter 2 for more details about this notation). A pair

of lower and upper approximations is then constructed as unions of some elementary

definable sets in OB/E. For a given class X, its lower apr(X) and upper apr(X)

approximations are defined as [127, 128, 129]:

apr(X) =
⋃
{S ∈ OB/E | S ⊆ X},

apr(X) =
⋃
{S ∈ OB/E | S ∩X 6= ∅}. (1.1)

The lower approximation is a subset of the upper approximation. This overlap results
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in difficulties in explaining the semantics of the two types of classification rules induced

from the two approximations.

To resolve the above issue, one can use three-way rough set approximations that

are three pair-wise disjoint sets of objects called decision regions [127, 128, 129, 176].

Specifically, the three positive POS, negative NEG, and boundary BND regions of X

are constructed as:

POS(X) =
⋃
{S ∈ OB/E | S ⊆ X},

NEG(X) =
⋃
{S ∈ OB/E | S ∩X = ∅},

BND(X) = (POS(X) ∪ NEG(X))c, (1.2)

where superscript c represents the set complement. The three-way rough set approx-

imations are mathematically equivalent with the pair of lower and upper approxima-

tions. One can construct the three regions from the lower and upper approximations

as follows:

POS(X) = apr(X),

NEG(X) = (apr(X))c,

BND(X) = apr(X)− apr(X). (1.3)

In the reverse direction, the lower and upper approximations can be constructed from

the three regions as follows:

apr(X) = POS(X),

apr(X) = POS(X) ∪ BND(X). (1.4)

Nevertheless, the three regions provide a semantically superior interpretation of the
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classification rules. One can induce classification rules of acceptance, rejection, and

non-commitment from the POS, NEG, and BND regions, respectively. If an object is

in POS(X), then it is accepted as an instance of the given class X and its description

is used to identify positive instances; if an object is in NEG(X), then it is rejected to

be an instance of the class and its description is used to identify negative instances;

otherwise, we make a non-commitment decision, that is, neither accepting nor re-

jecting, due to limited information. These three types of rules together represent a

description of the given class. They associate three different decisions with objects

in the corresponding regions. In this sense, the framework is referred as three-way

decision in rough set theory.

Based on the formulation of the three regions in Equation (1.2), three-way rough

set approximations have been generalized and studied in various settings, such as

probabilistic rough sets [31, 177] and decision-theoretic rough sets [95, 107, 141].

Janicki extends the concept of rough set approximations to sets with structures and

properties [68] and applies the ideas to approximating arbitrary relations by partial

orders [69, 70, 71, 73].

1.2.3.2 Evaluation-Based Three-Way Classification

By generalizing the ideas in three-way rough set models, Yao [179] presents a theory

of three-way decision in 2012, which focuses on general classification problems. With

recent generalizations of three-way decision that go beyond classifications, the appli-

cation of three-way decision in this scope is now referred as three-way classification.

The main task of three-way classification is, based on a given set of criteria, dividing

or trisecting a universe of objects into three pair-wise disjoint positive, negative, and

boundary regions.

To formally construct the three regions, Yao [179] proposes a framework of evaluation-

based three-way classification models. A pair of evaluation functions is used to evalu-
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ate the objects from the views of acceptance and rejection, respectively. Suppose OB

is a universe of objects and va : OB −→ La and vr : OB −→ Lr are the acceptance

and rejection evaluation functions, respectively, where La and Lr are the domains of

evaluation values for the two functions. Let L+
a ⊆ La and L−r ⊆ Lr be the sets of

designated values for acceptance and rejection, respectively. Given a class X ⊆ OB,

its three regions are constructed as follows [179]:

POS(L+
a ,L
−
r )(X) = {x ∈ OB | va(x) ∈ L+

a ∧ vr(x) 6∈ L−r },

NEG(L+
a ,L
−
r )(X) = {x ∈ OB | va(x) 6∈ L+

a ∧ vr(x) ∈ L−r },

BND(L+
a ,L
−
r )(X) = (POS(L+

a ,L
−
r )(X) ∪ NEG(L+

a ,L
−
r )(X))c

= {x ∈ OB | (va(x) 6∈ L+
a ∧ vr(x) 6∈ L−r )

∨(va(x) ∈ L+
a ∧ vr(x) ∈ L−r )}. (1.5)

For an object x ∈ OB, if its acceptance evaluation value va(x) is in L+
a and its

rejection evaluation value vr(x) is not in L−r , then it is put into the positive region

and accepted as a positive instance of the class X. Similarly, if va(x) is not in L+
a

and vr(x) is in L−r , then x is put into the negative region and rejected to be an

instance of X, or equivalently, accepted to be a negative instance of X. Otherwise,

we do not know whether x is an instance of X or not due to limited information.

This definition generalizes the three regions beyond rough sets and can be applied

to a general classification problem. Based on it, three-way classifications have been

studied with respect to different contexts and applications [32, 210, 212, 214, 217].

1.3 Sequential Three-Way Data Analytics

In Section 1.2, I introduce three-way data analytics in a one-step setting where the

philosophy of thinking in threes is applied once to divide a whole into three parts
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and process them by using appropriate strategies. This section focuses on iterative

applications of such one-step approaches to refine certain parts. Particularly, I will

discuss sequential approaches to three-way decision and how these approaches can be

applied in three-way data analytics.

1.3.1 Sequential Approaches to Three-Way Decision

In the TAO three-way decision model shown by Figure 1.3 in Section 1.2.1, a whole

is divided into three parts that are processed by appropriate strategies. In some

occasions, a subsequent refinement of certain parts is desired. A part is treated as a

new whole and divided into three smaller parts by applying the TAO model. This

idea leads to sequential approaches to three-way decision.

Whole

Part1 Part2 Part3

Part1.1 Part1.2 Part1.3 Part2.1 Part2.2 Part2.3 Part3.1 Part3.2 Part3.3

Part1.1.1 Part1.1.2 Part1.1.3 Part1.3.1 Part1.3.2 Part1.3.3 Part3.2.1 Part3.2.2 Part3.2.3

Figure 1.10: An illustration of sequential three-way decision

Figure 1.10 illustrates a sequential approach to three-way decision, where the

acting and outcome evaluation steps are omitted for brevity. A whole is trisected into

Part1, Part2, and Part3 that are processed in the acting step by applying appropriate

strategies. The outcome evaluation may suggest refining Part1, Part2, and Part3

into smaller parts. Thus, a subsequent trisecting step is applied to each of these

three parts, which results in the third level from top in Figure 1.10. The acting

and outcome evaluation steps are consecutively carried out. Instead of refining all

three parts in a trisection, the outcome evaluation might suggest refining two parts
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(e.g., the refinement of Part1.1 and Part1.3 in Figure 1.10) or only one part (e.g., the

refinement of Part3.2) according to specific applications.

Sequential three-way decision is closely related to granular computing [186]. The

whole and each part in Figure 1.10 can be viewed as a granule that is a piece of infor-

mation, evidence, or data. The granules are organized into different levels according

to their size or granularity. These multiple levels together display a granular structure

with multiple levels and groups of three granules, which is called a mL3G structure in

[186]. From top to bottom, we focus on decomposing a complex problem represented

by the whole into smaller and simpler sub-problems. From bottom to top, we focus

on synthesizing the solutions of sub-problems in order to get different perspectives

and solutions of a more complex problem in a higher level. Sequential three-way de-

cision is also related to Sternberg’s triarchic theory of influence [160, 161], Clayton’s

three components of influence [20], Keidel’s triadic pattern [80], and many others as

discussed in [186].

1.3.2 Sequential Approaches to Three-Way Data Analytics

In Section 1.2.2, I discuss how to integrate thinking in threes into data analytics in

both data preparation and data analysis stages. This section focuses on sequential

three-way data analytics that applies the sequential framework of three-way decision.

As a result, the approaches discussed in Section 1.2.2 can be extended into a sequential

setting, including sequential three-way data preparation and sequential three-way

data analysis.

1.3.2.1 Sequential Three-Way Data Preparation

In the discussion of three-way data preparation in Section 1.2.2.1, I briefly discuss

four examples including three-way data selection, three-way feature selection, three-
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way data visualization, and three-way word analysis. In this section, I will take the

three-way word analysis as an example to demonstrate how a basic one-step approach

in three-way data preparation can be extended into a sequential approach.

In the three-way word analysis discussed in Section 1.2.2.1, we divide the set

of words in a natural language into three parts according to their frequency, namely,

high-frequency words, medium-frequency words, and low-frequency words. The medium-

frequency words are considered significant, and the high-frequency and low-frequency

words are considered nonsignificant. In the context of information retrieval, the sig-

nificant words with medium-frequency are commonly used as meaningful terms to

index and retrieve documents. However, the high-frequency and low-frequency words

could also be significant in certain circumstances. For example, in terms of keyword

search, the high-frequency words “to”, “be”, “or”, and “not” are stop words, and thus,

are removed and ignored. However, in terms of phrase search, they can compose a

phrase “to be or not to be” which has medium-frequency and is meaningful and sig-

nificant in indexing and retrieving documents. For the low-frequency words that are

rarely used in the language, they can be classified into groups of synonyms or the-

saurus. The frequency of a group is contributed by the frequencies of all the words in

it. Salton and McGill [149] discuss two strategies of phrase transformation and the-

saurus transformation that transfer, respectively, high-frequency and low-frequency

words into significant medium-frequency phrases or word classes. Following the above

discussion, we get a sequential approach to three-way word analysis as shown in Fig-

ure 1.11 where we only show the trisecting steps and omit the acting and outcome

evaluation steps for brevity.

Based on the same idea, one can have sequential three-way data selection that

refines the useful, possibly useful, and non-useful data in Figure 1.4 and sequential

three-way feature selection that refines the core, marginal, and non-useful features in

Figure 1.5.
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All words in a natural language
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In high-frequency
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word classes

In low-frequency
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Figure 1.11: Sequential three-way word analysis

1.3.2.2 Sequential Three-Way Data Analysis

One can integrate the sequential framework of three-way decision into three-way data

analysis, which leads to sequential three-way data analysis. The topics discussed in

Section 1.2.2.2 can be extended into a sequential setting. In this section, I will briefly

discuss sequential three-way classification as a demonstration, since it has been widely

studied by researchers [96, 97, 98, 172, 180, 187, 197] and is relevant to my research

presented in this thesis.

The three-way classification discussed in Section 1.2.2.2 is also referred as one-step

three-way classification where the three-way approach is applied once. For a given

class, an object is classified as a positive instance, a negative instance, or associated

with a non-commitment decision. The non-commitment decision can reduce the clas-

sification errors at the expense of not classifying certain objects. It also provides

the flexibility of decision making by allowing the user to defer decision making un-

til sufficient information is available. In the case where more informative evidence

is obtained such as additional features of objects are available, we may be able to

refine the non-commitment decision of some objects and classify the objects as either

positive or negative instances of the class. This results in a sequential framework

of three-way classification as shown in Figure 1.12. The non-commitment decision

is sequentially refined by iteratively applying one-step three-way classification. The

process may be terminated if we finally get two-way classification of all the objects

(i.e., all the objects are classified as either positive or negative instances) or some
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other specified conditions have been satisfied.

A set of objects

Positive instances Objects with non-

commitment decision

Negative instances

Positive instances Objects with non-

commitment decision

Negative instances

·
·
·

Figure 1.12: Sequential three-way classification

Sequential three-way classification has been widely studied and applied by re-

searchers [96, 97, 98, 108, 138, 152, 172, 180, 187, 197]. Yao and Deng [187] discuss

sequential three-way classification with probabilistic rough set. Yao [180] analyzes

the correlations between sequential three-way classification and granular computing.

Li et al. [96, 97, 98] apply sequential three-way classification in face recognition and

deep neural network. Yang et al. [172] study the sequential three-way classification in

incremental processing where the set of objects and/or the set of features are dynam-

ically enlarged. The first two works are relevant to my research presented in Chapter

6, specifically, Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. Since the details will be given in these two

sections, I will not give a review of these relevant existing models here for brevity.

Following the same idea of extending one-step three-way classification into sequen-

tial three-way classification, one may also extend three-way clustering and three-way

recommendation into a sequential setting. Compared to sequential three-way clas-

sification, sequential three-way clustering and sequential three-way recommendation

have not received much attention in the literature.
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1.4 Contributions of This Thesis

This thesis presents sequential approaches to three-way data analytics, particularly

with respect to three-way classifications∗. The contributions are presented in three

major topics, as shown by the blue bold parts in Figure 1.13: (1) structured three-way

approximations; (2) a systematic study of the properties of subsethood measures; and

(3) a general framework of sequential three-way classifications and an examination of

its four specific modes.

Three-way data analytics

Three-way data preparation Three-way data analysis

Three-way rough
set models

Three-way
classification

Three-way
clustering

Three-way
recommendation · · ·

Qualitative Quantitative One-step Sequential

Structured three-way
approximations

Chapters 2,3,4

Subsethood measures
Chapter 5

A general framework
& its four specific modes

Chapter 6

from qualitative to quantitative from one-step to sequential

Figure 1.13: An overview of the contributions of this thesis

The three topics explore the presented sequential approaches step by step from

specific models to generalized frameworks. The first topic focuses on classifications

with rough set theory in a qualitative setting. The other two topics subsequently

generalize the first topic in two aspects. The second topic considers a quantitative

setting, which is related to constructing both quantitative three-way rough set models
∗ I have also conducted research on three-way data analytics other than three-way classifications,
including a sequential three-way approach to constructing a co-association matrix in consensus
clustering which is published in [65] and an application of three-way decision in measuring the
relative impact of scientific publications and researchers which is still ongoing.
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and general evaluation-based three-way classification models. The third topic further

generalizes the evaluation-based three-way classifications into a sequential approach

that can be investigated and applied in many topics and fields, demonstrated by an

examination of its four specific modes. The following three subsections summarize

the three topics, respectively.

1.4.1 Structured Three-Way Rough Set Approximations

We present the structured three-way approximations as a basis of learning three-

way classification rules and constructing three-way decision in rough sets with both

complete and incomplete information tables. The results are published in a series of

conference papers [62, 63, 189] and extended in a journal paper [64]. An information

table formally represents a given data set by describing the objects with a set of

attributes. In a complete table, the value of each object on each attribute is definitely

known, that is, it is a single value. In an incomplete table, each object takes a

nonempty set of values on each attribute instead of one single value. All the values in

the set are possible to be the actual value. However, due to incomplete information,

we do not know which value is the actual one.

The contributions of the proposed structured three-way approximations mainly in-

volve two aspects. Firstly, with respect to complete information tables, the structured

three-way approximations are semantically superior to the unstructured approxima-

tions that are considered in the main stream of related studies. This superiority can

benefit the learning, interpretation, and application of classification rules. Secondly,

with respect to incomplete information tables, this semantics superiority enables us to

easily induce and interpret classification rules from rough set approximations, which

is a common challenge in most of the current related studies. A widely used approach

to dealing with incomplete information tables in rough sets is to generalize the ex-
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isting results of Pawlak’s rough set model [127, 128, 129] that deals with complete

tables. As discussed in Section 1.2.3.1, Pawlak’s model is based on an equivalence

relation defined in a complete table. A family of definable sets is induced by the

equivalence classes and used as building blocks to construct approximations of a

given class. Each definable set has a clear and precise description that is usually

represented by a logic formula. Thus, classification rules can be induced from the

approximations by using the descriptions of the component definable sets. To gen-

eralize Pawlak’s framework into an incomplete table, various similarity or tolerance

relations [55, 89, 90, 93, 104, 105, 158, 159, 198] are proposed as generalizations

of the equivalence relation. Then following Pawlak’s framework, the corresponding

similarity or tolerance classes are used to form the definable building blocks of ap-

proximations. However, the descriptions of the similarity or tolerance classes are not

properly given, which results in the difficulty in formulating classification rules. As a

result, most related studies focus on how to define the similarity or tolerance relations

and how to construct the approximations. Only a few studies [88, 90, 91, 104] are

presented on inducing classification rules from the approximations.

In contrast, our approach follows a non-relation-based framework by using the

structured three-way approximations. Instead of defining relations in an informa-

tion table, we start from the logic formulas that are used as descriptions of building

blocks. In a complete table, for each logic formula, we get a set of objects that can

be uniformly described by the formula. The family of all such sets is used to con-

struct the structured three-way approximations of a given class. By defining the three

regions as sets of sets instead of sets of objects, we retain the internal structure of

approximations that enables us to induce and interpret the classification rules more

clearly and conveniently. In particular, we induce one classification rule from each

component set. To generalize this approach into an incomplete table, we adopt Lip-

ski’s [104] possible-world semantics of an incomplete table that equivalently interprets
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an incomplete table by a family of complete tables. Then we apply the above ap-

proach in each complete table, synthesize the results, and get a definition of structured

three-way approximations in an incomplete table. Since the logic formulas give clear

descriptions of building blocks of the structured approximations, the classification

rules can be easily induced from the approximations in our approach. More details

of our motivations and contributions regarding structured three-way approximations

will be discussed in Chapter 2.

1.4.2 A Systematic Study on the Properties of Subsethood

Measures

The set-inclusion relation introduces a qualitative nature of the rough set approxima-

tions defined in Equations (1.1) and (1.2). By using a quantitative measure instead

of the set-inclusion relation, various quantitative‡ rough set models have been pro-

posed [31, 53, 54, 58, 157, 173, 193, 194, 224]. Yao and Deng [188] present a general

framework of quantitative rough set models based on subsethood measures that quan-

tify the inclusion degree of one set to another. Their framework unifies a few existing

quantitative rough set models [31, 58, 194, 224] in the sense that these models only

differ in the specific subsethood measures used in defining rough set approximations.

In order to examine various quantitative rough set models, it is necessary to study

the properties of subsethood measures. This leads to my research of a systematic

study on the properties of subsethood measures, including boundary conditions that

deal with the two boundary values zero and one, monotonicity, duality, and additivity.

The results are published in a journal paper [66]. By using subsethood measures, the
‡ The two words “qualitative” and “quantitative” used here have different meanings from those used
in Section 1.1. As explained in a former footnote in Section 1.1, the two words are used to
describe the format or properties of data in Section 1.1. Here, the two words are used to describe
the properties or nature of approaches or methods. It should be noted that quantitative methods
can be used for qualitative data and vice versa. In the remaining part of this thesis, I will use
these two words to describe the nature of methods.
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presented structured rough set approximations can be generalized into a quantitative

setting. In addition to the quantitative rough set models, this work can also benefit

the research on a few topics related to graded inclusion degree, such as the axioma-

tization of subsethood measures and fuzzified subsethood measures [199]. Moreover,

subsethood measures can also be used as the evaluation functions in three-way clas-

sification discussed in Section 1.2.3.2, which connects this work with the topic of

three-way classifications.

1.4.3 A General Framework of Sequential Three-Way Classi-

fications

Most of existing three-way classification models, both one-step and sequential mod-

els, take the evaluation-based approach discussed in Section 1.2.3.2. The evaluation

function is widely defined as a function of objects where the format of descriptions

of objects is not explicitly considered. In most approaches, the objects with a same

description are actually associated with the same evaluation value. Moreover, us-

ing different formats to represent the descriptions of objects may lead to completely

different results of the evaluation functions.

To explicitly emphasize the importance of descriptions, we present a formulation

of evaluation-based three-way classification models based on a description space and

an evaluation function [197]. The description space consists of all possible descriptions

of objects in a certain format and the evaluation function is defined as a function on

the description space. Accordingly, given an object, one can get an evaluation value

based on its description. The three positive, negative, and boundary regions of a

given class can be constructed by using a similar formulation as Equation (1.5).

By iteratively applying the above one-step three-way classification to refine the

boundary regions, we present a general framework of sequential three-way classifica-
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tions based on a sequence of pairs of a description space and an evaluation function.

These pairs are sequentially used in all the stages. Based on this general framework,

we examine four specific modes of sequential three-way classifications with respect

to multiple levels of granularity regarding granular computing, probabilistic rough

set theory, multiple models of classification regarding model selection, and sequential

ensemble classifications.

1.5 Organization of Thesis

The remainder of this thesis presents my contributions as follows.

• Structured approximations as a basis for three-way decision in rough set theory:

– Chapter 2 provides detailed motivations and contributions.

– Chapter 3 investigates our approach in a complete information table.

– Chapter 4 generalizes the approach into an incomplete information table.

• Chapter 5 studies the properties of quantitative subsethood measures.

• Chapter 6 investigates evaluation-based sequential three-way classifications.

• Chapter 7 summarizes the main results and discusses future work.

• Apendices

– Appendix A are proofs related to structured approximations.

– Appendix B lists monotonicity properties of subsethood measures.

– Appendix C are proofs related to monotonicity properties of subsethood

measures.

– Appendix D lists my publications during Ph.D. tenure.
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CHAPTER 2

MOTIVATIONS OF

INTRODUCING STRUCTURED

ROUGH SET APPROXIMATIONS

“Motivation is the art of getting people to do what you want

them to do because they want to do it.”

— Dwight D. Eisenhower

Based on a general framework of concept analysis with rough sets summarized

in the first section, I discuss the motivations for introducing structured rough set

approximations in two aspects. The second section uses Pawlak’s classical rough sets

based on equivalence relations to demonstrate our motivations of retaining internal

structure in rough set approximations. In the third section, I discuss the contribu-

tions of the proposed structured approximations in concept analysis with incomplete

information.
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2.1 A General Framework of Concept Analysis with

Rough Sets

Concept analysis is one of the many applications of rough set theory [128, 182].

According to the school of Port-Royal Logic [3, 16], a concept is described by a pair

of an intension and an extension. The intension gives the properties or a definition

of the concept and the extension gives the set of its instances. In rough set theory,

we use a logic formula to formally represent the intension of a concept and a set of

objects to represent the extension. Given a set of objects representing the extension

of a concept, a fundamental task is to search for an intension. That is, we attempt

to find a logic formula or, equivalently, a set of classification rules that describes the

given set of objects.

Figure 2.1 shows a general framework of concept analysis with rough sets. It

involves three main concepts based on an information table, namely, definability,

approximations, and classification rules.

An information table

The family of definable sets

Rough set approximations

Classification rules

Figure 2.1: A general framework of concept analysis with rough sets

Suppose we describe a finite nonempty universe of objects in a data set by using

a finite nonempty set of attributes, which is formally given in an information table.

Based on solely the values of objects on the set of attributes, we may not be able to

distinguish an arbitrary pair of objects. In other words, the two objects may have

same values on all the attributes. Consequently, for an arbitrary set of objects, we may
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not be able to describe it precisely by using logic formulas over the set of attributes.

The set may include one object and exclude another that is not distinguishable from

the first one. As a result, we may not be able to find a logic formula to precisely

describe the extension of a concept. Such a set or an extension is considered to be

indefinable.

In order to approximately describe an indefinable set, rough set theory introduces

the notion of approximations [120, 127, 128, 181], particularly, the approximations of

an indefinable set by definable sets. While a definable set of objects can be precisely

and exactly described by logic formulas in a description language over a finite set

of attributes, an indefinable set cannot be so described. Given an arbitrary set of

objects representing the extension of a concept, concept analysis with rough sets

involves an approximation of the given set (i.e., extension) in terms of definable sets.

Correspondingly, the intension of the concept is approximated through the formulas

that describe the definable sets (i.e., their intensions), which is formally represented

by a set of classification rules that use the formulas as left-hand-sides.

2.2 Motivations of Retaining Internal Structure in

Rough Set Approximations

In this section, I argue that the internal structure in rough set approximations, though

ignored in the main stream of research, can facilitate the rule induction in concept

analysis with rough sets. I demonstrate the motivations from the views of concept

analysis and three-way decision by using Pawlak’s framework [127, 128, 129]. It is

shown that the internal structure in approximations leads to better understanding

and interpretation of approximations and classification rules.

In Pawlak’s framework [127, 128], definable sets are formulated in terms of equiv-
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alence relations. Two types of definable sets have been proposed and studied. An

equivalence class of an equivalence relation is an elementary conjunctively definable

set described by a formula involving only logic conjunction. By taking the union of a

family of equivalence classes, we can form a composite definable set that is described

by the disjunction of the conjunctive formulas involved in the family.

Suppose OB is the universe of objects and E ⊆ OB×OB is an equivalence relation

on OB. That is, E is a binary relation on OB that satisfies the following three

properties:

(1) Reflexive : ∀x ∈ OB, (x, x) ∈ E,

(2) Symmetric : ∀x, y ∈ OB, (x, y) ∈ E =⇒ (y, x) ∈ E,

(3) Transitive : ∀x, y, z ∈ OB, (x, y) ∈ E ∧ (y, z) ∈ E =⇒ (x, z) ∈ E.

In rough sets, an equivalence relation is specifically defined over a set of attributes.

Suppose AT is a finite nonempty set of attributes used to describe the objects. An

equivalence relation E can be defined over AT as:

∀x, y ∈ OB, (x, y) ∈ E ⇐⇒ x and y take the same values on all attributes in AT.

The objects that satisfy the relation E with a given object x comprise the equivalence

class of x, denoted as [x]E = {y ∈ OB | (x, y) ∈ E}. In other words, the objects

in [x]E share the same values on all attributes in AT . Accordingly, one may easily

use a conjunctive formula over AT to describe the objects in [x]E, which means an

equivalence class is a definable set. The family of all equivalence classes is a partition

of OB denoted by OB/E = {[x]E | x ∈ OB}. That is, the equivalence classes in OB/E

are nonempty and pair-wise disjoint subsets of OB and their union is the universe

OB. A consideration of equivalence relations over subsets of AT leads to the topic of
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attribute reduction in rough sets [76, 115, 127, 140, 192, 219].

By using the family OB/E of equivalence classes as building blocks, we can con-

struct rough set approximations of a given extension. There are two mathematically

equivalent methods to formulate rough set approximations. One formulation uses a

pair of composite definable sets called the lower and upper approximations [127, 128].

For a given set of objects X ⊆ OB, its lower apr(X) and upper apr(X) approxima-

tions are defined as [127, 128]:

apr(X) =
⋃
{[x]E ∈ OB/E | [x]E ⊆ X},

apr(X) =
⋃
{[x]E ∈ OB/E | [x]E ∩X 6= ∅}. (2.1)

The lower approximation is a subset of the upper approximation. The overlap leads to

a difficulty in interpreting two types of rules derived from the pair of approximations.

To resolve this problem, Yao [177, 178, 179] introduces the other formulation of rough

set approximations, that is, the three-way approximations. For a given set X ⊆

OB, its three-way approximations consist of the positive POS, negative NEG, and

boundary BND regions that are defined as follows:

POS(X) =
⋃
{[x]E ∈ OB/E | [x]E ⊆ X},

NEG(X) =
⋃
{[x]E ∈ OB/E | [x]E ∩X = ∅},

BND(X) =
⋃
{[x]E ∈ OB/E | [x]E ∩X 6= ∅ ∧ [x]E ∩Xc 6= ∅}. (2.2)

The positive region POS is the union of those equivalence classes that are subsets

of X; the negative region NEG is the union of those that are totally not subsets of

X; the boundary region BND is the union of the remaining equivalence classes. The

three regions are all composite definable sets and pair-wise disjoint. This formulation

of three-way approximations is widely used in the main stream of research.
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The purpose of constructing rough set approximations is to induce classification

rules that describe the intension of the concept. For the construction of classification

rules, we need to consider two representations of rough set approximations, namely,

the structured and unstructured representations [13, 36, 127, 128, 189]. The main

stream of research uses the unstructured representation by defining an approximation

to be a composite definable set, that is, a union of a family of equivalence classes,

as shown in Equations (2.1) and (2.2). By taking the union, we unfortunately lose

important information about the internal structure and the composition of an ap-

proximation expressed by a family of equivalence classes. On the other hand, when

constructing classification rules, the conjunctive formula of an equivalence class cor-

responds to the left-hand-side of a classification rule. The lack of internal structure

leads to difficulties in the understanding and interpretation of the approximations

for the task of rule induction, where the description of a component definable set is

necessary.

Pawlak [127] used a figure similar to Figure 2.2(a) to illustrate the idea of rough

set approximations. There is a very subtle point that needs further clarification. In

Figure 2.2(a), we express both the structure of the partition OB/E with each small

square representing an equivalence class and the composition of three-way approxi-

mations in terms of equivalence classes (i.e., elementary definable sets). On the other

hand, by taking the union in Equation (2.2), the three regions become sets of objects

and their internal structure becomes hidden, as shown by Figure 2.2(b). In other

words, Figure 2.2(a) does not truly reflect rough set approximations as defined by

Equation (2.2). A more accurate illustration is given by Figure 2.2(b). To distin-

guish the subtle differences, we call approximations with an explicit representation of

an internal structure, as indicated by Figure 2.2(a), structured approximations, and

approximations with a hidden structure, as indicated by Figure 2.2(b), unstructured

approximations.
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(a) Structured approximations (b) Unstructured approximations

X positive boundary negative

Figure 2.2: Structured and unstructured three-way approximations of a set X

Structured approximations have been considered by several authors. Bryniarski [13]

and Dubois and Prade [36] suggest to remove the union by defining the lower and up-

per approximations as two families of equivalence classes. Yao and Hu [189] introduce

the notion of structured approximations to explicitly denote the internal structure of

approximations. Ma et al. [114] study structured approximations in a probabilis-

tic setting. By adopting the same argument, we define three structured regions as

follows:

SPOSE(X) = {[x]E ∈ OB/E | [x]E ⊆ X},

SNEGE(X) = {[x]E ∈ OB/E | [x]E ∩X = ∅},

SBNDE(X) = {[x]E ∈ OB/E | [x]E ∩X 6= ∅ ∧ [x]E ∩Xc 6= ∅}. (2.3)

In this way, we make the internal structure of approximations explicit as shown in

Figure 2.2(a). Although the three structured regions cover the identical sets of ob-

jects as the corresponding unstructured regions defined in Equation (2.2), they are

semantically superior for the task of constructing classification rules to describe a

concept.

Classification rules can be constructed from the three-way approximations. In
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particular, we have one rule for each equivalence class. Let Des([x]E) denote the

description of the objects in the equivalence class [x]E by using a set of attributes

such as a conjunctive logic formula. Corresponding to the three regions, we have

acceptance, rejection, and non-commitment rules given as follows: for any y ∈ OB,

(A) y |= Des([x1]E)→ accept y ∈ X, for [x1]E ∈ SPOSE(X),

(R) y |= Des([x2]E)→ reject y ∈ X, for [x2]E ∈ SNEGE(X),

(N) y |= Des([x3]E)→ neither accept nor reject y ∈ X, for [x3]E ∈ SBNDE(X),

where y |= Des([xi]E) indicates that y satisfies the description Des([xi]E), that is,

y is also described by Des([xi]E). We can make three-way decision based on the

three types of classification rules. We induce an acceptance rule in the format of (A)

from an equivalence class [x1]E in the structured positive region SPOSE(X). If an

object satisfies the description of [x1]E, we accept it to be an instance of the concept

with the extension X. Similarly, from an equivalence class [x2]E in the structured

negative region SNEGE(X), we form a rejection rule in the format of (R). If an object

satisfies the description of [x2]E, we reject it to be an instance of the concept. For

an equivalence class in the boundary region [x3]E ∈ SBNDE(X), we cannot make

a definite decision of either acceptance or rejection. In this case, we get a non-

commitment rule in the format of (N) that makes a non-commitment decision.

By retaining internal structure, we establish an explicit link between approxima-

tions and three-way classification rules. More specifically, for each equivalence class

we form a rule of acceptance, rejection, or non-commitment. The set of objects cov-

ered by all acceptance rules form a largest definable subset of X, and the set of objects

covered by all rejection rules form a largest definable subset of Xc. The set of objects

covered by non-commitment rules consists of those objects that we cannot make a

definite decision. Compared with the unstructured approximations, the structured
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approximations are directly connected to one of its intended uses in classification

rule induction, which implies that structured approximation can serve as a basis for

three-way decision with rough sets. Instead of using equivalence classes in Equation

(2.3), in Chapters 3 and 4, I will construct the structured three-way approximations

in a covering-based framework that uses concepts as building blocks and facilitates

the rule learning process by providing clear semantics of the building blocks and the

approximations.

2.3 Structured Approximations in Concept Analysis

with Incomplete Information

When dealing with incomplete information in concept analysis with rough sets, most

existing studies generalize Pawlak’s framework and propose various relation-based ap-

proaches. However, they face a common challenge of finding the descriptions of their

building blocks of approximations. This leads to a difficulty in inducing the classifica-

tion rules from the approximations where the descriptions are necessary. As a result,

the task of searching for the intension of a concept cannot be properly accomplished.

In this section, I compare our framework of handling incomplete information based

on the proposed structured approximations with the framework of existing studies.

It is shown that our framework can solve the difficulty in rule induction that widely

exists in current studies.

A full understanding of the theory of rough sets relies on two complementary

formulations, that is, computational and conceptual formulations [181]. A computa-

tional formulation focuses on constructive procedures and a conceptual formulation

focuses on semantics interpretation. Figure 2.3 shows the computational and concep-

tual formulations in rough sets with complete information where the values of objects
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on attributes are definitely known. In other words, each object takes a single value

on each attribute in the information table.

A complete information table

An equivalence relation

A family of equivalence classes

The family of definable sets

Rough set approximations

Classification rules

(a) The computational formulation

A complete information table

A description language: formulas

The meaning set of a formula: a definable set

The family of definable sets

Rough set approximations

Classification rules

(b) The conceptual formulation

Figure 2.3: The conceptual and computational formulations in rough sets with com-
plete information

Pawlak’s framework based on equivalence relations, which is discussed in Section

2.2, follows the computational formulation. As shown in Figure 2.3(a), the building

blocks of approximations, that is, the definable sets, are derived from an equivalence

relation. Though the descriptions of building blocks are easy to obtain, they are

not explicitly considered and represented in the process before the last step of rule

induction. In contrast, as shown in Figure 2.3(b), the conceptual formulation starts

from the descriptions, that is, the logic formulas in a description language. One logic

formula leads to one definable set consisting of the objects that can be described by

the formula. In this way, the descriptions of definable building blocks of approxima-

tions are explicitly given through the process. As a result, one can directly and easily

use the descriptions to form classification rules from approximations. It is proved

that the two families of definable sets induced in the computational and conceptual

formulations are equivalent [181]. Consequently, the two formulations are consid-

ered to be mathematically equivalent. While the computational formulation focuses
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on how we can efficiently compute the approximations, the conceptual formulation

clearly explains why we construct the approximations in this way and facilitate the

understanding of classification rules.

In the case of an incomplete information table, an object takes a set of values

instead of a single value on an attribute. The values in the set are all possible to

be the actual one. However, the actual value is not known due to incomplete in-

formation. When generalizing the approaches with complete information into in-

complete information, majority of existing studies follows the computational for-

mulation and proposes various relation-based approaches. As shown by the solid

rectangles and solid arrows in Figure 2.4(a), the common idea is to generalize the

equivalence relation in a complete table into various similarity or tolerance rela-

tions [55, 89, 90, 93, 104, 105, 158, 159, 198]. The family of similarity or tolerance

classes, as a generalization of the family of equivalence classes, is used as building

blocks to define various formulations of rough set approximations. As shown by the

dashed rectangles and dashed arrows in Figure 2.4(a), the two major concepts of de-

finability and classification rules are not properly explained in the whole process due

to a lack of semantics interpretation and formal descriptions of the building blocks.

In contrast, our formulation is based on the proposed structured three-way ap-

proximations and follows the conceptual formulation. We first improve the conceptual

formulation with complete information shown in Figure 2.3(b) to better serve the rule

induction purpose and then generalize the improved formulation into incomplete in-

formation based on Lipski’s possible-world semantics [104]. The improvements of

the conceptual formulation with complete information include three aspects. First,

we consider only logic conjunction in forming the logic formulas by arguing that

this does not limit the expressive power of the description language. Second, in-

stead of using a family of definable sets, we use a family of definable concepts as

building blocks of approximations. The use of concepts facilitates rule induction by
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An incomplete information table

A similarity or tolerance relation

A family of similarity or tolerance classes

Definable sets

Rough set approximations

Classification rules

(a) The existing formulation

An incomplete information table

A family of complete tables
(possible-world semantics)

A description language
(conjunctive formulas)

The meaning set of a conjunctive formula
(a conjunctively definable interval set)

The family of conjunctively definable interval concepts

Structured three-way approximations

Classification rules

(b) The proposed formulation

Figure 2.4: The existing and proposed formulations in rough sets with incomplete
information

explicitly giving the formulas for constructing rules from the definable concepts in a

region. Third, we consider a covering-based framework. That is, we allow overlaps

between the building blocks in an approximation by using conjunctively definable

concepts, rather than elementary conjunctively definable concepts. Approximations

and related operators in covering-based rough set models have been widely studied

by researchers [28, 30, 72, 154, 170, 190, 220, 221, 222, 223]. For example, Zhu and

Wang [222, 223] discuss four types of covering-based rough set models and compare

the definitions of rough set approximations in these models. Janicki [72] argues that

two existing covering-based rough set models proposed by Zhu [220] and Xu and

Zhang [170] do not comply with essential properties in classical Pawlak rough set

model [127, 128, 129]. In this sense, he proposes a third model where approximations

are defined by using components generated from a covering [72]. He also shows that

this new model provides better approximations than the existing two models and

pattern of the classical Pawlak rough set model can be generalized and applied.
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By adopting the possible-world semantics [104] that interprets an incomplete table

by a family of complete tables, our improved formulation with complete information

is generalized with incomplete information as shown in Figure 2.4(b). Instead of

(conjunctively) definable concepts in a complete table, we use a family of conjunc-

tively definable interval concepts as building blocks of approximations. Two types

of structured three-way approximations are proposed and accordingly, two types of

classification rules are induced to describe the intension of a given concept.

The next two chapters present our formulations based on the proposed structured

three-way approximations. Chapter 3 presents the improved formulation with com-

plete information and Chapter 4 generalizes it to incomplete information. Instead of

using equivalence relation in Pawlak’s framework [127, 128, 129], we construct the

structured three-way approximations in a covering- and non-relation-based frame-

work.
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CHAPTER 3

THREE-WAY DECISION BASED

ON STRUCTURED ROUGH SET

APPROXIMATIONS WITH

COMPLETE INFORMATION

“Be a life long or short, its completeness depends on what it

was lived for.”

— David Starr Jordan

This chapter presents our approach with respect to complete information∗. I intro-

duce how we define the structured rough set approximations as sets of conjunctively

definable concepts, derive the acceptance and rejection classification rules from the

approximations, and construct three-way decision. At the end, I discuss possible

methods to simplify the structured approximations, which also simplify the sets of

classification rules induced from the approximations.
∗ The results presented in this chapter are published in [64], specifically, Sections 3 and 4 in [64].
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3.1 Conjunctively Definable Concepts

An information table represents data used in concept analysis with rough sets. Two

types of information tables are commonly used, namely, complete and incomplete

tables. In this section, I restrict my discussion to complete tables.

Definition 1. A complete table is formally represented by a tuple:

T = (OB,AT, {Va | a ∈ AT}, {Ia : OB → Va | a ∈ AT}), (3.1)

where OB is a set of objects as rows, AT is a set of attributes as columns, Va is the

domain of an attribute a ∈ AT , and Ia is an information function that maps each

object to a unique value in Va.

A description language [120, 134] is typically used to describe objects. We consider

a description language DLc that contains only conjunctive formulas [63], which is a

sublanguage used by Pawlak [129].

Definition 2. The formulas in DLc are defined recursively by the following two rules:

(1) Atomic formulas: (a = v) ∈ DLc, where a ∈ AT, v ∈ Va,

(2) If p, q ∈ DLc, and p and q do not share any attribute, then p ∧ q ∈ DLc.

Additional logic connectives, such as disjunction and implication, are considered in

some description languages [120]. From the viewpoint of rule induction, it is sufficient

to consider only conjunctions in the left-hand-sides of rules (i.e., the formulas). The

left-hand-sides of a family of rules for a same concept can be combined through logic

disjunctions into a single rule. Conversely, if the left-hand-side of a rule involves any

logic connectives, we can transform it into a disjunction of conjunctions and break

the rule into a set of conjunctive rules.
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In the second rule of DLc, we demand that the two formulas p and q do not

share any attribute. In other words, we consider only conjunctive formulas in which

each attribute appears at most once. This condition will benefit our approach in an

incomplete table, which will be discussed in Chapter 4. Such advantages are also

demonstrated by Lipski [104]. Moreover, this condition is reasonable because it does

not limit the expressive power of a description language. Suppose an attribute a ∈ AT

appears more than once in a conjunctive formula and two of these appearances are

a = v1 and a = v2. If v1 = v2, then one of these two appearances can be removed

without changing the meaning of the formula. If v1 6= v2, then the two appearances

contradict with each other and there will be no object described by this formula. The

corresponding rule is not useful and can be reasonably left out of consideration.

Definition 3. For an object o ∈ OB, the satisfiability, denoted by |=, is formally

defined as follows:

(1) o |= (a = v) iff Ia(o) = v,

(2) o |= p ∧ q iff (o |= p) ∧ (o |= q). (3.2)

A formula can be used to describe an object satisfying it. In turn, the set of

objects satisfying a formula can be used to demonstrate the meaning of the formula.

Definition 4. Given a formula p ∈ DLc, the set of objects satisfying p is called the

meaning set of p [129], which is formally defined as:

m(p) = {o ∈ OB | o |= p}. (3.3)

One can interpret the conjunctions in a formula through the intersections of mean-
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ing sets. As a result, the meaning set of a formula can be computed as follows:

(1) m(a = v) = {o ∈ OB | Ia(o) = v},

(2) m(p ∧ q) = m(p) ∩m(q), (3.4)

where a ∈ AT, v ∈ Va, and p, q ∈ DLc.

In terms of satisfiability and meaning set of a formula, we introduce the notion of

conjunctively definable sets.

Definition 5. A set of objects O ⊆ OB is a conjunctively definable set if there exists

a conjunctive formula p ∈ DLc such that m(p) = O.

The definability of sets can be generalized into concepts. If the extension of a

concept is a definable set, the concept is definable. In our work, we use a conjunctive

formula as the intension and its meaning set as the extension. The corresponding

concept is called a conjunctively definable concept.

Definition 6. A pair of a conjunctive formula and a set of objects (p,O), where

p ∈ DLc and O ⊆ OB, is a conjunctively definable concept if m(p) = O. The family

of conjunctively definable concepts is denoted as CDEF(OB) = {(p,m(p)) | p ∈ DLc}.

Several authors have used the notion of conjunctively definable concepts to estab-

lish a sound semantics basis of rough sets and rule learning with rough sets [27, 29,

182, 189].

3.2 Structured Three-Way Approximations

By using the family CDEF(OB) as the building blocks, we construct a pair of struc-

tured positive and negative regions to approximate a given set of objects [63].
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Definition 7. Given a set of objects O ⊆ OB, its structured positive and negative

regions, denoted as SPOS(O) and SNEG(O), are defined as follows:

SPOS(O) = {(p,m(p)) ∈ CDEF(OB) | m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ O},

SNEG(O) = {(p,m(p)) ∈ CDEF(OB) | m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc}. (3.5)

The structured positive and negative regions can be used to form a three-way

approximation of the set O. The third region, that is, the structured boundary

region, is implicitly constructed through SPOS(O) and SNEG(O). One may first

construct the unstructured boundary region BND(O) as follows:

BND(O) =
(⋃
{m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O) ∪ SNEG(O)}

)c
, (3.6)

which is the set of objects that are not covered by SPOS(O) and SNEG(O). Accord-

ingly, the structured boundary region SBND(O) can be defined through BND(O) as:

SBND(O) = {(p,m(p)) ∈ CDEF(OB) | m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ BND(O)}. (3.7)

Since we cannot obtain definite decision rules from the boundary region, we are not

interested in investigating the structured boundary region in our work.

Figure 3.1 demonstrates the relationships between a set O and a conjunctively

definable set m(p) appearing in its two structured regions.

One may easily verify the properties of the structured positive and negative regions

in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Given two subsets of objects O1, O2 ⊆ OB, their structured positive and

negative regions satisfy the following properties:

(1) SPOS(O1) ∩ SNEG(O1) = ∅;
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OB

m(p)

(a) SPOS(O)

O
OB

m(p)

(b) SNEG(O)

Figure 3.1: Relationships between O and m(p) in SPOS(O) and SNEG(O)

(2) SPOS(O1) = SNEG(Oc
1),

SNEG(O1) = SPOS(Oc
1);

(3) O1 ⊆ O2 =⇒ SPOS(O1) ⊆ SPOS(O2),

O1 ⊆ O2 =⇒ SNEG(O1) ⊇ SNEG(O2);

(4) SPOS(O1 ∩O2) = SPOS(O1) ∩ SPOS(O2),

SNEG(O1 ∩O2) ⊇ SNEG(O1) ∩ SNEG(O2);

(5) SPOS(O1 ∪O2) ⊇ SPOS(O1) ∪ SPOS(O2),

SNEG(O1 ∪O2) ⊆ SNEG(O1) ∪ SNEG(O2);

(6) SNEG(O1 ∪O2) = SNEG(O1) ∩ SNEG(O2). (3.8)

The proofs of the properties in (1), (2), and (3) are straightforward and omitted.

The proofs of the properties in (4), (5), and (6) can be found in Appendix A.

A pair of lower and upper approximations [128] can be expressed through the

structured regions. Let apr(O) and apr(O) denote the lower and upper approxima-
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tions of a given set of objects O. They can be expressed through SPOS(O) and

SNEG(O) as follows:

apr(O) =
⋃
{m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O)},

apr(O) = (
⋃
{m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O)})c. (3.9)

Although the pair of SPOS(O) and SNEG(O) is mathematically equivalent to the

pair of apr(O) and apr(O) in classical rough set theory [127, 128, 129], the explicit

internal structure in the structured regions and the formulas in the concepts provide

a straightforward semantics of the building blocks, which is useful in rule induction

from the approximations.

Example 1. We illustrate the construction of the structured regions with a complete

table T given in Table 3.1. The conjunctive formulas in DLc are given by Table

3.2 and the family of conjunctively definable concepts CDEF(OB) is given in Table

3.3. Given a set of objects O = {o2, o5, o7} (Oc = {o1, o3, o4, o6}), we construct its

structured approximations by Definition 7, which are:

SPOS(O) = {C2, C12, C16, C32},

SNEG(O) = {C3, C7, C8, C9, C15, C18, C19, C24, C25, C26}. (3.10)

a1 a2 a3

o1 1 5 6
o2 2 4 6
o3 1 3 6
o4 1 3 7
o5 1 5 6
o6 1 4 6
o7 2 4 6

Table 3.1: A complete table T
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Label Formula Label Formula Label Formula

p1 a1 = 1 p13 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 5) p25 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 3) ∧ (a3 = 7)

p2 a1 = 2 p14 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a3 = 6) p26 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 4) ∧ (a3 = 6)

p3 a2 = 3 p15 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a3 = 7) p27 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 4) ∧ (a3 = 7)

p4 a2 = 4 p16 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a3 = 6) p28 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 5) ∧ (a3 = 6)

p5 a2 = 5 p17 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a3 = 7) p29 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 5) ∧ (a3 = 7)

p6 a3 = 6 p18 (a2 = 3) ∧ (a3 = 6) p30 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 3) ∧ (a3 = 6)

p7 a3 = 7 p19 (a2 = 3) ∧ (a3 = 7) p31 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 3) ∧ (a3 = 7)

p8 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 3) p20 (a2 = 4) ∧ (a3 = 6) p32 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 4) ∧ (a3 = 6)

p9 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 4) p21 (a2 = 4) ∧ (a3 = 7) p33 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 4) ∧ (a3 = 7)

p10 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 5) p22 (a2 = 5) ∧ (a3 = 6) p34 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 5) ∧ (a3 = 6)

p11 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 3) p23 (a2 = 5) ∧ (a3 = 7) p35 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 5) ∧ (a3 = 7)

p12 (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 4) p24 (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 3) ∧ (a3 = 6)

Table 3.2: Conjunctive formulas of DLc for Table 3.1

Label Intension Extension Label Intension Extension Label Intension Extension

C1 p1 {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6} C13 p13 ∅ C25 p25 {o4}
C2 p2 {o2, o7} C14 p14 {o1, o3, o5, o6} C26 p26 {o6}
C3 p3 {o3, o4} C15 p15 {o4} C27 p27 ∅
C4 p4 {o2, o6, o7} C16 p16 {o2, o7} C28 p28 {o1, o5}
C5 p5 {o1, o5} C17 p17 ∅ C29 p29 ∅
C6 p6 {o1, o2, o3, o5, o6, o7} C18 p18 {o3} C30 p30 ∅
C7 p7 {o4} C19 p19 {o4} C31 p31 ∅
C8 p8 {o3, o4} C20 p20 {o2, o6, o7} C32 p32 {o2, o7}
C9 p9 {o6} C21 p21 ∅ C33 p33 ∅
C10 p10 {o1, o5} C22 p22 {o1, o5} C34 p34 ∅
C11 p11 ∅ C23 p23 ∅ C35 p35 ∅
C12 p12 {o2, o7} C24 p24 {o3}

Table 3.3: The family CDEF(OB) for Table 3.1

3.3 Constructing Three-Way Decision from Struc-

tured Approximations

Three-way decision can be made based on decision rules induced from the structured

regions. A set of acceptance rules is induced from the structured positive region and

a set of rejection rules from the structured negative region. By adopting the notion

of a union-reduct, we simplify the structured regions from extension and intension

views.
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3.3.1 Constructing Three-Way Decision

Given a set of objects O, one may immediately construct an acceptance rule from a

concept (p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O) by taking p as the left-hand-side, that is:

p −→A O. (3.11)

Similarly, one may get a rejection rule from a concept (q,m(q)) ∈ SNEG(O) which is

represented as:

q −→R O. (3.12)

Three-way decision on an object o ∈ OB can be accordingly constructed as follows:

(A) p −→A O : if o |= p, then accept o ∈ O,

(R) q −→R O : if o |= q, then reject o ∈ O,

(N) Otherwise : neither accept nor reject o ∈ O.

That is, if an object satisfies the left-hand-side formula of an acceptance or a rejection

rule, we accept or reject it to be an instance of the concept. Otherwise, we make a

non-commitment decision.

Example 2. We continue with Example 1. The decision rules can be induced from

the structured regions in Equation (3.10). For the given set O = {o2, o5, o7}, from

SPOS(O), we have a set of 4 acceptance rules with respect to the conjunctively defin-

able concepts C2, C12, C16 and C32:

rA1 : (a1 = 2) −→A O,

rA2 : (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 4) −→A O,

rA3 : (a1 = 2) ∧ (a3 = 6) −→A O,
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rA4 : (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 4) ∧ (a3 = 6) −→A O. (3.13)

Similarly, we can construct a set of 10 rejection rules by using the 10 concepts in

SNEG(O). For examples, rejection rules corresponding to the concepts C3 and C7

are:

rR1 : (a2 = 3) −→R O,

rR2 : (a3 = 7) −→R O. (3.14)

If an object does not satisfy either an acceptance rule or a rejection rule, a non-

commitment decision is made. For example, the objects o1 and o5 are associated with

a non-commitment decision.

3.3.2 Simplification of Structured Regions

There may be redundant conjunctively definable concepts in a structured region.

Based on the notion of a union-reduct [128], we present two views, namely, the ex-

tension and intension views, for simplifying a structured region.

3.3.2.1 Union-Reducts as Simplified Structured Regions

A conjunctively definable concept is redundant in a structured region if its extension

can be covered by other concepts in the region. A structured region can be simplified

by removing redundant concepts.

We adopt the notion of a union-reduct or ∪-reduct proposed by Pawlak [128].

To be consistent with our formulation of structured regions, we provide a slightly

different formulation in terms of concepts.

Definition 8. Suppose C ⊆ CDEF(OB) is a set of conjunctively definable concepts.
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A subset R ⊆ C is a ∪-reduct of C if it satisfies the following two conditions:

(1)
⋃{

m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ R
}

=
⋃{

m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ C
}
,

(2) ∀ (p0,m(p0)) ∈ R,⋃{
m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ R− {(p0,m(p0))}

}
6=
⋃{

m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ C
}
.

That is, a ∪-reduct of C is a minimal subset of C that covers the same set of objects

as C. The family of all ∪-reducts of C is denoted by R(C).

A ∪-reduct of a structured region immediately gives a simplified structured region

without redundancy. That is, in Definition 8, if C = SPOS(O), then a ∪-reduct R of

C is a simplified structured positive region; if C = SNEG(O), then a ∪-reduct R of C

is a simplified structured negative region. Since a ∪-reduct is not unique, a simplified

structured region is not unique.

There are at least two strategies to find a ∪-reduct of C ⊆ CDEF(OB), namely,

the deletion and addition-deletion strategies. The deletion strategy starts from C

and removes redundant conjunctively definable concepts sequentially. The addition-

deletion strategy starts from the empty set, adds conjunctively definable concepts

in C until it covers the same set of objects as C, and then a deletion step removes

any redundant concepts. Algorithm 1 gives a deletion-based algorithm for finding a

∪-reduct (DAUR). It can be used to find a simplified structured region by replacing

C with the region. Since the algorithm needs to traverse the set R when evaluating

the condition for the if statement, the time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(N2).
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Algorithm 1 DAUR: A deletion-based algorithm for finding a ∪-reduct of C ⊆
CDEF(OB)

Input: A subset C of CDEF(OB).

Output: A ∪-reduct R of C.

R = C;

for (p0,m(p0)) ∈ C do

if
⋃{

m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ R
}

=
⋃{

m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ R− {(p0,m(p0))}
}
then

R = R− {(p0,m(p0))};

end if

end for

Although there may exist more than one ∪-reduct of C, DAUR returns only

one ∪-reduct. The result is affected by the order in selecting and testing a con-

cept (p0,m(p0)) ∈ C in the loop. To obtain a preferred ∪-reduct, we introduce the

notions of maximal generality and minimal description in the next subsection that

evaluate the concepts from the extension and intension views, respectively. Based on

either view, we first trim the set C by preserving preferred concepts, and then use the

algorithm DAUR to find a ∪-reduct of the trimmed set.

Recall that each conjunctively definable concept in a region corresponds to one

decision rule. By removing redundant concepts in a region, we remove the corre-

sponding redundant decision rules. The result is a minimal set of rules for three-way

decision.

3.3.2.2 Simplifying the Structured Regions from Extension and Intension

Views

We introduce the notions of maximal generality and minimal description to evaluate

the concepts from the extension and intension views, respectively.
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Definition 9. Suppose C ⊆ CDEF(OB) is a set of concepts. A concept (p,m(p)) ∈ C

has a maximal generality if:

6 ∃ (p′,m(p′)) ∈ C such that m(p) ( m(p′), (3.15)

where m(p) ( m(p′) means that m(p) is a proper subset of m(p′)†.

The set of all concepts of a maximal generality in C is denoted as Cmaxgen. By

definition, a concept of a maximal generality has a maximal extension. One can

obtain the set Cmaxgen by removing all concepts of non-maximal generality. It can

be easily verified that the set Cmaxgen covers the same set of objects as C. Thus, a

∪-reduct of Cmaxgen must also be a ∪-reduct of C. As a result, we have

R(Cmaxgen) ⊆ R(C), (3.16)

where R(·) is the family of ∪-reducts of a set of concepts. The reverse direction of

the subset relationship in Equation (3.16) does not hold since a ∪-reduct of C does

not necessarily use concepts of maximal generality.

From the viewpoint of rule learning, a concept of a maximal generality is preferred

since it induces a decision rule that can make decisions on a maximal set of objects.

By using Cmaxgen, we may potentially reduce the number of rules induced from a

structured region. To obtain a ∪-reduct of a structured region, we can first construct

Cmaxgen and then apply Algorithm 1. This leads to a maximal-generality-based dele-

tion algorithm for finding a ∪-reduct in Algorithm 2. Since the algorithm needs to

traverse either the set Cmaxgen or the set R when evaluating the conditions for the

two if statements, the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(N2).
† ( may be alternatively represented as ⊂.
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Algorithm 2 DAUR-Maxgen: A maximal-generality-based deletion algorithm for
finding a ∪-reduct of C ⊆ CDEF(OB)

Input: A subset C of CDEF(OB).

Output: A ∪-reduct R of C with a maximal generality.

Cmaxgen = C; . Find the set Cmaxgen.

for (p0,m(p0)) ∈ C do

if ∃ (p,m(p)) ∈ Cmaxgen(m(p0) ( m(p)) then

Cmaxgen = Cmaxgen − {(p0,m(p0))};

end if

end for

R = Cmaxgen; . Find a union-reduct of Cmaxgen.

for (p0,m(p0)) ∈ Cmaxgen do

if
⋃{

m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ R
}

=
⋃{

m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ R− {(p0,m(p0))}
}
then

R = R− {(p0,m(p0))};

end if

end for

One may also evaluate a concept from the intension view, which leads to the

notion of concepts with minimal description.

Definition 10. Suppose C ⊆ CDEF(OB) is a set of concepts. A concept (p,m(p)) ∈ C

has a minimal description if:

6 ∃ (p′,m(p′)) ∈ C such that atom(p′) ( atom(p), (3.17)

where atom(·) is the set of atomic formulas appearing in a formula.

The family of all concepts with a minimal description in C is denoted by Cmindes.

A concept with a minimal description involves a minimal set of atomic formulas in its
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intension. If atom(p′) ( atom(p), then m(p) ⊆ m(p′). Accordingly, the extension of

a concept with a non-minimal description must be included in the extension of some

concept with a minimal description. Thus, Cmindes covers the same set of objects as

C. A ∪-reduct of Cmindes must also be a ∪-reduct of C. As a result, we have:

R(Cmindes) ⊆ R(C), (3.18)

where R(·) is the family of ∪-reducts of a set. The reverse direction of the subset

relationship in Equation (3.18) does not hold since a ∪-reduct of C does not necessarily

use concepts with a minimal description. By the fact that a concept of maximal

generality must have a minimal description, we have the following subset relationship:

Cmaxgen ⊆ Cmindes. (3.19)

Accordingly, we have:

R(Cmaxgen) ⊆ R(Cmindes). (3.20)

The reverse directions of the subset relationships in Equations (3.19) and (3.20) do

not hold. A concept with a minimal description does not necessarily have a maximal

generality. There may exist another concept that uses different atomic formulas in

its intension and covers more objects by its extension.

From the viewpoint of rule learning, if more atomic formulas are involved in a

decision rule, one need to check the values of more attributes in order to make the

same decision on some objects. Thus, when simplifying a structured region, we prefer

the concepts with a minimal description. To obtain a ∪-reduct of a structured region,

we may first construct Cmindes and then apply Algorithm 1, which leads to a minimal-

description-based deletion algorithm for finding a ∪-reduct in Algorithm 3. Since the

algorithm needs to traverse either the set Cmindes or the set R when evaluating the
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conditions for the two if statements, the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(N2).

Algorithm 3 DAUR-Mindes: A minimal-description-based deletion algorithm for
finding a ∪-reduct of C ⊆ CDEF(OB)

Input: A subset C of CDEF(OB).

Output: A ∪-reduct R of C with a minimal description.

Cmindes = C; . Find the set Cmindes.

for (p0,m(p0)) ∈ C do

if ∃ (p,m(p)) ∈ Cmindes(atom(p) ( atom(p0)) then

Cmindes = Cmindes − {(p0,m(p0))};

end if

end for

R = Cmindes; . Find a union-reduct of Cmindes.

for (p0,m(p0)) ∈ Cmindes do

if
⋃{

m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ R
}

=
⋃{

m(p) | (p,m(p)) ∈ R− {(p0,m(p0))}
}
then

R = R− {(p0,m(p0))};

end if

end for

Example 3. We demonstrate the simplification of the structured positive region SPOS(O)

in Equation (3.10). From the extension view, the sets of objects covered by the four

concepts in SPOS(O) are:

m(p2) = {o2, o7},

m(p12) = {o2, o7},

m(p16) = {o2, o7},

m(p32) = {o2, o7}. (3.21)
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Thus, the four concepts all have maximal generality. By using the algorithm DAUR-

Maxgen, one may get the following four possible ∪-reducts as simplified structured

positive regions of O:

R1 = {C2},

R2 = {C12},

R3 = {C16},

R4 = {C32}. (3.22)

From the intension view, the sets of atomic formulas involved in the four concepts

in SPOS(O) are:

atom(p2) = {a1 = 2},

atom(p12) = {a1 = 2, a2 = 4},

atom(p16) = {a1 = 2, a3 = 6},

atom(p32) = {a1 = 2, a2 = 4, a3 = 6}. (3.23)

Thus, the concept C2 is the only concept with a minimal description. By using the

algorithm DAUR-Mindes, one will get the only possible ∪-reduct R1 = {C2}.
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CHAPTER 4

THREE-WAY DECISION BASED

ON STRUCTURED ROUGH SET

APPROXIMATIONS WITH

INCOMPLETE INFORMATION

“Some of the greatest moments in life come from moments that

are incomplete.”

— Nikki Reed

By adopting a possible-world semantics of an incomplete table suggested by Lip-

ski [104], we generalize the notions in a complete table to an incomplete table∗. The

notion of conjunctively definable concepts in a complete table is generalized into con-

junctively definable interval concepts in an incomplete table. Then we define two

types of structured positive and negative regions as sets of conjunctively definable

interval concepts. Based on the structured regions, we induce two types of classifica-
∗ The results presented in this chapter are published in [64], specifically, Sections 5 and 6 in [64].
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tion rules, namely, necessary and possible rules, to construct the three-way decision.

At the end, I present our methods to simplify the structured regions in an incomplete

table.

4.1 A Possible-World Semantics of an Incomplete

Table

In a complete table, each object takes a unique value on each attribute. In practical

situations, due to insufficient information, we may not know some values. That is,

we have an incomplete information table represented by a tuple as follows:

T̃ = (OB,AT, {Va | a ∈ AT}, {Ĩa : OB → 2Va − {∅}}), (4.1)

where OB, AT , and Va are the same as those in a complete table, and Ĩa is an

information function that maps each object to a nonempty subset of the domain Va.

We assume that all the attributes are applicable to all the objects and exclude the

empty set for the sets of values.

Instead of one unique value in a complete table, an object takes a nonempty set

of values on an attribute in an incomplete table. All these values are possibly the

actual value for the object. Once our information is complete, only one value will be

determined as the actual value. The information functions express different types of

our knowingness of the objects. For an object o ∈ OB and an attribute a ∈ AT , if

Ĩa(o) is a singleton set, then this single value is known to be the actual value and we

have complete information. If Ĩa(o) = Va, that is, the values in the whole domain

are possibly the actual value, then we have no useful information. If Ĩa(o) is a non-

singleton proper subset of Va, then all the values in Ĩa(o) are possible to be the actual

value and those in Va − Ĩa(o) are not. In this case, we have partial information. In
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the last two cases, we have incomplete information.

Complete and incomplete tables are related to each other. A complete table can

be viewed as a special case of an incomplete table by changing the unique values into

singleton sets. An incomplete table will degenerate into a complete table once the

information is complete and the values are uniquely determined. Such a complete

table is called a completion of the incomplete table by Lipski [104].

Definition 11. A complete table T = (OB,AT, {Va | a ∈ AT}, {Ia : OB → Va | a ∈

AT}) is a completion of an incomplete table T̃ = (OB,AT, {Va | a ∈ AT}, {Ĩa : OB →

2Va − {∅}}) if it satisfies the following condition:

∀ o ∈ OB ∀ a ∈ AT
(
Ia(o) ∈ Ĩa(o)

)
. (4.2)

The family of all completions of T̃ is denoted as COMP(T̃ ).

An incomplete table can be equivalently interpreted by the family of its com-

pletions. Each completion is possibly the actual table and is viewed as a possible

world in which the complete information is known. This possible-world semantics is

adopted by several authors [62, 63, 91] to investigate an incomplete table in rough

sets. One advantage is that it provides a straightforward and clear understanding of

an incomplete table as a collection of all possibilities of the actual table. Another

advantage is that an incomplete table can be equivalently studied through the family

of its completions by generalizing the existing notions in a single complete table with

respect to a family of complete tables. Following this idea, we present the notion

of conjunctively definable interval concepts and construct two types of structured

positive and negative regions in an incomplete table [63].
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4.2 Definability in an Incomplete Table

Given an incomplete table T̃ and a formula p ∈ DLc, we consider the notion of a

meaning set of p in each completion of T̃ . Since the family of completions covers

all possibilities of the actual table, the collection of all these meaning sets covers all

possibilities of the actual meaning set of p.

Definition 12. For a formula p ∈ DLc, the following family is called the meaning

set of p in an incomplete table T̃ :

m̃(p) = {m(p|T ) | T ∈ COMP(T̃ )}, (4.3)

where m(p|T ) denotes the meaning set of p in a completion T .

There may exist two formulas in DLc that have the same meaning set in an

incomplete table. Suppose two formulas p, q ∈ DLc have the same meaning set in

every completion of T̃ , that is,m(p|T ) = m(q|T ) for all T ∈ COMP(T̃ ). By definition,

they must have the same meaning set in T̃ , that is, m̃(p) = m̃(q). However, in the

reverse direction, if m̃(p) = m̃(q), then we cannot conclude that m(p|T ) = m(q|T )

for all T ∈ COMP(T̃ ).

One can obtain the following two sets from the family m̃(p):

⋂
m̃(p) = {o ∈ OB | ∀ T ∈ COMP(T̃ ), o ∈ m(p|T )},⋃
m̃(p) = {o ∈ OB | ∃ T ∈ COMP(T̃ ), o ∈ m(p|T )}. (4.4)

On one hand,
⋂
m̃(p) is the common part of the meaning sets in all completions,

which gives a lower bound of the actual meaning set of p. On the other hand,
⋃
m̃(p)

includes all objects that could appear in the actual meaning set of p, which gives an

upper bound. The family m̃(p) contains both bounds and every set in-between the
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two bounds [63]. This leads to an interval-set representation of the notion of m̃(p).

An interval set is defined by a lower bound and an upper bound [175]. It is a

family of sets that are supersets of the lower bound and, at the same time, subsets of

the upper bound.

Definition 13. An interval set on a universe of objects OB is defined as:

A = [Al, Au] = {A ⊆ OB | Al ⊆ A ⊆ Au}, (4.5)

where Al ⊆ OB is the lower bound and Au ⊆ OB is the upper bound satisfying the

condition Al ⊆ Au. The family of all interval sets on OB is denoted as I(OB) =

{[Al, Au] | Al ⊆ Au ⊆ OB}.

There are two types of operators on interval sets. One type is the set-theoretic

operators by treating an interval set as a family of sets, such as set intersection,

union, and complement. The other type is interval-set operators, including interval-

set intersection u, interval-set union t, and interval-set complement ¬, which are

defined as:

A u B = {A ∩B | A ∈ A, B ∈ B},

A t B = {A ∪B | A ∈ A, B ∈ B},

¬A = {Ac | A ∈ A}. (4.6)

The interval-set operators are defined through the corresponding set-theoretic oper-

ators on the sets in the interval sets. For instance, the interval-set intersection of A

and B is a collection of all possible set-theoretic intersection of the sets in A and B.

The results of the interval-set operators are interval sets, which can be conveniently
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computed through the two bounds as follows: for A = [Al, Au] and B = [Bl, Bu],

A u B = [Al ∩Bl, Au ∩Bu],

A t B = [Al ∪Bl, Au ∪Bu],

¬A = [Acu, A
c
l ]. (4.7)

It can be verified that u and t are associative and commutative, and double negation

law holds for ¬ [175].

Based on the notion of interval sets and interval-set operations, we can study

meaning sets of formulas in an incomplete table.

Theorem 2. The meaning set m̃(p) of a formula p in an incomplete table T̃ is an

interval set:

m̃(p) = [m∗(p),m
∗(p)], (4.8)

where the lower bound m∗(p) and the upper bound m∗(p) are:

m∗(p) =
⋂
{m(p|T ) | T ∈ COMP(T̃ )}

= {o ∈ OB | ∀ T ∈ COMP(T̃ ), o ∈ m(p|T )},

m∗(p) =
⋃
{m(p|T ) | T ∈ COMP(T̃ )}

= {o ∈ OB | ∃ T ∈ COMP(T̃ ), o ∈ m(p|T )}. (4.9)

Intuitively, the lower boundm∗(p) is the set of objects that definitely satisfy p (i.e.,

these objects satisfy p in every completion), and the upper bound m∗(p) is the set of

objects that possibly satisfy p (i.e., these objects satisfy p in at least one completion).

The conjunctions in a formula could be interpreted through set-intersection with

respect to the two bounds of its meaning set.
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Theorem 3. In an incomplete table T̃ , the lower and upper bounds of the meaning

sets of formulas in DLc can be computed as:

(l1) m∗(a = v) = {o ∈ OB | Ia(o) = {v}},

(u1) m∗(a = v) = {o ∈ OB | v ∈ Ia(o)};

(l2) m∗(p ∧ q) = m∗(p) ∩m∗(q),

(u2) m∗(p ∧ q) = m∗(p) ∩m∗(q), (4.10)

where a ∈ AT, v ∈ Va, and p, q ∈ DLc.

In the second rule of DLc, we demand that an attribute appears at most once in

a conjunctive formula. Many authors use the notion of conjunctive formulas without

this condition. Without this constraint, the property (u2) in Theorem 3 may not

hold [62, 104]. Instead, the following inclusion relation is satisfied:

(u2′) m∗(p ∧ q) ⊆ m∗(p) ∩m∗(q). (4.11)

This is one of the reasons for introducing this condition in DLc.

By combining the properties of the two bounds in Theorem 3, one can conveniently

compute the meaning sets of formulas in DLc in an incomplete table as follows:

(1) m̃(a = v) = [{o ∈ OB | Ia(o) = {v}}, {o ∈ OB | v ∈ Ia(o)}],

(2) m̃(p ∧ q) = [m∗(p) ∩m∗(q),m∗(p) ∩m∗(q)] = m̃(p) u m̃(q), (4.12)

where a ∈ AT, v ∈ Va, and p, q ∈ DLc. We arrive at two formulations of the mean-

ing set of a formula in an incomplete table. One is a conceptual formulation offered

by Definition 12 that explains the semantics of a meaning set through the family

COMP(T̃ ). This definition is computationally expensive. The other is a computa-
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tional formulation expressed in Equation (4.12), which gives an efficient way to com-

pute the meaning set of a formula. We take interval-set intersection of the meaning

sets of those atomic formulas involved, which can be easily obtained.

Instead of using a set of objects in a complete table, an interval set m̃(p) =

[m∗(p),m
∗(p)] is used to interpret a conjunctive formula p in an incomplete table.

Such an interval set is considered as conjunctively definable.

Definition 14. An interval set O is a conjunctively definable interval set if there

exists a conjunctive formula p ∈ DLc such that O = m̃(p). The pair (p,O) is a

conjunctive definable interval concept. The family of conjunctively definable interval

concepts is denoted as CDEFI(OB) = {(p, m̃(p)) | p ∈ DLc}.

In an incomplete table, the family CDEFI(OB) serves as the building blocks in

constructing structured approximations.

4.3 Two Conceptual Formulations of Structured Three-

Way Approximations

In an incomplete table, we can use the family of conjunctively definable interval

concepts CDEFI(OB) to replace the family of conjunctively definable concepts for

a definition of structured positive and negative regions. To determine whether a

conjunctively definable interval concept (p, m̃(p)) is in the positive region or not, we

need to consider the inclusion relationships between a given set O and the interval

set m̃(p) as a family of sets. As a result, we define two types of structured positive

and negative regions.

Definition 15. For a set of objects O in an incomplete table T̃ , we define two types
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of structured positive and negative regions of O as follows:

(1) SPOS∗(O) = {(p, m̃(p)) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | ∀S ∈ m̃(p), S 6= ∅ ∧ S ⊆ O},

SNEG∗(O) = {(p, m̃(p)) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | ∀S ∈ m̃(p), S 6= ∅ ∧ S ⊆ Oc};

(2) SPOS∗(O) = {(p, m̃(p)) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | ∃S ∈ m̃(p), S 6= ∅ ∧ S ⊆ O},

SNEG∗(O) = {(p, m̃(p)) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | ∃S ∈ m̃(p), S 6= ∅ ∧ S ⊆ Oc}.

(4.13)

The regions SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O) are called the lower structured positive and

negative regions, respectively. The regions SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O) are called the

upper structured positive and negative regions, respectively.

For the lower structured positive region SPOS∗(O), we demand the exhaustivity

of the inclusion relationships between sets in an interval set m̃(p) and O. That is, all

the sets in m̃(p) should be nonempty and be included in O. For the upper structured

positive region SPOS∗(O), we demand an existence of a nonempty set in an interval

set m̃(p) to be included in O. One can make similar analysis with the two structured

negative regions.

Although Definition 15 gives a straightforward generalization from the structured

regions in complete tables, the semantics of the four structured regions is not entirely

clear. In order to gain a better understanding of these four regions, we give an

equivalent formulation in terms of the family COMP(T̃ ).

Theorem 4. For a set of objects O in an incomplete table T̃ , its lower and upper

structured positive and negative regions can be equivalently expressed as:

(1) SPOS∗(O) = {(p, m̃(p)) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | ∀T ∈ COMP(T̃ ),

m(p|T ) 6= ∅ ∧m(p|T ) ⊆ O},
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SNEG∗(O) = {(p, m̃(p)) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | ∀T ∈ COMP(T̃ ),

m(p|T ) 6= ∅ ∧m(p|T ) ⊆ Oc};

(2) SPOS∗(O) = {(p, m̃(p)) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | ∃T ∈ COMP(T̃ ),

m(p|T ) 6= ∅ ∧m(p|T ) ⊆ O},

SNEG∗(O) = {(p, m̃(p)) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | ∃T ∈ COMP(T̃ ),

m(p|T ) 6= ∅ ∧m(p|T ) ⊆ Oc}. (4.14)

Based on Theorem 4, we can establish the relationships between the structured

regions in an incomplete table T̃ and its completions. Given a set of objects O ⊆ OB,

according to Definition 7, a pair of structured positive and negative regions can be

constructed in each completion T ∈ COMP(T̃ ) as follows:

SPOS(O|T ) = {(p,m(p|T )) ∈ CDEF(OB|T ) | m(p|T ) 6= ∅ ∧m(p|T ) ⊆ O},

SNEG(O|T ) = {(p,m(p|T )) ∈ CDEF(OB|T ) | m(p|T ) 6= ∅ ∧m(p|T ) ⊆ Oc},

(4.15)

where we explicitly use T to indicate a completion under consideration. According to

Theorem 4 and Equation (4.15), if (p, m̃(p)) ∈ SPOS∗(O), then in every completion

T , we have (p,m(p|T )) ∈ SPOS(O|T ) and vice versa. If (p, m̃(p)) ∈ SPOS∗(O), then

there must exist at least one completion T where (p,m(p|T )) ∈ SPOS(O|T ) and vice

versa. Similar results can be verified for the negative regions.

Theorem 5. Given a set of objects O ⊆ OB and an incomplete table T̃ , we have the

following relationships:

(1) (p, m̃(p)) ∈ SPOS∗(O)⇐⇒ ∀ T ∈ COMP(T̃ ), (p,m(p|T )) ∈ SPOS(O|T ),

(p, m̃(p)) ∈ SNEG∗(O)⇐⇒ ∀ T ∈ COMP(T̃ ), (p,m(p|T )) ∈ SNEG(O|T );
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(2) (p, m̃(p)) ∈ SPOS∗(O)⇐⇒ ∃ T ∈ COMP(T̃ ), (p,m(p|T )) ∈ SPOS(O|T ),

(p, m̃(p)) ∈ SNEG∗(O)⇐⇒ ∃ T ∈ COMP(T̃ ), (p,m(p|T )) ∈ SNEG(O|T ).

(4.16)

The possible-world semantics suggests that exact one completion T0 in COMP(T̃ )

is the actual table. Accordingly, SPOS(O|T0) and SNEG(O|T0) are the actual struc-

tured positive and negative regions of O. By Theorem 5, if a conjunctively definable

interval concept (p, m̃(p)) is included in SPOS∗(O), then the conjunctively defin-

able concept (p,m(p|T0)) in the actual table must be included in the actual region

SPOS(O|T0). If (p′, m̃(p′)) is include in SPOS∗(O), then (p′,m(p′|T0)) is only possi-

bly included in SPOS(O|T0). The similar results can be concluded for the structured

negative regions.

The above relationships can be equivalently expressed through the relationships

between the rule sets induced from the structured regions. A formal representation

of these relationships will be discussed later in terms of the rule sets in Section 4.5.2.

4.4 A Computational Formulation of Structured Three-

Way Approximations

Definition 15 and Theorem 4 provide two conceptual formulations of the structured

regions in an incomplete table. One gets either an easy-to-understand generalization

or a clear semantics for these regions. However, it is not efficient to compute or con-

struct these regions by using these two formulations. Thus, we give a computational

formulation by using the two bounds of an interval set.

Theorem 6. For a set of objects O in an incomplete table T̃ , its lower and upper
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structured positive and negative regions can be computed by:

(1) SPOS∗(O) = {(p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O},

SNEG∗(O) = {(p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc};

(2) SPOS∗(O) = {(p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O)

∨(m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩O 6= ∅)},

SNEG∗(O) = {(p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ CDEFI(OB) | (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc)

∨(m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩Oc 6= ∅)}. (4.17)

For the lower structured positive region SPOS∗(O), an inclusion relationship be-

tween the upper bound m∗(p) and O will guarantee the inclusion of all sets in an

interval set. For the upper structured positive region SPOS∗(O), in order to ensure

the existence of the inclusion relationship, we can basically use the lower bound,

which results in the first condition (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧ m∗(p) ⊆ O). However, this con-

dition is not sufficient. If the lower bound m∗(p) is empty and the upper bound

has a nonempty intersection with O, there may exist a set in the interval set sat-

isfying the inclusion relationship demanded in Definition 15. This set may be any

nonempty subset of m∗(p) ∩ O. This special case results in the second condition

(m∗(p) = ∅∧m∗(p)∩O 6= ∅). One can make similar analysis with the two conditions

in defining the upper structured negative region.

By using the computational formulation in Theorem 6, the four structured regions

can be conveniently and efficiently constructed. One can focus on the two bounds

rather than all the completions. However, the semantics of the structured regions

becomes obscure in this computational formulation.

Figure 4.1 shows the possible relationships between a given set O and a conjunc-

tively definable interval set m̃(p) in its two lower regions. We use a solid circle and
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a dashed circle to represent the nonempty lower and upper bounds of m̃(p), respec-

tively. There are no common conjunctively definable interval concepts for SPOS∗(O)

and SNEG∗(O), which indicates an empty intersection of SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O).

Figure 4.2 shows the possible relationships in the two upper structured regions. An

omitted solid circle represents an empty lower bound. By comparing Figure 4.1 and

Figure 4.2, we can conclude that SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O) are subsets of SPOS∗(O)

and SNEG∗(O), respectively. Figure 4.2(a) and Figure 4.2(b) show that, when the

lower bound is the empty set, the fourth cases of SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O) become

the same, which indicates that there may exist overlap between these two regions.

O
OB

m̃(p)

(a) SPOS∗(O)

O
OB

m̃(p)

(b) SNEG∗(O)

a nonempty lower bound a nonempty upper bound

Figure 4.1: Relationships between O and m̃(p) in SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O)

One may verify the following properties by using the computational formulation.

Theorem 7. For two sets of objects O1, O2 ⊆ OB, the following properties are satis-

fied [63]:

(1) SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O1) = ∅;

(2) SPOS∗(O1) = SNEG∗(O
c
1),

SNEG∗(O1) = SPOS∗(O
c
1),

SPOS∗(O1) = SNEG∗(Oc
1),
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OB

m̃(p)

O
OB

m̃(p)

(a) SPOS∗(O)

O
OB

m̃(p)

O
OB

m̃(p)

O
OB

m̃(p)

O
OB

m̃(p)

(b) SNEG∗(O)

a nonempty lower bound a nonempty upper bound

Figure 4.2: Relationships between O and m̃(p) in SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O)

SNEG∗(O1) = SPOS∗(Oc
1);

(3) SPOS∗(O1) ⊆ SPOS∗(O1),

SNEG∗(O1) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1);

(4) O1 ⊆ O2 =⇒ SPOS∗(O1) ⊆ SPOS∗(O2),

O1 ⊆ O2 =⇒ SNEG∗(O1) ⊇ SNEG∗(O2),

O1 ⊆ O2 =⇒ SPOS∗(O1) ⊆ SPOS∗(O2),

O1 ⊆ O2 =⇒ SNEG∗(O1) ⊇ SNEG∗(O2);

(5) SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2) = SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SPOS∗(O2),
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SNEG∗(O1 ∩O2) ⊇ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2),

SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2) ⊆ SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SPOS∗(O2),

SNEG∗(O1 ∩O2) ⊇ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2);

(6) SPOS∗(O1 ∪O2) ⊇ SPOS∗(O1) ∪ SPOS∗(O2),

SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1) ∪ SNEG∗(O2),

SPOS∗(O1 ∪O2) ⊇ SPOS∗(O1) ∪ SPOS∗(O2),

SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1) ∪ SNEG∗(O2);

(7) SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2) = SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2),

SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2). (4.18)

The properties in Theorem 7 are generalizations of those properties in a complete

table given by Theorem 1. The proofs of the properties in (1), (2), (3), and (4) are

straightforward and omitted. The proofs of the properties in (5), (6), and (7) can be

found in Appendix A.

Example 4. We illustrate the construction of the four structured regions with an

incomplete table T̃ given in Table 4.1. The family of its completions is given in Table

4.2.

a1 a2 a3

o1 {1} {5} {6}
o2 {2} {4} {6}
o3 {1} {3} {6}
o4 {1} {3,4} {7}
o5 {1,2} {5} {6}
o6 {1} {4} {6}
o7 {1,2} {4} {6}

Table 4.1: An incomplete table T̃
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a1 a2 a3

o1 1 5 6
o2 2 4 6
o3 1 3 6
o4 1 3 7
o5 1 5 6
o6 1 4 6
o7 1 4 6

(a) A completion T1

a1 a2 a3

o1 1 5 6
o2 2 4 6
o3 1 3 6
o4 1 4 7
o5 1 5 6
o6 1 4 6
o7 1 4 6

(b) A completion T2

a1 a2 a3

o1 1 5 6
o2 2 4 6
o3 1 3 6
o4 1 3 7
o5 1 5 6
o6 1 4 6
o7 2 4 6

(c) A completion T3

a1 a2 a3

o1 1 5 6
o2 2 4 6
o3 1 3 6
o4 1 4 7
o5 1 5 6
o6 1 4 6
o7 2 4 6

(d) A completion T4

a1 a2 a3

o1 1 5 6
o2 2 4 6
o3 1 3 6
o4 1 3 7
o5 2 5 6
o6 1 4 6
o7 1 4 6

(e) A completion T5

a1 a2 a3

o1 1 5 6
o2 2 4 6
o3 1 3 6
o4 1 4 7
o5 2 5 6
o6 1 4 6
o7 1 4 6

(f) A completion T6

a1 a2 a3

o1 1 5 6
o2 2 4 6
o3 1 3 6
o4 1 3 7
o5 2 5 6
o6 1 4 6
o7 2 4 6

(g) A completion T7

a1 a2 a3

o1 1 5 6
o2 2 4 6
o3 1 3 6
o4 1 4 7
o5 2 5 6
o6 1 4 6
o7 2 4 6

(h) A completion T8

Table 4.2: The family of completions COMP(T̃ ) for Table 4.1

The formulas in DLc are the same as those given by Table 3.2 in Section 3.2 for

Example 1. The family of conjunctively definable interval concepts CDEFI(OB) is

given in Table 4.3. We take p1 = (a1 = 1) as an example. The meaning sets of p1 in

Label Intension Extension Label Intension Extension Label Intension Extension

IC1 p1 [{o1, o3, o4, o6}, {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7}] IC13 p13 [∅, {o5}] IC25 p25 [∅, {o4}]
IC2 p2 [{o2}, {o2, o5, o7}] IC14 p14 [{o1, o3, o6}, {o1, o3, o5, o6, o7}] IC26 p26 [{o6}, {o6, o7}]
IC3 p3 [{o3}, {o3, o4}] IC15 p15 [{o4}, {o4}] IC27 p27 [∅, {o4}]
IC4 p4 [{o2, o6, o7}, {o2, o4, o6, o7}] IC16 p16 [{o2}, {o2, o5, o7}] IC28 p28 [{o1}, {o1, o5}]
IC5 p5 [{o1, o5}, {o1, o5}] IC17 p17 [∅, ∅] IC29 p29 [∅, ∅]
IC6 p6 [{o1, o2, o3, o5, o6, o7}, {o1, o2, o3, o5, o6, o7}] IC18 p18 [{o3}, {o3}] IC30 p30 [∅, ∅]
IC7 p7 [{o4}, {o4}] IC19 p19 [∅, {o4}] IC31 p31 [∅, ∅]
IC8 p8 [{o3}, {o3, o4}] IC20 p20 [{o2, o6, o7}, {o2, o6, o7}] IC32 p32 [{o2}, {o2, o7}]
IC9 p9 [{o6}, {o4, o6, o7}] IC21 p21 [∅, {o4}] IC33 p33 [∅, ∅]
IC10 p10 [{o1}, {o1, o5}] IC22 p22 [{o1, o5}, {o1, o5}] IC34 p34 [∅, {o5}]
IC11 p11 [∅, ∅] IC23 p23 [∅, ∅] IC35 p35 [∅, ∅]
IC12 p12 [{o2}, {o2, o7}] IC24 p24 [{o3}, {o3}]

Table 4.3: The family CDEFI(OB) for Table 4.1

the eight completions are:

m(p1|T1) = {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7},

m(p1|T2) = {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7},
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m(p1|T3) = {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6},

m(p1|T4) = {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6},

m(p1|T5) = {o1, o3, o4, o6, o7},

m(p1|T6) = {o1, o3, o4, o6, o7},

m(p1|T7) = {o1, o3, o4, o6},

m(p1|T8) = {o1, o3, o4, o6}. (4.19)

By Definition 12, the meaning set of p1 in T̃ is:

m̃(p1) = {m(p1|T1),m(p1|T2),m(p1|T3),m(p1|T4),m(p1|T5),m(p1|T6),m(p1|T7),

m(p1|T8)}

= {{o1, o3, o4, o6}, {o1, o3, o4, o6, o7}, {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6}, {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7}}

= [{o1, o3, o4, o6}, {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7}], (4.20)

which is a conjunctively definable interval set. The corresponding conjunctively de-

finable interval concept is:

IC1 = (p1, m̃(p1))

= (a1 = 1, [{o1, o3, o4, o6}, {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7}]). (4.21)

The meaning sets of non-atomic formulas can be computed in terms of interval-set

intersection by Equation (4.12). For example, the meaning set of p24 = (a1 = 1) ∧

(a2 = 3) ∧ (a3 = 6) can be computed as:

m̃(p24) = m̃(p1) u m̃(p3) u m̃(p6)

= [{o1, o3, o4, o6}, {o1, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7}] u [{o3}, {o3, o4}]
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u[{o1, o2, o3, o5, o6, o7}, {o1, o2, o3, o5, o6, o7}]

= [{o1, o3, o4, o6} ∩ {o3} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o5, o6, o7},

{o1, o3, o4, o5, o6, o7} ∩ {o3, o4} ∩ {o1, o2, o3, o5, o6, o7}]

= [{o3}, {o3}]. (4.22)

Given a set of objects O = {o2, o5, o6, o7} (Oc = {o1, o3, o4}), we construct its

structured approximations by Theorem 6, which are:

SPOS∗(O) = {IC2, IC12, IC16, IC20, IC26, IC32},

SNEG∗(O) = {IC3, IC7, IC8, IC15, IC18, IC24},

SPOS∗(O) = {IC2, IC4, IC9, IC12, IC13, IC16, IC20, IC26, IC32, IC34},

SNEG∗(O) = {IC3, IC7, IC8, IC10, IC15, IC18, IC19, IC21, IC24, IC25, IC27, IC28}.

(4.23)

4.5 Constructing Three-Way Decision from Struc-

tured Approximations

We can make three-way decision in an incomplete table by inducing decision rules

from the lower and upper structured regions. Necessary acceptance and rejection rules

are induced from lower structured regions, and possible acceptance and rejection rules

are induced from upper structured regions. By generalizing the notion of ∪-reduct,

we define a simplified structured region in an incomplete table. We generalize the

notions of maximal generality and minimal description to obtain a preferred simplified

structured region.
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4.5.1 Constructing Three-Way Decision

For a conjunctively definable interval concept (p, m̃(p)), if it is in a lower region

SPOS∗(O), the actual meaning set of p must be included in O. Consequently, an

object satisfying p will be necessarily accepted as an instance of the concept with

extension O. Similar analysis can be made about the lower negative region for nec-

essarily rejecting an instance. We call the rules derived from the lower structured

regions as necessary acceptance and rejection rules, respectively.

Formally, a necessary acceptance rule is induced from (p1, m̃(p1)) ∈ SPOS∗(O) by

taking p1 as the left-hand-side, which is formally represented as:

p1 −→A�
O. (4.24)

Similarly, one may get a necessary rejection rule from (q1, m̃(q1)) ∈ SNEG∗(O) as

follows:

q1 −→R�
O. (4.25)

Figure 4.3 illustrates the meaning sets of the formulas in necessary acceptance rules

for a given set O. We use a solid circle to represent the lower bound of a meaning

set, a dashed circle for its upper bound, and a dotted circle for the actual meaning

set. For the formulas in necessary acceptance rules, their actual meaning sets must

be included in O. Thus, these rules are necessarily correct. One can make similar

analysis for the necessary rejection rules.

For a concept (p, m̃(p)), if it is in an upper region SPOS∗(O), the actual meaning

set of p may not be included in O. Consequently, an object satisfying p is only

possibly accepted as an instance of the concept with the extension O. One can make

similar analysis with an upper negative region for possibly rejecting an instance. In

this sense, we call the rules derived from the regions SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O) as
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O

r1

r2r3

r4

r5

a nonempty lower bound

a nonempty upper bound

actual meaning set

Figure 4.3: An illustration of necessary acceptance rules of O

possible acceptance and rejection rules, respectively. The necessity and possibility we

use in our work agree with those in modal logic [19].

Given a set of objects O, a possible acceptance rule is built from a concept

(p2, m̃(p2)) ∈ SPOS∗(O) by taking p2 as the left-hand-side. The rule can be for-

mally represented as:

p2 −→A♦ O. (4.26)

Similarly, one can get a possible rejection rule from a concept (q2, m̃(q2)) ∈ SNEG∗(O)

as follows:

q2 −→R♦ O. (4.27)

Figure 4.4 illustrates the meaning sets of the formulas in possible acceptance rules for

a given set O. The actual meaning set of the formula in a possible acceptance rule

may not be included in O. Thus, the rule may not be actually completely correct.

One can make similar analysis for the possible rejection rules.

Two three-way decision models can be constructed accordingly by using either

necessary or possible rules. With necessary rules, we construct a three-way decision

model, denoted as 3WD�, for making necessary decisions: for an object o ∈ OB,

(A�) p −→A�
O : if o |= p, then necessarily accept o ∈ O;
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r1

r2r3

r4

r5

r6r7

r8
a nonempty lower bound

a nonempty upper bound

actual meaning set

Figure 4.4: An illustration of possible acceptance rules of O

(R�) q −→R�
O : if o |= q, then necessarily reject o ∈ O;

(N�) Otherwise : neither necessarily accept nor reject o ∈ O.

An object will be associated with exactly one of the above three necessary decisions.

With possible rules, we construct a three-way decision model, denoted as 3WD♦, for

making possible decisions: for an object o ∈ OB,

(A♦) p −→A♦ O : if o |= p, then possibly accept o ∈ O;

(R♦) q −→R♦ O : if o |= q, then possibly reject o ∈ O;

(N♦) Otherwise : neither possibly accept nor reject o ∈ O.

An object is associated with a non-commitment decision by (N♦) if it does not satisfy

any possible acceptance rule or possible rejection rule. The sets of rules in (A♦) and

(R♦) may have overlap since there may be overlap between the two upper regions

SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O). An object in the overlap is both possibly accepted and

possibly rejected to be an instance of the concept. One may keep both possible

decisions or make a non-commitment decision due to conflict between the two possible

decisions.

By applying either 3WD� or 3WD♦, one may focus on making either necessary
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or possible decisions. Moreover, the two models can be combined into one model as

shown by Figure 4.5. One may firstly apply 3WD� to make necessary acceptance and

rejection decisions given by (A�) and (R�). 3WD♦ is then applied to those objects

associated with (N�) in order to make possible decisions. A non-commitment decision

is finally made on the objects associated with (N♦) and those in the overlap of (A♦)

and (R♦). This leads to a 2-stage sequential three-way decision model [180, 187, 197].

o ∈ OB
3WD�

(A�)

(N�)

(R�)

necessarily accept o ∈ O

3WD♦

necessarily reject o ∈ O

(A♦) ∧¬(R♦)

(A♦) ∧ (R♦) ∨ (N♦)

(R♦) ∧¬(A♦)

possibly accept o ∈ O

non-commitment

possibly reject o ∈ O

Figure 4.5: A combination of 3WD� and 3WD♦

4.5.2 Relationships between the Rules in an Incomplete Table

and Its Completions

Given a set of objects O, let RA
�(O) and RR

�(O) denote the sets of necessary ac-

ceptance and rejection rules induced from SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O), respectively.

Similarly, let RA
♦(O) and RR

♦(O) denote the sets of possible acceptance and rejec-

tion rules induced from SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O), respectively. Let RA(O|T ) and

RR(O|T ) denote, respectively, the sets of acceptance and rejection rules derived in

a completion T ∈ COMP(T̃ ). By definitions of the lower and upper structured re-

gions, we can establish relationships between the sets of rules induced from these four

regions given in the following theorem.
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Theorem 8. The following relationships hold:

(1) RA
�(O) ⊆ RA

♦(O),

RR
�(O) ⊆ RR

♦(O);

(2) RA
�(O) ∩RR

�(O) = ∅,

RA
�(O) ∩RR

♦(O) = ∅,

RR
�(O) ∩RA

♦(O) = ∅. (4.28)

In Theorem 8, we ignore the difference of necessity and possibility of rules and the

right-hand-side decisions. As a result, we only focus on the left-hand-side formulas

of the rules. The first two inclusion relationships can be directly verified by the

properties in (3) in Theorem 7. They indicate that a necessary rule must also be a

possible rule. The first empty-intersection relationship in Theorem 8 can be directly

verified by the property (1) in Theorem 7 (i.e., SPOS∗(O) ∩ SNEG∗(O) = ∅). The

other two empty-intersection relationships can be easily verified by using Definition

15 and the proofs are omitted. They can be intuitively interpreted as follows: if

an object is necessarily accepted as an instance of the concept, then it will not be

possibly rejected as an instance and vice versa. Similarly, if an object is necessarily

rejected to be an instance, then it will not be possibly accepted as an instance and

vice versa. However, since there may be nonempty intersection between the upper

structured regions SPOS∗(O) and SNEG∗(O), RA
♦(O)∩RR

♦(O) may not be the empty

set. Based on all these relationships, Figure 4.6 shows the only two possible cases of

these four rule sets in an incomplete table.

Accordingly, we list all the possible cases of an object satisfying the rules from

RA
�(O), RR

�(O), RA
♦(O), and RR

♦(O) in Table 4.4. We use a
√

to indicate that an

object satisfies at least one rule in the corresponding rule set, and a blank cell to
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RA
�(O)

RA
♦(O)

RR
�(O)

RR
♦(O)

(a) Case 1

RA
�(O)

RA
♦(O)

RR
�(O)

RR
♦(O)

(b) Case 2

Figure 4.6: Two cases of the relationships between rule sets in an incomplete table

indicate that an object does not satisfy any rule in the corresponding rule set.

Cases RA
�(O) RR

�(O) RA
♦(O) RR

♦(O)

1
2

√

3
√

4
√ √

5
√ √

6
√ √

Table 4.4: All possible cases of an object satisfying the rule sets in an incomplete
table

Let RA
0 (O) and RR

0 (O) denote, respectively, the sets of acceptance and rejection

rules in the actual table. The sets of possible rules give the upper bounds of these

two sets and the sets of necessary rules give the lower bounds.

Theorem 9. The following properties hold:

(1) RA
�(O) ⊆ RA

0 (O) ⊆ RA
♦(O),

(2) RR
�(O) ⊆ RR

0 (O) ⊆ RR
♦(O). (4.29)

Moreover, the two bounds for acceptance rules form an interval set [RA
�(O), RA

♦(O)].

Each element in [RA
�(O), RA

♦(O)] is a rule set induced in at least one completion and

may be the actual set of acceptance rules. The same conclusion can be drawn for

rejection rules.
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Theorem 10. For each rule set RA ∈ [RA
�(O), RA

♦(O)], there exists a completion

T1 ∈ COMP(T̃) such that RA = RA(O|T1). Similarly, for each element RR ∈

[RR
�(O), RR

♦(O)], there exists a completion T2 ∈ COMP(T̃) such that RR = RR(O|T2).

The rule sets in an incomplete table can be computed through the rule sets in its

completions.

Theorem 11. The rule sets RA
�(O), RR

�(O), RA
♦(O), and RR

♦(O) can be computed as

follows:

(1) RA
�(O) =

⋂
T∈COMP(T̃ )

RA(O|T ),

RR
�(O) =

⋂
T∈COMP(T̃ )

RR(O|T );

(2) RA
♦(O) =

⋃
T∈COMP(T̃ )

RA(O|T ),

RR
♦(O) =

⋃
T∈COMP(T̃ )

RR(O|T ), (4.30)

where RA(O|T ) and RR(O|T ) are the sets of acceptance and rejection rules in a

completion T , respectively.

Theorems 10 and 11 give computational formulations of the two interval sets

[RA
�(O), RA

♦(O)] and [RR
�(O), RR

♦(O)]. Take [RA
�(O), RA

♦(O)] as an example. Its lower

bound RA
�(O) has the smallest number of acceptance rules. Thus, it can be computed

in a completion T in which we have the smallest number of formulas appearing in

SPOS(O|T ). One may give heuristics to approximately locate such a completion.

Similar analysis can be made about rejection rules.
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4.5.3 Simplification of Structured Regions

By following the discussion in Section 3.3.2, we consider simplifying the structured

regions in an incomplete table.

4.5.3.1 Lower and Upper Union-Reducts as Simplified Structured Re-

gions

We generalize the notion of a ∪-reduct in a complete table into a pair of a lower

∪-reduct and an upper ∪-reduct in an incomplete table.

Definition 16. Given a subset of conjunctively definable interval concepts IC ⊆

CDEFI(OB), R∗ ⊆ IC is a lower ∪-reduct of IC if it satisfies the following two

conditions:

(1)
⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ R∗} =

⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ IC},

(2) ∀ (p0, [m∗(p0),m∗(p0)]) ∈ R∗,⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ R∗ − {(p0, [m∗(p0),m∗(p0)])}}

6=
⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ IC}. (4.31)

Similarly, R∗ ⊆ IC is an upper ∪-reduct of IC if it satisfies the following two condi-

tions:

(1)
⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ R∗} =

⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ IC},

(2) ∀ (p0, [m∗(p0),m∗(p0)]) ∈ R∗,⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ R∗ − {(p0, [m∗(p0),m∗(p0)])}}

6=
⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ IC}. (4.32)

A lower ∪-reduct is a minimal subset that keeps the same union of the lower
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bounds. Similarly, an upper ∪-reduct is a minimal subset that keeps the same union

of the upper bounds. Both the lower and upper ∪-reducts may not be unique. The

families of lower and upper ∪-reducts of the set IC are denoted asR∗(IC) andR∗(IC),

respectively. To obtain a lower or an upper ∪-reduct, one may use a similar deletion

or addition-deletion strategy as discussed in Section 3.3.2.1. Algorithm 4 gives a

deletion-based algorithm for finding a lower ∪-reduct. One may easily adapt it with

respect to an upper ∪-reduct. Since the algorithm needs to traverse the set R∗ when

evaluating the condition for the if statement, the time complexity of Algorithm 4 is

O(N2).

Algorithm 4 DAUR∗: A deletion-based algorithm for finding a lower ∪-reduct of
IC ⊆ CDEFI(OB)

Input: A subset IC of CDEFI(OB).

Output: A lower ∪-reduct R∗ of IC.

R∗ = IC;

for (p0, [m∗(p0),m∗(p0)]) ∈ IC do

if
⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ R∗}

=
⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ R∗ − {(p0, [m∗(p0),m∗(p0)])}} then

R∗ = R∗ − {(p0, [m∗(p0),m∗(p0)])};

end if

end for

Semantically, by using a lower ∪-reduct, we tend to keep the same set of objects

that are definitely covered by the families; and by using an upper ∪-reduct, we tend

to keep the same set of objects that are possibly covered. The set of objects that are

actually covered stays in-between these two sets.

Theorem 12. Suppose R∗ and R∗ are a lower ∪-reduct and an upper ∪-reduct of a
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set IC, respectively. The following property holds:

⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ R∗} ⊆

⋃
{m∗(p) | (p, [m∗(p),m∗(p)]) ∈ R∗}.

(4.33)

We can get simplified structured regions by applying the notions of lower and

upper ∪-reducts to the four structured regions in an incomplete table. With a specific

structured region, there are two ways to simplify it by constructing either a lower or

an upper ∪-reduct. Since the lower and upper ∪-reducts are not unique, the simplified

structured regions are not unique.

4.5.3.2 Simplifying the Structured Regions from Extension and Intension

Views

We generalize the notions of maximal generality and minimal description with respect

to an incomplete table. Based on it, we can obtain a preferred simplified structured

region.

The notion of maximal generality can be generalized by using either the lower or

upper bound of the extension.

Definition 17. Given a set IC ⊆ CDEFI(OB), a conjunctively definable interval

concept IC = (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ IC is a concept of a lower maximal generality in

IC if:

6 ∃ (p′, [m∗(p
′),m∗(p′)]) ∈ IC such that m∗(p) ( m∗(p

′). (4.34)

Similarly, IC is a concept of an upper maximal generality in IC if:

6 ∃ (p′, [m∗(p
′),m∗(p′)]) ∈ IC such that m∗(p) ( m∗(p′). (4.35)

By definition, a concept of a lower maximal generality has a maximal set of objects
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that are necessarily covered. A concept of an upper maximal generality has a maximal

set of objects that are possibly covered. By using either the lower or upper maximal

generality, one can easily adapt the algorithm DAUR-Maxgen to find a preferred

simplified structured region in an incomplete table.

The notion of a minimal description is generalized as follows.

Definition 18. Given a set IC ⊆ CDEFI(OB), a conjunctively definable interval

concept IC = (p, m̃(p)) ∈ IC is a concept with a minimal description in IC if:

6 ∃ (p′, m̃(p′)) ∈ IC such that atom(p′) ( atom(p), (4.36)

where atom(·) is the set of atomic formulas appearing in a formula.

Accordingly, one can easily adapt the algorithm DAUR-Mindes to find a preferred

simplified structured region in an incomplete table.

Example 5. We continue with Example 4. The decision rules can be induced from

the structured regions in Equation (4.23). For example, from SPOS∗(O), we can get

a set of 10 possible acceptance rules with respect to the conjunctively definable interval

concepts IC2, IC4, IC9, IC12, IC13, IC16, IC20, IC26, IC32, and IC34 (The formulas are

given by Table 3.2 in Section 3.2):

rA♦1 : (a1 = 2) −→A♦ O,

rA♦2 : (a2 = 4) −→A♦ O,

rA♦3 : (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 4) −→A♦ O,

rA♦4 : (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 4) −→A♦ O,

rA♦5 : (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 5) −→A♦ O,

rA♦6 : (a1 = 2) ∧ (a3 = 6) −→A♦ O,

rA♦7 : (a2 = 4) ∧ (a3 = 6) −→A♦ O,
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rA♦8 : (a1 = 1) ∧ (a2 = 4) ∧ (a3 = 6) −→A♦ O,

rA♦9 : (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 4) ∧ (a3 = 6) −→A♦ O,

rA♦10 : (a1 = 2) ∧ (a2 = 5) ∧ (a3 = 6) −→A♦ O. (4.37)

By Table 4.3, the extensions of the 10 conjunctively definable interval concepts in

SPOS∗(O) are:

m̃(p2) = [{o2}, {o2, o5, o7}],

m̃(p4) = [{o2, o6, o7}, {o2, o4, o6, o7}],

m̃(p9) = [{o6}, {o4, o6, o7}],

m̃(p12) = [{o2}, {o2, o7}],

m̃(p13) = [∅, {o5}],

m̃(p16) = [{o2}, {o2, o5, o7}],

m̃(p20) = [{o2, o6, o7}, {o2, o6, o7}],

m̃(p26) = [{o6}, {o6, o7}],

m̃(p32) = [{o2}, {o2, o7}],

m̃(p34) = [∅, {o5}]. (4.38)

From the extension view, the family of concepts of a lower maximal generality in

SPOS∗(O) is {IC4, IC20} and the family of concepts of an upper maximal generality is

{IC2, IC4, IC16}. From the intension view, the family of concepts with a minimal de-

scription is {IC2, IC4}. By applying either a lower or an upper ∪-reduct to the above

families, one can simplify the region SPOS∗(O). For example, if we apply the upper

∪-reduct to the family of concepts of an upper maximal generality {IC2, IC4, IC16},
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we can obtain the following two possible upper ∪-reducts of SPOS∗(O):

R∗1 = {IC2, IC4},

R∗2 = {IC4, IC16}. (4.39)

Accordingly, either of the above two upper ∪-reducts leads to a simplified rule set to

make possible acceptance decisions.
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CHAPTER 5

ON THE PROPERTIES OF

SUBSETHOOD MEASURES

“Not enough of our society is trained how to understand and

interpret quantitative information. This activity is a centerpiece

of science literacy to which we should all strive — the future

health, wealth, and security of our democracy depend on it.

Until that is achieved, we are at risk of making under-informed

decisions that affect ourselves, our communities, our country,

and even the world.”

— Neil DeGrasse Tyson

In Chapters 2 to 4, the discussion is restricted to qualitative rough set models

that use the qualitative set-inclusion relation in defining the approximations. A gen-

eralization of the set-inclusion relation into quantitative subsethood measures leads

to quantitative rough set models. In this chapter, I explore the properties of subset-

hood measures, including boundary conditions, monotonicity, duality, and additivity∗.

These properties can be used as candidates of axioms to define specific subsethood
∗ The results presented in this chapter are published in [66].
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measures. A combination of different types of properties helps in constructing an

appropriate subsethood measure in real-world applications.

5.1 Motivations: Subsethood Measures in Quantita-

tive Rough Sets and Other Areas

I discuss our motivations of studying the properties of subsethood measures by exam-

ining the applications of subsethood measures in quantitative rough set models and

other areas.

Measures of inclusion degrees are quantitative extensions of the qualitative set-

inclusion relationship. The set-inclusion relationship captures the qualitative nature

of the subsethood of one set to another, that is, a set is either a subset of another

or not. As quantitative extensions, measures of inclusion degrees use numbers to

quantify the degree to which a set is included in another. The current related studies

fall into several categories, for example, the inclusion degree of classical sets [47, 48,

171, 188], the inclusion degree of fuzzy sets [38, 150, 156, 199, 213, 216], and the

inclusion degree of classical sets based on partially ordered relations [142, 171, 216].

These studies use different names for measures of inclusion degrees and require differ-

ent properties when defining such a measure. In our work, we consider the inclusion

degree of classical sets and refer the measures of inclusion degrees as subsethood

measures. Rather than defining specific subsethood measures, this chapter provides

a systematic and comprehensive exploration of the properties that may be required

in the definition of a subsethood measure. The results may enable the categoriza-

tion and axiomatization of subsethood measures, and promote the current studies

involving quantitative graded set-inclusion relations.

Our study of the properties of subsethood measures is originally motivated by
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the quantitative rough set models proposed in [188]. All the rough set formulations

mentioned in Chapters 2 to 4 follow the qualitative rough set models by using the

qualitative set-inclusion relation in defining rough set approximations. For example,

in a complete table, Equation (3.5) in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3 defines the structured

positive and negative regions of a given set of objects O ⊆ OB as:

SPOS(O) = {(p,m(p)) ∈ CDEF(OB) | m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ O},

SNEG(O) = {(p,m(p)) ∈ CDEF(OB) | m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc}, (5.1)

where we use the qualitative set-inclusion relation. One disadvantage of such a qual-

itative definition is that a concept in CDEF(OB) is not put into the positive region

even though its extension is largely included in O. As a result, the intension of this

concept is not used to make an acceptance decision even though it can classify positive

instances of O with a very low error rate.

To address the above issue, various quantitative rough set models are presented by

replacing the qualitative set-inclusion relation with quantitative measures. By using

a quantitative subsethood measure instead of the qualitative set-inclusion relation in

Equation (5.1), we immediately get a definition of quantitative structured rough set

approximations. Suppose sh : 2OB×2OB → [0, 1] is a normalized subsethood measure

where sh(A v B) ∈ [0, 1] quantifies the degree to which a set A ⊆ OB is a subset of

another set B ⊆ OB. Moreover, we assume that a quantitative subsethood value 1

represents a qualitative set-inclusion relation A ⊆ B (which is the boundary condition

(BC5) that will be introduced in Section 5.2). Then the two structured regions in

Equation (5.1) can be alternatively defined as:

SPOS(O) = {(p,m(p)) ∈ CDEF(OB) | m(p) 6= ∅ ∧ sh(m(p) v O) = 1},

SNEG(O) = {(p,m(p)) ∈ CDEF(OB) | m(p) 6= ∅ ∧ sh(m(p) v Oc) = 1}.(5.2)
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This formulation can be further generalized by allowing certain levels of errors in

defining the two regions. Given two thresholds α, γ ∈ [0, 1], we define the structured

positive and negative regions as follows:

SPOS(α,·)(O) = {(p,m(p)) ∈ CDEF(OB) | m(p) 6= ∅ ∧ sh(m(p) v O) ≥ α},

SNEG(·,γ)(O) = {(p,m(p)) ∈ CDEF(OB) | m(p) 6= ∅ ∧ sh(m(p) v Oc) ≥ γ}.

(5.3)

These two quantitative structured regions can be interpreted as: if the inclusion

degree of an extension m(p) to O is at least the α-level, then objects in m(p) are

accepted to be instances of O and the intension p is used as a description of instances

of O; if the inclusion degree of an extension m(p) to Oc is at least the γ-level, then

objects in m(p) are rejected to be instances of O and the intension p is used as a

description of non-instances of O; and implicitly, we do not make definite decisions

otherwise. Yao and Deng [188] present a similar formulation in terms of unstructured

rough set approximations as a basis of a quantitative framework of rough sets using

subsethood measures. Their framework unifies several existing quantitative rough

set models that employ graded versions of the set-inclusion relationship, such as the

decision-theoretic rough sets [173, 194], the variable precision rough sets [224], and

rough sets in tolerance spaces [157]. The main differences between these models are

the choices of different subsethood measures. In order to study and compare various

classes of quantitative rough set models, it is necessary to investigate the properties

of subsethood measures.

The subsethood measures are also closely related to the theory of three-way de-

cision [179], particularly, the evaluation-based three-way classifications. As discussed

in Section 1.2.3.2, one main step in a three-way classification model is to divide a set

of objects into three disjoint decision regions according to some given criterion. An
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evaluation function is widely used to evaluate the degree to which an object satisfies

the given criterion. Subsethood measures can be used as the evaluation functions in

appropriate situations. From this view, a study of subsethood measures may bring

insights into the theory of three-way decision. On the other hand, the theory of three-

way decision sheds light on the research of subsethood measures. With a two-way

decision view, there are two possibilities in determining the set-inclusion relation-

ships, that is, a set is either a subset of another set or not. The view of three-way

decision enables a refinement of the latter into two possibilities, that is, a set is par-

tially a subset or totally not a subset of another. The partial subsethood inspires and

motivates the introduction of quantitative subsethood measures.

The subsethood measure is a widely studied in the context of fuzzy sets [17, 18, 38,

67]. When it comes to classical sets, a few studies deal with graded set-inclusion under

different names, such as inclusion degree [171, 215, 216], rough inclusion [135], rough

inclusion function [49, 51], and subsethood measures [188]. Among these studies, only

a limited number of properties of a subsethood measure are considered. Two recent

studies by Gomolińska [49, 51] and Yao and Deng [188] look at much more properties.

In this work, we aim at a more general framework for studying the properties of

subsethood measures with classical sets, which covers the current proposed properties

and goes further. By examining the qualitative properties of the set-inclusion relation,

we obtain hints and directions for inferring the quantitative properties of subsethood

measures. Following this idea, we investigate four classes of quantitative properties

including boundary conditions, monotonicity, duality, and additivity. A nonempty

subset of the presented properties may be a candidate set of axioms to define and

characterize a class of subsethood measures that are suitable to specific real-world

applications.

The remaining part of this chapter is arranged as follows. The first three sections

present the quantitative properties of a subsethood measure, including boundary
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conditions in Section 5.2, monotonicity in Section 5.3, and duality and additivity in

Section 5.4. For the convenience of my discussion in Section 5.3, Appendix B lists all

the presented quantitative monotonicity properties in the order of being introduced.

Moreover, Appendix C gives the proofs of four theorems presented in Section 5.3.

In Section 5.5, I investigate the relationships between the presented properties. Sec-

tion 5.6 discusses the construction of subsethood measures from similarity and dis-

tance measures.

5.2 Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions explain the minimum and maximum values in a subsethood

measure. Without loss of generality, we focus on the normalized subsethood measures

in which 0 is the minimum value and 1 is the maximum value. Accordingly, our

boundary conditions explain the correspondences between the quantitative values 0

and 1 in a subsethood measure and the cases in qualitative set-inclusion relation.

We adopt the two-way decision and three-way decision models to explore boundary

conditions.

5.2.1 Boundary Conditions Derived from Two-Way Decision

Models

In the view of two-way decision, there are two cases of the qualitative subsethood of

a set A to another set B:

(2P) A is a subset of B, i.e., A ⊆ B,

(2N) A is not a subset of B, i.e.,¬(A ⊆ B)‡.
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Exactly one statement of (2P) and (2N) is true. As a quantitative generalization, a

subsethood measure must be consistent with the qualitative set-inclusion relation. A

fundamental question is how to truthfully reflect the two qualitative statements (2P)

and (2N) by using quantitative statements.

Let sh : 2U × 2U → [0, 1] denote a normalized subsethood measure [188] where U

is the universe. For A,B ⊆ U , the value sh(A v B) is the degree to which A is a

subset of B. Intuitively, a very straightforward subsethood measure to quantify the

qualitative statements (2P) and (2N) is:

shq(A v B) =


1, A ⊆ B,

0, ¬(A ⊆ B).

(5.4)

The qualitative statements (2P) and (2N) are associated with the quantitative state-

ments shq(A v B) = 1 and shq(A v B) = 0, respectively. This inspires the following

four boundary conditions:

(BC1) A ⊆ B =⇒ sh(A v B) = 1,

(BC2) sh(A v B) = 1 =⇒ A ⊆ B,

(BC3) ¬(A ⊆ B) =⇒ sh(A v B) = 0,

(BC4) sh(A v B) = 0 =⇒ ¬(A ⊆ B).

By combining conditions (BC1) and (BC2), we can obtain a stronger boundary condi-

tion to connect A ⊆ B and the maximum quantitative value 1. A similar combination

of (BC3) and (BC4) connects ¬(A ⊆ B) and the minimum value 0. This results in
‡ ¬(A ⊆ B) may be alternatively represented as A 6⊆ B.
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the following two boundary conditions:

(BC5) A ⊆ B ⇐⇒ sh(A v B) = 1,

(BC6) ¬(A ⊆ B)⇐⇒ sh(A v B) = 0.

A double-direction implication shows that a quantitative statement on the right-hand-

side truthfully reflects a qualitative statement on the left-hand-side.

The six boundary conditions are not independent. The conditions (BC5) and

(BC6) are equivalent with {(BC1), (BC2)} and {(BC3), (BC4)}, respectively. More-

over, (BC1) implies (BC4), and (BC3) implies (BC2).

Theorem 13. The following relationships hold:

(BC5) ⇐⇒ (BC1) ∧ (BC2),

(BC6) ⇐⇒ (BC3) ∧ (BC4),

(BC1) =⇒ (BC4),

(BC3) =⇒ (BC2).

We may use any nonempty subset of {(BC1), (BC2), (BC3), (BC4)} as the set of

boundary conditions for defining a subsethood measure. By Theorem 13, we have the

following candidate sets of boundary conditions where ≡ denotes the equivalence of

different sets:

S1 : {(BC1)} ≡ {(BC1), (BC4)},

S2 : {(BC2)},

S3 : {(BC3)} ≡ {(BC2), (BC3)},

S4 : {(BC4)},
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S5 : {(BC1), (BC2)} ≡ {(BC1), (BC2), (BC4)} ≡ {(BC5)},

S6 : {(BC1), (BC3)} ≡ {(BC1), (BC2), (BC3)} ≡ {(BC1), (BC3), (BC4)}

≡ {(BC1), (BC2), (BC3), (BC4)} ≡ {(BC5), (BC6)},

S7 : {(BC2), (BC4)},

S8 : {(BC3), (BC4)} ≡ {(BC2), (BC3), (BC4)}} ≡ {(BC6)}.

Each set characterizes a specific class of subsethood measures.

The three sets S5, S6, and S8 are particularly interesting. By requiring all the

boundary conditions, S6 demands that the two quantitative statements sh(A v B) =

1 and sh(A v B) = 0 truthfully reflect (2P) and (2N), respectively, which can only be

satisfied by shq. Thus, in general, we cannot use sh(A v B) = 1 and sh(A v B) = 0

to truthfully reflect (2P) and (2N) simultaneously. The set S5 truthfully reflects (2P)

and (2N) by using the two quantitative statements sh(A v B) = 1 and sh(A v B) 6=

1, respectively. That is:

A ⊆ B ⇐⇒ sh(A v B) = 1,

¬(A ⊆ B)⇐⇒ sh(A v B) 6= 1. (5.5)

These two quantitative statements use only the maximum value 1. Similarly, the

set S8 truthfully reflects (2P) and (2N) by using the two quantitative statements

sh(A v B) 6= 0 and sh(A v B) = 0, respectively. That is:

A ⊆ B ⇐⇒ sh(A v B) 6= 0,

¬(A ⊆ B)⇐⇒ sh(A v B) = 0. (5.6)

These two quantitative statements use only the minimum value 0.

Although one may use any set from S1 to S8 as the properties of a subsethood
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measure, some of them may be inappropriate semantically. For example, for the set

S8, as given in Equation (5.6), sh(A v B) = 0 whenever A is not a subset of B,

although B may contain a large portion of A. That is, the degree to which A is a

subset of B is not taken into consideration. In contrast, as given in Equation (5.5),

S5 uses the quantitative statement sh(A v B) = 1 to characterize A ⊆ B and allows

a non-zero value for sh(A v B) even though A may not be a subset of B. In this way,

sh(A v B) can be used to capture quantitatively the degree to which A is a subset

of B. The above discussion indicates that the boundary conditions derived from two-

way decisions deal properly with the maximum value 1, but not the minimum value

0. Consequently, the qualitative statement (2N) needs to be decomposed, which can

be achieved by considering three-way decision models.

5.2.2 Improved Boundary Conditions Derived from Three-Way

Decision Models

Based on a theory of three-way decision [179], we get the following three qualitative

statements about the subsethood of a set A to another set B:

(3P) A is totally a subset of B, i.e., A ⊆ B,

(3N) A is totally not a subset of B, i.e., A 6= ∅ ∧ A ∩B = ∅,

(3B) A is partially a subset of B, i.e., ¬(A ⊆ B) ∧ A ∩B 6= ∅.

The statement (2P) in the two-way model is the same as (3P), and (2N) is decomposed

into two disjoint statements (3N) and (3B).

The three qualitative statements (3P), (3N), and (3B) are possible to be reflected

by the quantitative statements sh(A v B) = 1, sh(A v B) = 0, and 0 < sh(A v

B) < 1, respectively. Since (3B) can be defined as the negative of “(3P) or (3N)”,
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any subsethood measure that truthfully reflects (3P) and (3N) would also truthfully

reflect (3B). Thus, we only focus on (3P) and (3N). The statement (3P) is actually

the same as (2P). Consequently, the same boundary conditions {(BC1), (BC2)} can

be derived to truthfully reflect a total subsethood (3P). To associate the statement

(3N) of a total non-subsethood with the minimum quantitative value 0, we introduce

the following two new boundary conditions:

(BC7) A 6= ∅ ∧ A ∩B = ∅ =⇒ sh(A v B) = 0,

(BC8) sh(A v B) = 0 =⇒ A 6= ∅ ∧ A ∩B = ∅.

By combining (BC7) and (BC8), we get a stronger boundary condition:

(BC9) A 6= ∅ ∧ A ∩B = ∅ ⇐⇒ sh(A v B) = 0.

Since (3N) is a special case of (2N), one may get the following relationships between

boundary conditions (BC7), (BC8) and (BC3), (BC4).

Theorem 14. The following relationships hold:

(BC3) =⇒ (BC7), (BC8) =⇒ (BC4).

Since (3P) and (3N) have no overlapping cases, {(BC1), (BC2), (BC7), (BC8)}

is a set of independent conditions. We recommend using any nonempty subset of

{(BC1), (BC2), (BC7), (BC8)} as the boundary conditions of a subsethood measure,

which results in the following 15 possibilities:

S1 : {(BC1)},

S2 : {(BC2)},
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S3′ : {(BC7)},

S4′ : {(BC8)},

S5 : {(BC1), (BC2)} ≡ {(BC5)},

S6′ : {(BC1), (BC7)},

S7′ : {(BC1), (BC8)},

S8′ : {(BC2), (BC7)},

S9′ : {(BC2), (BC8)},

S10′ : {(BC7), (BC8)} ≡ {(BC9)},

S11′ : {(BC1), (BC2), (BC7)},

S12′ : {(BC1), (BC2), (BC8)},

S13′ : {(BC1), (BC7), (BC8)},

S14′ : {(BC2), (BC7), (BC8)},

S15′ : {(BC1), (BC2), (BC7), (BC8)} ≡ {(BC5), (BC9)},

The three sets S5, S10′, and S15′ are particularly interesting. The class of subsethood

measures satisfying S5 truthfully reflects (3P) by sh(A v B) = 1; the class satisfying

S10′ truthfully reflects (3N) by sh(A v B) = 0; and the class satisfying both, that is,

S15′, truthfully reflects both (3P) and (3N) by sh(A v B) = 1 and sh(A v B) = 0,

respectively.

5.2.3 Related Studies

We have introduced nine boundary conditions based on both two-way and three-way

decision models. Their relationships are summarized in Figure 5.1 where the dashed

lines show the correspondences between qualitative statements, boundary conditions,

and quantitative statements.
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Qualitative
statements

(2P)
A ⊆ B

(3P)
A ⊆ B

(2N)
¬(A ⊆ B)

(3B)
¬(A ⊆ B) ∧A ∩B 6= ∅

(3N)
A 6= ∅ ∧A ∩B = ∅

Boundary
conditions

(BC1)

(BC2)

(BC5)

(BC4)

(BC3)

(BC6)

(BC8)

(BC7)

(BC9)

Quantitative
statements sh(A v B) = 1 0 < sh(A v B) < 1 sh(A v B) = 0

Figure 5.1: A summary of boundary conditions

Many researchers have investigated the boundary conditions in defining measures

of inclusion degrees under various contexts. Table 5.1 lists some examples in the

contexts of fuzzy sets, classical sets, and posets, where we use
√

to indicate that a

boundary condition is explicitly considered in the related study and ∗ to indicate that

a weak version requiring extra conditions is considered.

Contexts Examples of (BC1) (BC2) (BC3) (BC4) (BC5) (BC6) (BC7) (BC8) (BC9)related studies

Fuzzy sets

Sanchez [150]
√ √

Sinha & Dougherty [156]
√

Young [199]
√

Fan et al. [38]
√ √ √

Bustince et al. [17]
√

Zhang & Zhang [213]
√ √

Dimuro et al. [34]
√

Pinheiro et al. [132] ∗

Classical sets Gomolińska [46, 47, 48]
√ √ √ √ √ √

Yao & Deng [188]
√ √ √

Posets
Zhang & Leung [216]

√

Xu et al. [171]
√

Qiu et al. [142]
√

Table 5.1: Examples of related studies on boundary conditions

For measuring the inclusion degree of fuzzy sets [208], Sanchez [150] considers

(BC1) and (BC7). Sinha and Dougherty [156] propose an axiom corresponding to

(BC5) which is also adopted by Young [199]. A few researchers present new definitions
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of fuzzy subsethood measures by modifying Young’s definition. For example, Fan et

al. [38] consider (BC1), (BC5), and (BC7), Bustince et al. [17] consider (BC1), Zhang

and Zhang [213] consider (BC1) and (BC5), Dimuro et al. [34] consider (BC1), and

Pinheiro et al. [132] consider a weak version of (BC1). For measuring the inclusion

degree of classical sets, Gomolińska [46, 47, 48] introduces a family of properties for

defining rough inclusion functions (RIFs). She considers properties rif0, rif−1
0 , rif1,

rif−1
4 , rif4, and rif5, which correspond to (BC1), (BC2), (BC5), (BC7), (BC8),

and (BC9), respectively. Yao and Deng [188] discuss (BC1), (BC2), and (BC5) of

subsethood measures in constructing quantitative rough set models. For measuring

inclusion degrees based on partially ordered relations instead of set-inclusion relations,

Zhang and Leung [216] consider a property that corresponds to (BC1). By adopting

their definition, Xu et al. [171] and Qiu et al. [142] also consider (BC1) as a required

property.

From Table 5.1, we may observe that while the boundary conditions related to

the boundary value 1 are widely considered by researchers, the boundary conditions

related to the boundary value 0 are not receiving much attention. Considering these

boundary conditions may bring new results into the current studies involving measures

of inclusion degrees.

5.3 Monotonicity

There are two arguments in a subsethood measure sh(A v B), namely, the first

argument A and the second argument B. Accordingly, we explore the monotonicity

of a subsethood measure in two cases, that is, a fixed first argument and a fixed

second argument. One may refer to B for a list of all the quantitative monotonicity

properties in the order of being introduced in this section.
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5.3.1 (MF) and (MS): TwoMonotonicity Properties with a Fixed

First Argument and a Fixed Second Argument

We first consider a fixed first argument. Qualitatively, if A is a subset of B1, then A

is a subset of any superset B2 of B1, that is:

(QF) B1 ⊆ B2 =⇒ (A ⊆ B1 =⇒ A ⊆ B2),

where Q labels a Qualitative property of the set-inclusion relation and F labels a

fixed First argument A. When translating (QF) into a quantitative one, we require

that the degree to which A is a subset of B2 is at least the same as the degree to

which A is a subset of B1. In this way, if A is a subset of B1, then A must also be a

subset of B2, which is consistent with (QF). This leads to the following quantitative

monotonicity for a subsethood measure:

(MF) B1 ⊆ B2 =⇒ sh(A v B1) ≤ sh(A v B2),

where M labels a quantitative Monotonicity property for subsethood measures.

We analyze the monotonicity with a fixed second argument in the same manner.

Qualitatively, if A2 is a subset of B, then any subset A1 of A2 should also be a subset

of B, that is:

(QS) A1 ⊆ A2 =⇒ (A2 ⊆ B =⇒ A1 ⊆ B),

where S labels a fixed Second argument B. When translating (QS) into a quantitative

monotonicity, we should require that the degree to which A1 is a subset of B is at

least the same as the degree to which A2 is a subset of B, that is:

(MS) A1 ⊆ A2 =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A2 v B).
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The monotonicity properties could be analyzed with respect to the four disjoint

regions shown in Figure 5.2. In the case of A ⊆ B, the intersection between A and

B becomes the greatest, that is, A ∩ B = A; and the intersection between A and Bc

becomes the least, that is, A∩Bc = ∅. This gives hints of the monotonicity properties

of subsethood measures. Qualitatively, the more of A is included in B, the more is

A ∩ B and the less is A ∩ Bc. Quantitatively, we would expect that the degree to

which A is a subset of B is positively related to the cardinality of A ∩ B (the grey

area) and negatively related to the cardinality of A ∩Bc (the slashed area).

BA U

A ∩BA ∩Bc Ac ∩B

Ac ∩Bc

Figure 5.2: Four disjoint regions of U formed by two sets A and B

Based on the above analysis, we argue that (MF) is more reasonable than (MS).

As shown in Figure 5.3, by the condition B1 ⊆ B2 in (MF), we arrive at the following

two facts:

B1 ⊆ B2 =⇒ A ∩B1 ⊆ A ∩B2,

Bc
2 ⊆ Bc

1 =⇒ A ∩Bc
2 ⊆ A ∩Bc

1. (5.7)

Semantically, they mean that A contains less elements of B1 than of B2 and, at the

same time, A contains more elements of Bc
1 than of Bc

2. Both suggest that A is more

a subset of B2 than of B1, which is consistent with (MF).

On the other hand, (MS) is not so appealing. As shown in Figure 5.4, we may get

the similar two facts as follows:

A1 ⊆ A2 =⇒ A1 ∩B ⊆ A2 ∩B,
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B1

B2A U

A ∩B1 A ∩B2

(a) A ∩B1 ⊆ A ∩B2

B1

B2A U

A ∩Bc
1 A ∩Bc

2

(b) A ∩Bc
2 ⊆ A ∩Bc

1

Figure 5.3: An illustration of the two facts regarding (MF)

A1 ⊆ A2 =⇒ A1 ∩Bc ⊆ A2 ∩Bc. (5.8)

The first fact suggests that A2 contains more elements of B than A1. In other words,

the degree to which A2 is a subset of B is expected to be greater than or equal to

the degree to which A1 is a subset of B, that is, sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A2 v B) which

contradicts with (MS). Similarly, the second fact suggests that A2 contains more

elements of Bc than A1, that is, sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A2 v B) which is consistent with

(MS). These two facts contradict with each other and they suggest that (MS) is not

reasonable.

A1

BA2 U

A1 ∩B A2 ∩B

(a) A1 ∩B ⊆ A2 ∩B

A1

BA2 U

A1 ∩Bc A2 ∩Bc

(b) A1 ∩Bc ⊆ A2 ∩Bc

Figure 5.4: An illustration of the two facts regarding (MS)

The monotonicity (MS) may also have some problem in a special case. If ∅ 6= A1 ⊆

A2, it may happen that A1 ∩ B = ∅ and A2 ∩ B 6= ∅. In this case, it is reasonable

to require sh(A1 v B) = 0 by (BC7) and sh(A2 v B) > 0 by (BC8). Accordingly,

we have sh(A1 v B) < sh(A2 v B) which contradicts with (MS). Consequently,

compared with (MS), we would suggest (MF) as a reasonable monotonicity property
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for a subsethood measure.

5.3.2 (MS1) and (MS2): Improvements of (MS) Based on Two

Fixed Intersections

We focus on making (MS) more reasonable by adding extra conditions, which results

in an extension of (MS) into two monotonicity properties (MS1) and (MS2).

For any set A ⊆ U , it can be represented as the union of two disjoint intersections

with B and Bc as shown in Figure 5.2:

A = (A ∩B) ∪ (A ∩Bc). (5.9)

These two intersections suggest two ways of defining monotonicity by fixing either of

them. Following this idea, in the left-hand-side condition A1 ⊆ A2 of (MS), the two

sets A1 and A2 can be represented as:

A1 = (A1 ∩B) ∪ (A1 ∩Bc),

A2 = (A2 ∩B) ∪ (A2 ∩Bc). (5.10)

With a fixed first intersection, we require that A1 ∩ B = A2 ∩ B as shown by the

black area in Figure 5.5(a). This condition can be explained as A1 and A2 containing

the same amount of elements in B. By the left-hand-side condition A1 ⊆ A2 in (MS),

we can imply the inclusion relationship of the second intersection A1 ∩Bc ⊆ A2 ∩Bc

as shown by the grey and slashed areas in Figure 5.5(a). Semantically, this inclusion

relationship means that A2 contains more elements of Bc than A1. Based on the two

conditions A1 ∩ B = A2 ∩ B and A1 ∩ Bc ⊆ A2 ∩ Bc, A2 is less likely to be a subset

of B than A1, which is quantitatively sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A2 v B). This leads to the
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following monotonicity property:

(MS1) (A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩B = A2 ∩B) =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A2 v B),

where 1 labels a fixed FIRST intersection with B.

B

A1

A2

A1 ∩B = A2 ∩B A1 ∩Bc A2 ∩Bc

(a) (MS1)

B

A1

A2

A1 ∩Bc = A2 ∩Bc A1 ∩B A2 ∩B

(b) (MS2)

Figure 5.5: An illustration of the conditions in (MS1) and (MS2)

With a fixed second intersection, we require that A1 ∩Bc = A2 ∩Bc as shown by

the black area in Figure 5.5(b), which implies A1 ∩ B ⊆ A2 ∩ B together with the

condition A1 ⊆ A2. Thus, A2 is more likely to be a subset of B than A1, which is

quantitatively described as sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A2 v B). Thus, we have:

(MS2) (A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩Bc = A2 ∩Bc) =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A2 v B),

where 2 labels a fixed SECOND intersection with Bc.

We have argued that (MS) is not quite reasonable in Section 5.3.1. In the above

discussion, we assume fixed intersections of the first arguments with either B or Bc

and refine (MS) into (MS1) and (MS2) that give opposite monotonicity. By (MS1), if

the first arguments have the same intersection with the second argument B, then the

subsethood measure is monotonically decreasing with the first argument. By (MS2), if

the first arguments have the same intersection with Bc, then the subsethood measure

is monotonically increasing with the first argument. Unlike (MS), the properties

(MS1) and (MS2) state that monotonicity with a fixed second argument only holds for
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certain fixed intersections with either B or Bc. By adding the extra condition A1∩B =

A2∩B, (MS1) is a weak version of (MS), that is, (MS) =⇒ (MS1). For characterizing

the monotonicity of a subsethood measure, we suggest using a nonempty subset of

{(MF), (MS1), (MS2)} which is a set of independent properties. Accordingly, we have

seven different classes of monotonic subsethood measures corresponding to the seven

nonempty subsets of {(MF), (MS1), (MS2)}.

5.3.3 (MS3): A Combination of the Two Intersections in (MS1)

and (MS2)

We simultaneously consider both the first intersections with B and the second inter-

sections with Bc, which leads to the following monotonicity:

(MS3) (A1 ∩B ⊆ A2 ∩B) ∧ (A1 ∩Bc ⊇ A2 ∩Bc) =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A2 v B).

As shown in Figure 5.6(a), when considering the first intersections with B, we have

A1 ∩B ⊆ A2 ∩B, which means that A1 contains less elements of B than A2. On the

other hand, as shown in Figure 5.6(b), we have A1 ∩ Bc ⊇ A2 ∩ Bc for the second

intersections with Bc, which means that A1 contains more elements outside B than

A2. Both intersections suggest that A1 is less likely to be a subset of B than A2,

which is quantitatively sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A2 v B).

B

A1

A2

A1 ∩B A2 ∩B

(a) A1 ∩B ⊆ A2 ∩B

B

A1

A2

A1 ∩Bc A2 ∩Bc

(b) A1 ∩Bc ⊇ A2 ∩Bc

Figure 5.6: An illustration of the conditions in (MS3)
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One may easily verify the relationships among (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3) in the

following theorem.

Theorem 15. The following relationships hold:

(MS3) =⇒ (MS1), (MS3) =⇒ (MS2).

In the following two subsections, we demonstrate the meaningfulness of (MS1),

(MS2), and (MS3) by interpreting them from two views. The first view gives set-

theoretic interpretations of (MS1) and (MS2) by considering set-theoretic operators,

which is discussed in Section 5.3.4. The second view gives constructive interpreta-

tions of (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3) by adopting two constructive methods, namely, a

deletion method and an addition method, which is discussed in Section 5.3.5. Apply-

ing a single method leads to constructive interpretations of either (MS1) or (MS2).

A consideration of both methods gives constructive interpretations of (MS1), (MS2),

and (MS3).

5.3.4 Set-Theoretic Interpretations of (MS1) and (MS2)

We explore (MS1) and (MS2) from the set-theoretic point of view. Specifically, we

consider set complement, intersection, and union to interpret the two monotonicity

properties. For complement, we equivalently express the conditions of (MS1) and

(MS2) in terms of the complements of A1 and A2 and arrive at two properties. For

intersection and union, we apply the following set-inclusion relationships as partial

conditions of (MS1) and (MS2):

(a) A1 ∩ A2 ⊆ A1, (b) A1 ∩ A2 ⊆ A2,

(c) A1 ⊆ A1 ∪ A2, (d) A2 ⊆ A1 ∪ A2. (5.11)
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As a result, we arrive at four new monotonicity properties.

5.3.4.1 Complement Interpretations

We can observe the equivalent formulations of (MS1) and (MS2) using the comple-

ments of A1 and A2. The condition (A1 ⊆ A2)∧ (A1 ∩B = A2 ∩B) in (MS1) can be

equivalently expressed as (Ac2 ⊆ Ac1) ∧ (Ac2 ∩ B = Ac1 ∩ B). By applying (MS1) with

this condition, we can get the following equivalent version of (MS1):

(MS1′) (A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩B = A2 ∩B) =⇒ sh(Ac1 v B) ≤ sh(Ac2 v B).

Similarly, one can get the following equivalent version of (MS2):

(MS2′) (A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩Bc = A2 ∩Bc) =⇒ sh(Ac1 v B) ≥ sh(Ac2 v B).

The conclusions in (MS1′) and (MS2′) are opposite to the conclusions in (MS1) and

(MS2), respectively. This suggests that a larger sh(A v B) value implies a smaller

sh(Ac v B) value and vice versa.

5.3.4.2 Intersection Interpretations

We apply cases (a) and (b) in Equation (5.11) to (MS1) and (MS2). By using case

(a) A1∩A2 ⊆ A1 as the first condition of (MS1), the second condition requires a fixed

intersection with B, that is, (A1∩A2)∩B = A1∩B as demonstrated by Figure 5.7(a).

With these two conditions, we get the conclusion sh(A1 ∩A2 v B) ≥ sh(A1 v B) by

(MS1). Moreover, the first condition is trivially correct and the second condition can

be simplified as:

(A1 ∩ A2) ∩B = A1 ∩B ⇐⇒ (A1 ∩B) ∩ (A2 ∩B) = A1 ∩B
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⇐⇒ A1 ∩B ⊆ A2 ∩B, (5.12)

which is demonstrated by Figure 5.7(a). Thus, we get the following equivalent version

of (MS1):

(MS1′′) A1 ∩B ⊆ A2 ∩B =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A1 ∩ A2 v B).

It can be interpreted as: if a set A2 contains more elements of B than a set A1, then

intersecting A1 with A2 will increase the degree to which A1 is included in B. One

can also apply case (b) in Equation (5.11) to (MS1) and get the same property as

(MS1′′).

B

A1

A2

(A1 ∩A2) ∩B = A1 ∩B A2 ∩B

(a) (MS1′′)

A1

A2

B

(A1 ∩A2) ∩Bc = A1 ∩Bc A2 ∩Bc

(b) (MS2′′)

Figure 5.7: An illustration of the conditions in (MS1′′) and (MS2′′)

In the same manner, we use case (a) A1 ∩ A2 ⊆ A1 as the first condition of

(MS2). The second condition requires a fixed intersection with Bc, that is, (A1 ∩

A2)∩Bc = A1∩Bc as demonstrated by Figure 5.7(b). With these two conditions, we

get sh(A1 ∩ A2 v B) ≤ sh(A1 v B) by (MS2). By removing the first condition that

is trivially correct and simplifying the second condition as A1 ∩ Bc ⊆ A2 ∩ Bc which

is demonstrated in Figure 5.7(b), we get the following equivalent version of (MS2):

(MS2′′) A1 ∩Bc ⊆ A2 ∩Bc =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A1 ∩ A2 v B).

It can be interpreted as: if a set A2 contains more elements of Bc than A1, then
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intersecting A1 with A2 will decrease the degree to which A1 is included in B. One

may also apply case (b) to (MS2) and get the same monotonicity property.

The two properties (MS1′′) and (MS2′′) consider the monotonicity of a subsethood

measure when intersecting the first argument A1 with another set A2. By requir-

ing different conditions for A2, they express the monotonicity from different views.

(MS1′′) focuses on the intersection with B by requiring A1∩B ⊆ A2∩B. In contrast,

(MS2′′) focuses on the intersection with Bc by requiring A1 ∩ Bc ⊆ A2 ∩ Bc. From

their different considerations of B and Bc, the two opposite directions of monotonicity

are resulted in the right-hand-sides of (MS1′′) and (MS2′′).

5.3.4.3 Union Interpretations

We apply cases (c) and (d) in Equation (5.11) to (MS1) and (MS2). By using case

(c) A1 ⊆ A1 ∪ A2 as the first condition of (MS1), the second condition of a fixed

intersection with B is A1 ∩ B = (A1 ∪ A2) ∩ B as demonstrated by Figure 5.8(a).

With these two conditions, we get sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A1 ∪A2 v B). Then we remove

the trivially correct first condition, simplify the second condition as A2 ∩B ⊆ A1 ∩B

which is shown in Figure 5.8(a), and get the following equivalent version of (MS1):

(MS1′′′) A1 ∩B ⊇ A2 ∩B =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A1 ∪ A2 v B).

It can be interpreted as: if a set A2 contains less elements of B than A1, then adding

A2 to A1 will decrease the degree to which A1 is included in B. One may apply case

(d) to (MS1) and get the same monotonicity property.

Now we use case (c) A1 ⊆ A1 ∪ A2 as the first condition of (MS2). The second

condition requires a fixed intersection with Bc, that is, A1 ∩ Bc = (A1 ∪ A2) ∩ Bc as

demonstrated by Figure 5.8(b). Then we can get sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A1 ∪A2 v B) by

applying (MS2) with these two conditions. The first condition is trivially correct and
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B

A2

A1

A1 ∩B = (A1 ∪A2) ∩B A2 ∩B

(a) (MS1′′′)

A1

A2 B

A1 ∩Bc = (A1 ∪A2) ∩Bc A2 ∩Bc

(b) (MS2′′′)

Figure 5.8: An illustration of the conditions in (MS1′′′) and (MS2′′′)

the second condition can be simplified as A1 ∩ Bc ⊇ A2 ∩ Bc which is demonstrated

by Figure 5.8(b). Then we get the following equivalent version of (MS2):

(MS2′′′) A1 ∩Bc ⊇ A2 ∩Bc =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A1 ∪ A2 v B).

It can be interpreted as: if a set A2 contains less elements of Bc than a set A1, then

adding A2 to A1 will increase the degree to which A1 is included in B. One may

apply case (d) to (MS2) and get the same monotonicity property.

The two properties (MS1′′′) and (MS2′′′) consider the monotonicity of a subsethood

measure when adding a set A2 to the first argument A1. By requiring different

conditions for A2, they express the monotonicity from different views. (MS1′′′) focuses

on the intersection with B by requiring A1∩B ⊇ A2∩B. In contrast, (MS2′′′) focuses

on the intersection with Bc by requiring A1 ∩ Bc ⊇ A2 ∩ Bc. From their different

considerations of B and Bc, the two opposite directions of monotonicity are resulted

in the right-hand-sides of (MS1′′′) and (MS2′′′).

Till now, we have eight monotonicity properties extended from (MS), that is,

(MS1), (MS1′), (MS1′′), (MS1′′′), (MS2), (MS2′), (MS2′′), and (MS2′′′). The following

theorem shows the equivalences of these properties.
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Theorem 16. The following relationships hold:

(1) (MS1)⇐⇒ (MS1′)⇐⇒ (MS1′′)⇐⇒ (MS1′′′),

(2) (MS2)⇐⇒ (MS2′)⇐⇒ (MS2′′)⇐⇒ (MS2′′′).

The equivalences are easy to verify and the proofs are omitted. These equivalent

versions of (MS1) and (MS2) provide physical interpretations by using different set-

theoretic operators. (MS1′) and (MS2′) consider complement, (MS1′′) and (MS2′′)

consider intersection, and (MS1′′′) and (MS2′′′) consider union. These physical inter-

pretations demonstrate the meaningfulness of (MS1) and (MS2) from different views.

5.3.5 Constructive Interpretations of (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3)

We investigate (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3) from the view of two constructive methods,

that is, the deletion and addition methods. The two methods are inspired by the set-

theoretic intersection and union that construct smaller and larger sets, respectively.

By considering one of the two methods, we remove elements from or add elements

into the first argument A and explore the monotonicity of sh(A v B), which results

in constructive interpretations of (MS1) and (MS2). A consideration of both methods

gives constructive interpretations of (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3).

5.3.5.1 Deletion Interpretations of (MS1) and (MS2)

We apply the deletion method to remove elements from the first argument A which

can be divided into two disjoint parts A ∩ Bc and A ∩ B as shown in Figure 5.2.

Accordingly, we consider removing elements in either A ∩Bc or A ∩B, exclusively.

Remove elements in A ∩Bc

Suppose Θ is the set of elements to be removed from A. Then we have Θ ⊆
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A ∩ Bc = A − B as shown in Figure 5.9(a). In this case, we keep the elements of A

that are in B (i.e., A ∩B) and remove some elements from A that are not in B (i.e.,

A ∩ Bc). As a result, compared with A, the set A − Θ contains the same elements

that are in B and less elements that are not in B. Intuitively, A−Θ is included in B

to a larger degree than A, which is described by the following monotonicity property:

(MS1-D) Θ ⊆ A−B =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B),

where D labels a monotonicity property induced by the Deletion method.

B

Θ

A
U

A−Θ

(a) (MS1-D)

B
A

Θ

Θ1

Θ2

U

A−Θ

(b) (MS1-D′)

Figure 5.9: An illustration of the conditions in (MS1-D) and (MS1-D′)

The property (MS1-D) provides constructive interpretations of (MS1) from the

view of the deletion method. As shown in Figure 5.10, in (MS1), by removing elements

of Θ ⊆ A2−B from A2, the smaller set A1 = A2−Θ is included in B to a larger degree

than A2. This gives the first view of interpreting (MS1) by the deletion method. The

condition in (MS1-D) gives the range of Θ, that is, ∅ ⊆ Θ ⊆ A − B. Accordingly,

the range of A − Θ is A ∩ B ⊆ A − Θ ⊆ A. Then (MS1-D) can be interpreted

as by gradually shrinking the first argument from A to A ∩ B, the degree of its

subsethood to the second argument B is monotonically increased from sh(A v B) to

sh(A ∩ B v B) = 1 (if the boundary condition (BC1) holds). This gives a second

view of interpreting (MS1) by the deletion method.

The condition for Θ in (MS1-D) can be loosen by allowing Θ to contain elements

outside A, that is, Θ ⊆ (A − B) ∪ Ac = (A ∩ B)c. In this case, we split the set Θ
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B

A1

A2

Θ

Figure 5.10: A deletion interpretation of (MS1)

into two disjoint parts, that is, a part Θ1 inside A and another part Θ2 outside A,

as shown in Figure 5.9(b). It is implied that A − Θ = A − Θ1 and Θ1 ⊆ A − B.

By applying (MS1-D) with the condition Θ1 ⊆ A − B, we have sh(A − Θ v B) =

sh(A−Θ1 v B) ≥ sh(A v B). Thus, we get the following monotonicity property:

(MS1-D′) Θ ⊆ (A ∩B)c =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B).

It states that without changing the elements of B in A (i.e., the elements in A ∩B),

the deletion method will increase the degree to which A is included in B. This gives

a third view of interpreting (MS1) by the deletion method.

The property (MS1-D) uses an intuitive condition Θ ⊆ A − B implied by the

deletion method. The property (MS1-D′) gives the weakest condition Θ ⊆ (A ∩ B)c

in order to keep the monotonicity sh(A − Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B) when applying the

deletion method. By noticing A − B ⊆ Bc ⊆ (A ∩ B)c, we use Bc in the condition

and get the following property:

(MS1-D′′) Θ ⊆ Bc =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B).

It states that as long as we only remove elements that are not in B, the deletion

method will increase the degree to which A is included in B. This gives a fourth view

of interpreting (MS1) by the deletion method.

The three monotonicity properties (MS1-D), (MS1-D′), and (MS1-D′′) are equiv-
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alent with (MS1).

Theorem 17. The following relationships hold:

(MS1-D)⇐⇒ (MS1-D′)⇐⇒ (MS1-D′′)⇐⇒ (MS1).

The proof of Theorem 17 can be found in C.

Remove elements in A ∩B

In the same manner, we consider removing elements in A ∩ B from A, that is,

Θ ⊆ A∩B, as shown in Figure 5.11(a). Compared with A, A−Θ contains the same

elements that are not in B and less elements that are in B. Thus, A−Θ is included

in B to a smaller degree than A, that is:

(MS2-D) Θ ⊆ A ∩B =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≤ sh(A v B).

B

Θ

A
U

A−Θ

(a) (MS2-D)

B
A

Θ

U

A−Θ

(b) (MS2-D′)

Figure 5.11: An illustration of the conditions in (MS2-D) and (MS2-D′)

(MS2-D) provides constructive interpretations of (MS2) from the view of the dele-

tion method. As shown in Figure 5.12, in (MS2), by removing elements of Θ ⊆ A2∩B

from A2, the smaller set A1 = A2 − Θ is included in B to a smaller degree than A2.

This gives the first view of the interpretation. By the condition in (MS2-D), we get

the range of A−Θ as A∩Bc ⊆ A−Θ ⊆ A. Then (MS2-D) can be interpreted as by

gradually shrinking the first argument from A to A∩Bc, the degree of its subsethood
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to B is monotonically decreased from sh(A v B) to sh(A ∩ Bc v B) = 0 (if the

boundary condition (BC7) holds). This gives a second view of the interpretation.

B

A1

A2

Θ

Figure 5.12: A deletion interpretation of (MS2)

By allowing Θ to contain elements outside A, we can loosen the condition as

Θ ⊆ (A ∩B) ∪ Ac = (A−B)c and get the following property:

(MS2-D′) Θ ⊆ (A−B)c =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≤ sh(A v B),

As shown in Figure 5.11(b), (MS2-D′) states that without changing the elements of A

that are not in B, the deletion method will decrease the degree to which A is included

in B. This gives a third view of interpreting (MS2) by the deletion method.

Now we use Θ ⊆ B as the condition, which is in-between the conditions of (MS2-D)

and (MS2-D′), and get the following property:

(MS2-D′′) Θ ⊆ B =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≤ sh(A v B).

It states that as long as we only remove elements that are in B, the deletion method

will decrease the degree to which A is included in B. This gives a fourth view of

interpreting (MS2) by the deletion method. The three properties (MS2-D), (MS2-D′),

and (MS2-D′′) are equivalent with (MS2).

Theorem 18. The following relationships hold:

(MS2-D)⇐⇒ (MS2-D′)⇐⇒ (MS2-D′′)⇐⇒ (MS2).
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Theorem 18 can be verified similarly as Theorem 17 in C and its proof is omitted.

5.3.5.2 Addition Interpretations of (MS1) and (MS2)

Now we apply the addition method that constructs a larger set by adding elements

into A. Suppose ∆ is the set of elements to be added into A. We consider adding

elements from the two disjoint parts of Ac exclusively, that is, Ac ∩Bc and Ac ∩B as

shown in Figure 5.2.

Add elements in Ac ∩Bc

If ∆ ⊆ Ac ∩Bc = Ac −B as shown in Figure 5.13(a), we introduce new elements

that are not in B into A. Compared with A, the larger set A ∪∆ contains the same

elements that are in B and more elements that are not in B. In this sense, A ∪∆ is

included in B to a smaller degree than A, that is:

(MS1-A) ∆ ⊆ Ac −B =⇒ sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A ∪∆ v B),

where A labels a monotonicity property induced by the Addition method.

B

∆

A
U

A ∪∆

(a) (MS1-A)

B
A

∆

∆1

∆2

U

A ∪∆

(b) (MS1-A′)

Figure 5.13: An illustration of the conditions in (MS1-A) and (MS1-A′)

The property (MS1-A) provides constructive interpretations of (MS1) from the

view of the addition method. As shown in Figure 5.14, in (MS1), by adding elements

of ∆ ⊆ Ac1 − B into A1, the larger set A2 = A1 ∪ ∆ is included in B to a smaller

degree than A1. This gives the first view of the interpretation. By the condition in
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(MS1-A), we get the range of A ∪∆ as A ⊆ A ∪∆ ⊆ A ∪Bc. Then (MS1-A) can be

interpreted as by gradually enlarging the first argument from A to A∪Bc, the degree

of its subsethood to B is monotonically decreased from sh(A v B) to sh(A∪Bc v B).

This gives a second view of the interpretation.

B

A1

A2

∆

Figure 5.14: An addition interpretation of (MS1)

The condition in (MS1-A) can be loosen by allowing ∆ to contain elements in A,

that is, ∆ ⊆ (Ac−B)∪A = (Ac∩B)c. In this case, we split ∆ into two disjoint parts

∆1 ⊆ A and ∆2 ⊆ Ac, as shown in Figure 5.13(b). It is implied that A∪∆ = A∪∆2

and ∆2 ⊆ Ac − B. By applying (MS1-A) with the condition ∆2 ⊆ Ac − B, we have

sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A∪∆2 v B) = sh(A∪∆ v B), which gives the following property:

(MS1-A′) ∆ ⊆ (Ac ∩B)c =⇒ sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A ∪∆ v B).

It states that without introducing new elements of B into A, the addition method

will decrease the degree to which A is included in B. This gives a third view of

interpreting (MS1) by the addition method.

Now we use ∆ ⊆ Bc as the condition, which is in-between the conditions of

(MS1-A) and (MS1-A′), and get the following property:

(MS1-A′′) ∆ ⊆ Bc =⇒ sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A ∪∆ v B).

It states that as long as we only introduce elements that are outside B into A, the

addition method will decrease the degree to which A is included in B. This gives a
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fourth view of interpreting (MS1) by the addition method. The properties (MS1-A),

(MS1-A′), and (MS1-A′′) are equivalent with (MS1).

Theorem 19. The following relationships hold:

(MS1-A)⇐⇒ (MS1-A′)⇐⇒ (MS1-A′′)⇐⇒ (MS1).

Theorem 19 can be verified similarly as Theorem 17 in C and its proof is omitted.

Add elements in Ac ∩B

Now we consider introducing new elements of B into A, that is, ∆ ⊆ Ac ∩ B, as

shown in Figure 5.15(a). Compared with A, the larger set A ∪∆ contains the same

elements that are not in B and more elements that are in B. Thus, A∪∆ is included

in B to a larger degree than A, that is:

(MS2-A) ∆ ⊆ Ac ∩B =⇒ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪∆ v B).

B

∆

A
U

A ∪∆

(a) (MS2-A)

B
A

∆

U

A ∪∆

(b) (MS2-A′)

Figure 5.15: An illustration of the conditions in (MS2-A) and (MS2-A′)

The property (MS2-A) provides constructive interpretations of (MS2) from the

view of the addition method. As shown in Figure 5.16, in (MS2), by adding elements

of ∆ ⊆ Ac1∩B to A1, the larger set A2 = A1∪∆ is included in B to a larger degree than

A1. This gives the first view of the interpretation. The condition in (MS2-A) implies

the range of A ∪∆ as A ⊆ A ∪∆ ⊆ A ∪ B. Then (MS2-A) can be interpreted as by
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gradually enlarging the first argument from A to A∪B, the degree of its subsethood

to B is monotonically increased from sh(A v B) to sh(A ∪ B v B). This gives a

second view of the interpretation.

B

A1

A2

∆

Figure 5.16: An addition interpretation of (MS2)

By allowing ∆ to contain elements in A, we can loosen the condition in (MS2-A)

as ∆ ⊆ (Ac ∩B) ∪ A = (Ac −B)c, which gives the following property:

(MS2-A′) ∆ ⊆ (Ac −B)c =⇒ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪∆ v B).

As shown in Figure 5.15(b), (MS2-A′) means that without introducing new elements

that are not inB intoA (i.e., the elements inAc−B), the addition method will increase

the degree to which A is included in B. This gives a third view of interpreting (MS2)

by the addition method.

Now we use ∆ ⊆ B as the condition, which is in-between the conditions of (MS2-A)

and (MS2-A′), and arrive at the following property:

(MS2-A′′) ∆ ⊆ B =⇒ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪∆ v B).

It states that as long as we only introduce elements that are in B into A, the addition

method will increase the degree to which A is included in B. This gives a fourth view

of interpreting (MS2) by the addition method. The properties (MS2-A), (MS2-A′),

and (MS2-A′′) are equivalent with (MS2).
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Theorem 20. The following relationships hold:

(MS2-A)⇐⇒ (MS2-A′)⇐⇒ (MS2-A′′)⇐⇒ (MS2).

Theorem 20 can be verified similarly as Theorem 17 in C and its proof is omitted.

5.3.5.3 Addition-Deletion Interpretations of (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3)

We consider two different approaches to applying both the addition and deletion

methods, which gives addition-deletion interpretations of (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3).

The first approach considers a simple combination of the presented properties. By

observing that the conditions in (MS1-D′′) and (MS1-A′′) are actually the same, we

can combine them into one property as follows:

(MS1-AD) C ⊆ Bc =⇒ sh(A ∪ C v B) ≤ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A− C v B),

which applies both the addition and deletion methods. Similarly, a combination of

(MS2-D′′) and (MS2-A′′) gives the following monotonicity:

(MS2-AD) C ⊆ B =⇒ sh(A− C v B) ≤ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪ C v B).

Gomolińska [47] considers two properties related to (MS1-AD) and (MS2-AD) in

defining rough inclusion functions. The two monotonicity properties (MS1-AD) and

(MS2-AD) are equivalent with (MS1) and (MS2), respectively.

Theorem 21. The following relationships hold:

(MS1-AD) ⇐⇒ (MS1),

(MS2-AD) ⇐⇒ (MS2).
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Theorem 21 can be easily verified by Theorems 17-20 and the proof is omitted.

In the second approach, we consider directly applying the addition and deletion

methods to A simultaneously. By adding elements in Ac ∩B into A and at the same

time, removing elements in A−B from A, one can construct a new set that contains

more elements of B and less elements of Bc. Thus, the new set is included in B to a

larger degree than A. This gives the following property:

(MS3-AD) ∆ ⊆ Ac ∩B ∧Θ ⊆ A−B =⇒ sh(A ∪∆−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B).

It gives an addition-deletion interpretation of (MS3). As shown in Figure 5.17, by

adding ∆ ⊆ Ac1 ∩ B and removing Θ ⊆ A1 − B, we get a new set A2 = A1 ∪∆ − Θ

that is included in B to a larger degree than A1.

B

A1

A2

Θ

∆

Figure 5.17: An addition-deletion interpretation of (MS3)

Following the previous discussions in addition interpretations, the condition ∆ ⊆

Ac ∩ B in (MS3-AD) can be equivalently replaced with either ∆ ⊆ (Ac ∩ B) ∪ A =

(Ac−B)c or ∆ ⊆ B. Similarly, the condition Θ ⊆ A−B can be equivalently replaced

with either Θ ⊆ (A − B) ∪ Ac = (A ∩ B)c or Θ ⊆ Bc. Thus, we give the following

two more equivalent versions of (MS3):

(MS3-AD′) ∆ ⊆ (Ac −B)c ∧Θ ⊆ (A ∩B)c =⇒ sh(A ∪∆−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B),

(MS3-AD′′) ∆ ⊆ B ∧Θ ⊆ Bc =⇒ sh(A ∪∆−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B).

One can easily observe that (MS3-AD) combines the conditions in (MS2-A) and
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(MS1-D), (MS3-AD′) combines those in (MS2-A′) and (MS1-D′), and (MS3-AD′′)

combines those in (MS2-A′′) and (MS1-D′′).

Theorem 22. The following relationships hold:

(MS3)⇐⇒ (MS3-AD)⇐⇒ (MS3-AD′)⇐⇒ (MS3-AD′′).

One can easily prove the above equivalences and the proof is omitted.

5.3.5.4 A Lattice Structure of Constructive Interpretations

By applying the deletion and addition methods, we introduce a few monotonicity

properties that are correspondingly equivalent with (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3). They

provide constructive interpretations of (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3), which demonstrates

the meaningfulness of these three monotonicity properties.

We can draw a lattice by looking at the left-hand-side conditions of all the prop-

erties drawn by the constructive methods. One may refer to B for a full list of these

properties. By collecting all the sets used to state the ranges of either Θ or ∆ in these

properties and adding the universe U , the empty set ∅, and the two sets A and Ac,

we get the following family:

L = {∅, A ∩B,A ∩Bc, Ac ∩B,Ac ∩Bc, A,Ac,

B,Bc, A ∪B,A ∪Bc, Ac ∪B,Ac ∪Bc, U}. (5.13)

With respect to the subset relationship ⊆, we can draw a lattice on L as given in

Figure 5.18, where we also show the properties that use the corresponding sets in

their conditions.

Figure 5.18 shows a lattice-based structure of the monotonicity properties induced

from constructive methods, which enables us to explore the constructive methods and
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U

A ∪B
(MS2-A′), (MS3-AD′)

A ∪Bc

(MS1-A′)

Ac ∪B
(MS2-D′)

Ac ∪Bc

(MS1-D′), (MS3-AD′)

A
for alignment

B
(MS2-D′′), (MS2-A′′), (MS2-AD), (MS3-AD′′)

Ac

for alignment

Bc

(MS1-D′′), (MS1-A′′), (MS1-AD), (MS3-AD′′)

A ∩B
(MS2-D)

A ∩Bc

(MS1-D), (MS3-AD)

Ac ∩B
(MS2-A), (MS3-AD)

Ac ∩Bc

(MS1-A)

strong
versions

equivalent
versions

weak
versions

∅

Figure 5.18: A lattice of the family L

the properties in a high-level point of view. For example, we may observe the duality

of the properties. The set A ∪ B has its dual set Ac ∩ Bc, which indicates a duality

relationship between the corresponding two properties (MS2-A′) and (MS1-A). A

more detailed exploration may be a direction of the future work.

Besides the family L, one may also form a set by applying set-theoretic operators

to A and B and use it as the condition of either Θ or ∆ to form a new monotonicity

property. If the set falls in-between the level of unions and the level of intersections

in Figure 5.18, the new property will be an equivalent version of (MS1), (MS2), or

(MS3). If the set is above the level of unions, the new property will be a strong

version of (MS1), (MS2), or (MS3) by using a larger range of either Θ or ∆. If the

set is below the level of intersections, the new property will be a weak version of

either (MS1), (MS2), or (MS3) by using a smaller range of either Θ or ∆. As we have

discussed, the sets in the level of unions give the weakest conditions or the largest

ranges of either Θ or ∆ for keeping the desired monotonicity on the right-hand-sides.

As a result, the strong versions where the ranges are even larger may not be quite
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meaningful.

5.3.6 Related Studies

We introduce two families of monotonicity properties for subsethood measures, namely,

the monotonicity with a fixed first argument and with a fixed second argument. The

first family includes one property (MF). For the second family, we present a few

monotonicity properties, including (MS), (MS1), (MS2), (MS3), and some equivalent

versions of (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3). We have argued that (MS) is not an appealing

property for defining a subsethood measure.

The monotonicity properties have been studied by many researchers in defining

measures of inclusion degrees under various contexts. Table 5.2 lists some related

studies where
√

and ∗ have the same meaning as in Table 5.1. We omit the equivalent

versions of (MS1), (MS2), and (MS3) that are not explicitly considered in any listed

related study.

Contexts Examples of (MF) (MS) (MS1) (MS2) (MS3) (MS1-AD) (MS2-AD)related studies

Fuzzy sets

Sanchez [150]
√

Sinha & Dougherty [156]
√ √

Young [199]
√ √

∗
Fan et al. [38] ∗ ∗

Bustince et al. [17]
√ √

Zhang & Zhang [213]
√ √

Dimuro et al. [34]
√

∗
Pinheiro et al. [132]

√
∗

Couso et al. [21, 22] ∗ ∗

Classical sets Gomolińska [46, 47, 48]
√

∗
√ √

Yao & Deng [188]
√ √

Posets
Zhang & Leung [216] ∗

Xu et al. [171]
√

∗
Qiu et al. [142]

√ √

Table 5.2: Examples of related studies on monotonicity properties

In the context of fuzzy sets, Sanchez [150] considers (MF) in defining a fuzzy

relation of inclusion. Sinha and Dougherty [156] propose two axioms corresponding

to (MF) and (MS), which is also adopted by Young [199]. Moreover, by noticing

some issues with (MS), Young presents a third monotonicity property which is a
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weak version of (MS) with an extra condition B ⊆ A1. A few new definitions of fuzzy

subsethood measures have been proposed based on Young’s definition. For example,

Fan et al. [38] require Young’s weak version of (MS) and a weak version of (MF) with

an extra condition B2 ⊆ A, Bustince et al. [17] and Zhang and Zhang [213] consider

(MF) and (MS), and Dimuro et al. [34] and Pinheiro et al. [132] consider (MF) and

Young’s weak version of (MS). In addition, Couso, Garrido, and Sanchez [21, 22]

consider properties related to the weak versions of (MF) and (MS) as axioms in

defining similarity and dissimilarity measures of fuzzy sets.

With respect to classical sets, Gomolińska [46, 47, 48] introduces properties rif2

and rif7 for defining rough inclusion functions (RIFs), which correspond to (MF) and

a weak version of (MS) similar as Young’s [199], respectively. Moreover, in defining

standard rough inclusion functions [47], Gomolińska presents two more monotonicity

properties that correspond to (MS1-AD) and (MS2-AD). Yao and Deng [188] consider

(MF) and (MS1) in constructing quantitative rough set models using subsethood

measures.

For measuring inclusion degrees based on posets, Zhang and Leung [216] consider

a weak version of (MS) by requiring an additional condition similar as Young’s [199].

Based on their work, Xu et al. [171] also consider (MF), and Qiu et al. [142] present

two types of inclusion degrees that consider (MF) and (MS), respectively.

From Table 5.2, we can observe that (MF) and (MS) are widely considered by

researchers. Though realizing issues with (MS), most researchers consider its weak

version by requiring B ⊆ A1 rather than splitting it into two cases (i.e., (MS1) and

(MS2)) that give opposite monotonicity. A few properties presented are not receiving

much attention, including (MS1), (MS2), (MS3), and their equivalent versions. A

consideration of these properties may bring new results to the related studies.
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5.4 Duality and Additivity

We explore the duality of sh(A v B) and sh(A v Bc), and the duality of sh(A v B)

and sh(Bc v Ac). For the additivity, we examine the addition of sh(A v B1),

sh(A v B2), · · · , sh(A v Bn), where we assume a fixed first argument A; and the

addition of sh(A1 v B), sh(A2 v B), · · · , sh(Am v B), where we assume a fixed

second argument B.

5.4.1 Duality

For A,B ⊆ U , we can split the set A into two disjoint parts as A = (A∩B)∪(A∩Bc).

An element in A can make exactly one choice from agreeing and disagreeing with B.

We generalize this into the quantitative case as:

(D1) sh(A v B) + sh(A v Bc) = 1.

An element of A is included in either B or Bc. The addition of the degrees to

which A is included in B and Bc is accordingly 1, which is the maximum subsethood

value. Yao and Deng demonstrate the usefulness of (D1) in constructing quantitative

rough set models [188]. With (D1) satisfied, their formulation is simplified into the

commonly-used formulation in probabilistic rough set models [174].

We have the following qualitative property for set-inclusion relation:

A ⊆ B ⇐⇒ Bc ⊆ Ac. (5.14)

By generalizing it into the quantitative case, we can obtain the following duality:

(D2) sh(A v B) = sh(Bc v Ac).
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That is, the degree to which A is included in B is the same as the degree to which Bc

is included in Ac. (D2) is consistent with the qualitative property given in Equation

(5.14) if the boundary condition (BC5) holds. In this sense, the quantitative duality

(D2) truthfully reflects the qualitative property in Equation (5.14).

5.4.2 Additivity

Qualitatively, we have the following distributive law:

(QA) A ∩ (B ∪ C) = (A ∩B) ∪ (A ∩ C),

which can be considered as a qualitative additivity. To translate (QA) to the quanti-

tative case, we require B ∩ C = ∅ so that A ∩ B ∩ C will not be counted repeatedly.

This gives the following quantitative additivity:

(A1) B ∩ C = ∅ =⇒ sh(A v (B ∪ C)) = sh(A v B) + sh(A v C).

That is, when B ∩ C = ∅, the degree of A being a subset of B ∪ C can be calculated

as the sum of the degrees of A being subsets of B and C respectively.

Without the condition B ∩ C = ∅, one may get a ≤ relationship instead of the

equality. We can apply (A1) as follows:

sh(A v (B ∪ C)) = sh(A v (B ∪ (Bc ∩ C))),

= sh(A v B) + sh(A v (Bc ∩ C)). (5.15)

If the monotonicity (MF) is satisfied, we have sh(A v (Bc ∩ C)) ≤ sh(A v C). As a

result, we get sh(A v (B ∪ C)) ≤ sh(A v B) + sh(A v C).

The additivity (A1) implies a method to compute sh(A v B). That is, we can
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decompose B into several disjoint parts, compute the degrees of A being subsets of

these individual parts, and add them together. By the boundary condition (BC7),

the subsethood sh(A v ∅) = 0 if A 6= ∅. In this sense, it is reasonable to require that

each part of B is nonempty. Then we can get the following additivity:

(A1′) sh(A v B) =
∑
S∈πB

sh(A v S),

where πB is a partition of B.

An application of the commutative law leads to another explanation of the quali-

tative additivity (QA):

(B ∪ C) ∩ A = (B ∩ A) ∪ (C ∩ A). (5.16)

Although it is a mathematically equivalent formulation of (QA), the interpretation

is very different. Equation (5.16) means that the part of (B ∪ C) included A equals

to the addition of the part of B included in A and the part of C included in A.

Accordingly, a translation to the quantitative case gives the following additivity:

(A2) B ∩ C = ∅ =⇒ sh((B ∪ C) v A) = sh(B v A) + sh(C v A).

With the condition B ∩ C = ∅, the degree to which (B ∪ C) is included in A can be

calculated as the sum of the degrees to which B and C are individually included in

A. If the condition B ∩ C = ∅ is not specified, we can apply (A2) as follows:

sh((B ∪ C) v A) = sh((B ∪ (Bc ∩ C)) v A)

= sh(B v A) + sh(Bc ∩ C v A). (5.17)

Thus, to get the relationships between sh((B∪C) v A) and sh(B v A)+sh(C v A),
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we need to compare sh(Bc ∩ C v A) and sh(C v A), which requires a monotonicity

property with a fixed second argument. We have argued that (MS) is not a desired

monotonicity. In order to apply (MS1) or (MS2), we need extra conditions about the

intersections with B and Bc as required in these two properties.

The additivity (A2) implies another method to compute sh(A v B). That is, we

can decompose A into several disjoint parts, compute the degrees of these parts being

subsets of B, and add them together. Since sh(∅ v B) = 1 if the boundary condition

(BC1) holds, we require that each part of A is nonempty. Then we have:

(A2′) sh(A v B) =
∑
S∈πA

sh(S v B),

where πA is a partition of A.

5.4.3 Related Studies

There are a few studies on the duality and additivity of measures of inclusion degrees.

For defining fuzzified set inclusion, Sinha and Dougherty [156] present an axiom that

corresponds to (D2). They also consider a weak version of (D1) by requiring the

sum to be at least 1 instead of exactly 1. With respect to the inclusion degrees of

classical sets, Gomolińska [46, 47, 48] considers a property rif6 that corresponds to

our duality (D1) and requires the subset A to be nonempty. In defining standard

rough inclusion functions, she considers two additivity properties that correspond to

our (A1) and (A1′), respectively, and requires the subset A to be nonempty. Yao and

Deng [188] consider (D1) and (D2) for the subsethood measures in the construction

of quantitative rough set models.
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5.5 Relationships between Properties

We briefly investigate the relationships between the presented properties of a sub-

sethood measure. For the boundary conditions, the qualitative expression A ⊆ B in

(BC1) and (BC2) means that A is totally a subset of B, and A 6= ∅ ∧ (A ∩ B = ∅)

in (BC7) and (BC8) means that A is totally not a subset of B. This indicates their

duality as stated in the following theorem, which is also discussed by Gomolińska [48].

Theorem 23. The following relationships hold:

(BC1) ∧ (D1) =⇒ (BC7), (BC7) ∧ (D1) =⇒ (BC1);

(BC2) ∧ (D1) =⇒ (BC8), (BC8) ∧ (D1) =⇒ (BC2).

The duality (D1) can be derived from the additivity (A1) and the boundary con-

dition (BC1) as:

sh(A v B) + sh(A v Bc) = sh(A v U) = 1. (5.18)

The monotonicity (MF) can be derived from the additivity (A1). For two sets

B1 ⊆ B2 ⊆ U , the set B2 can be expressed by two disjoint sets as B2 = B1∪(Bc
1∩B2).

By applying (A1), we get the following equality:

sh(A v B2) = sh(A v (B1 ∪ (Bc
1 ∩B2)))

= sh(A v B1) + sh(A v (Bc
1 ∩B2)). (5.19)

Since sh(A v (Bc
1 ∩ B2)) ≥ 0, we have sh(A v B1) ≤ sh(A v B2) which is the

conclusion in (MF). In the same manner, one can verify that (MS2) can be derived

from (A2). The following theorem summarizes the relationships mentioned in the

above discussion.
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Theorem 24. The following relationships hold:

(1) (A1) ∧ (BC1) =⇒ (D1),

(2) (A1) =⇒ (MF),

(3) (A2) =⇒ (MS2).

All the other equivalent versions of (MS2) can be derived from (A2) as well.

5.6 Constructing Subsethood Measures from Simi-

larity and Distance Measures

The similarity and distance measures are well studied in many fields to quantify

the similarity of two objects, such as fuzzy sets [21, 22, 67, 109], data mining [56],

and cluster analysis [42]. The subsethood measures are closely related to similarity

and distance measures. Baets et al. [5, 6] present a general formulation of a class of

cardinality-based similarity measures based on the four disjoint regions A∩B, Ac∩B,

A ∩ Bc, and Ac ∩ Bc that are also used in our discussion. Gomolińska and Wolski

study the relationships between rough inclusion functions and similarity indices in [51]

and define graded nearness of sets in [50]. Janicki and Lenarčič propose a “metric”

approach to rough sets based on optimal approximations defined in terms of similarity

measures [74, 75]. They assume five axioms for the similarity measures, namely, S1,

S2, S3, S4, and S5, where S1, S3, S4, and S5 correspond to (BC5), (BC9), (MS2-A),

and (MS1-A), respectively. Yao and Deng [188] construct a subsethood measure by

using the Marczewski-Steinhaus metric (or MZ metric for short) [119]. Based on their

method, we present a general approach to constructing a subsethood measure from a

similarity measure or a distance measure.
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5.6.1 Constructing Subsethood Measures from Similarity Mea-

sures

Intuitively, the larger sh(A v B) is, the more similar are A and B. Given a similarity

measure s, one can construct a subsethood measure as follows:

shs(A v B) = f↑(max
Y ∈2B

s(A, Y )), (5.20)

where 2B is the power set of B and f↑ is a monotonically increasing function. To

construct a subsethood measure shs(A v B) from s, we search for a subset of B that

has the greatest similarity with A, and use a monotonically increasing function of

this maximum similarity as the subsethood measure. Alternatively, one may fix the

set B, search for a superset of A that has the greatest similarity with B, and use

a monotonically increasing function of this maximum similarity as the subsethood

measure. This method can be formally represented as:

sh′s(A v B) = f↑( max
Y ∈SUP(A)

s(Y,B)), (5.21)

where SUP(A) is the family of all supersets of A, that is:

SUP(A) = {S ⊆ U | A ⊆ S}. (5.22)

The properties of a specific similarity measure s used in Equations (5.20) and

(5.21) may vary with different applications and situations. Baets et al. [5] study the

boundary conditions, monotonicity, and transitivity of cardinality-based similarity

measures. Janicki and Lenarčič [75] assume six properties of a similarity measure

in defining optimal rough set approximations, including maximum, symmetry, mini-

mum, inclusion, exclusion, and weak exclusion. Since there is no standard axiomati-
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zation about the properties of a similarity measure, we do not require any property

for a similarity measure used to construct a subsethood measure. But it should be

noted that the properties of the similarity measure s will affect the properties of the

subsethood measure constructed from s.

The above approach is demonstrated by Example 6.

Example 6. We construct a subsethood measure shRc
5
based on a similarity measure

Rc
5 presented by Baets et al. [5] using Equation (5.20). For two (classical) sets X and

Y , their similarity measured by Rc
5 is:

Rc
5(X, Y ) =

|(X ∪ Y )c|
|(X ∩ Y )c|

, (5.23)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. We adopt a simple monotonically increasing func-

tion f↑(x) = x. Following Equation (5.20), a subsethood measure can be constructed

as :

shRc
5
(A v B) = max

Y ∈2B

|(A ∪ Y )c|
|(A ∩ Y )c|

. (5.24)

To get the maximum value of |(A∪Y )c|
|(A∩Y )c| , we want to find a set Y ∈ 2B, if exists, that

gives the maximum value of |(A ∪ Y )c| and at the same time, the minimum value of

|(A ∩ Y )c|. Equivalently, such a set Y gives the minimum value of |A ∪ Y | and the

maximum value of |A ∩ Y |. Thus, we get Y = A ∩ B. Accordingly, the subsethood

measure shRc
5
is simplified as:

shRc
5
(A v B) =

|(A ∪ (A ∩B))c|
|(A ∩ (A ∩B))c|

=
|Ac|

|(A ∩B)c|
. (5.25)

In the special case of A ∩ B = U where U is the universe, the cardinality |(A ∩ B)c|

is zero which makes the above formulation invalid. In this case, we have A = B = U

which implies A ⊆ B. By the boundary condition (BC1), we define the subethood
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measure to be 1 and get the following formulation of shRc
5
:

shRc
5
(A v B) =


|Ac|

|(A∩B)c| , ¬(A = B = U),

1, A = B = U.
(5.26)

We explore the properties satisfied by shRc
5
. One can easily verify that shRc

5

satisfies boundary conditions (BC1), (BC2), (BC4), and (BC5), but not the others.

For monotonicity, shRc
5
satisfies (MF), (MS1) and all its equivalent versions. It does

not satisfy (MS) since |Ac1| ≥ |Ac2| and |(A1∩B)c| ≥ |(A2∩B)c| make the relationship

between shRc
5
(A1 v B) and shRc

5
(A2 v B) unknown. For a similar reason, shRc

5
does

not satisfy (MS2) and all its equivalent versions. shRc
5
does not satisfy (MS3) and

all its equivalent versions since the relationship between |Ac1| and |Ac2| is unknown.

For duality and additivity, shRc
5
does not satisfy any of the presented properties.

Thus, the set of properties satisfied by shRc
5
is {(BC1), (BC2), (BC4), (BC5), (MF),

(MS1), (MS1′), (MS1′′), (MS1′′′), (MS1-D), (MS1-D′), (MS1-D′′), (MS1-A), (MS1-A′),

(MS1-A′′), (MS1-AD)}.

5.6.2 Constructing Subsethood Measures from Distance Mea-

sures

Intuitively, the larger sh(A v B) is, the smaller is the distance between A and B.

Given a distance measure d, one can construct a subsethood measure as follows:

shd(A v B) = f↓( min
Y ∈2B

d(A, Y )), (5.27)

where 2B is the power set of B and f↓ is a monotonically decreasing function. To con-

struct shd(A v B) from d, we search for a subset of B that has the minimum distance

from A, and use a monotonically decreasing function of this minimum distance as the
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subsethood measure. Alternatively, one may also fix the set B, search for a superset

of A that has the minimum distance from B, and use a monotonically decreasing

function of this minimum distance as the subsethood measure. This method can be

formally represented as:

sh′d(A v B) = f↓( min
Y ∈SUP(A)

d(Y,B)). (5.28)

It should be noted that a distance measure used to construct a subsethood measure

is not necessarily a metric [33, 75].

The above approach is demonstrated by Example 7.

Example 7. We construct a subsethood measure shMZ based on a distance measure

provided by MZ metric using Equation (5.27). For two (classical) sets X and Y , their

distance measured by the MZ metric [119] is:

dMZ(X, Y ) = 1− |X ∩ Y |
|X ∪ Y |

, (5.29)

where | · | is the cardinality of a set. We adopt a simple monotonically decreasing

function f↓(x) = 1 − x. Following Equation (5.27), a subsethood measure can be

constructed as:

shMZ(A v B) = 1− min
Y ∈2B

dMZ(A, Y ) = max
Y ∈2B

(1− dMZ(A, Y )) = max
Y ∈2B

|A ∩ Y |
|A ∪ Y |

. (5.30)

It has been argued in [188] that the maximum value of |A∩Y ||A∪Y | is given by Y = A ∩ B.

Accordingly, shMZ can be simplified as:

shMZ(A v B) =
|A ∩B|
|A|

. (5.31)

That is, the degree to which A is a subset of B is defined as the proportion of A that
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is included in B. In this sense, we define shMZ(A v B) to be 1 if A = ∅, and get the

following full definition of shMZ:

shMZ(A v B) =


|A∩B|
|A| , A 6= ∅,

1, A = ∅.
(5.32)

The subsethood measure shMZ in Example 7 fits the cardinality-based formulation

of similarity measures proposed by Baets et al. in [5, 6]. It is also widely considered

as a measure of inclusion degrees by many researchers [47, 85, 150, 171, 188, 199].

Sanchez [150] uses a slightly different version that defines the measure to be 0 for the

caseA = ∅ as a measure of fuzzy inclusion. Kosko [85] and Young [199] use it as a fuzzy

subsethood measure. Xu et al. [171] use it as an example of their definition of inclusion

degrees based on posets. Gomolińska [47] defines it as a standard rough inclusion

function for measuring the inclusion degrees of classical sets. Yao and Deng [188] use

it to demonstrate the construction of subsethood measures from similarity measures,

without considering the special case of A = ∅.

We explore the properties satisfied by shMZ. One can easily verify that shMZ

satisfies boundary conditions (BC1), (BC2), (BC7), and (BC8). Accordingly, shMZ

also satisfies (BC5) and (BC9). For monotonicity, shMZ satisfies (MF), which can be

easily verified in two cases of A = ∅ and A 6= ∅. Following the same idea, one can verify

that shMZ also satisfies (MS1) and all its equivalence versions. However, shMZ does not

satisfy (MS2) or (MS3). For duality and additivity, one may easily verify that shMZ

does not satisfy (D1) or (A1) with a special case where A is empty in these properties.

Similarly, with a special case where the sets B and C are both empty, one may get that

shMZ does not satisfy (A2). For the duality (D2), in the case that A 6= ∅∧Bc 6= ∅, we

have sh(A v B) = |A∩B|
|A| and sh(Bc v Ac) = |Bc∩Ac|

|Bc| , whose relationship is unknown.

Thus, shMZ does not satisfy (D2). To sum up, the set of presented properties satisfied
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by shMZ is {(BC1), (BC2), (BC5), (BC7), (BC8), (BC9), (MF), (MS1), (MS1′),

(MS1′′), (MS1′′′), (MS1-D), (MS1-D′), (MS1-D′′), (MS1-A), (MS1-A′), (MS1-A′′),

(MS1-AD)}.
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CHAPTER 6

EVALUATION-BASED

SEQUENTIAL THREE-WAY

CLASSIFICATIONS

“Specifically, in the software industry, progress is highly

sequential: progress is typically made through a large number of

small steps, each building on the previous ones.”

— Eric Maskin

This chapter presents my work on the evaluation-based sequential three-way clas-

sifications∗. The first section introduces the motivations of this work based on a com-

parison of two-way classifications, three-way classifications, and three-way sequential

classifications. The second section presents a general framework of formulating se-

quential three-way classification models. Under this framework, the third section

examines four specific modes of sequential three-way classifications.
∗ The results presented in this chapter are published in [197].
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6.1 Motivations: From Two-Way Classifications to

Three-Way Classifications to Sequential Three-

Way Classifications

In designing a classification model, we consider two components, namely, a description

scheme of objects and an evaluation function of objects based on their descriptions.

A description space of a specific format includes all the possible descriptions. An

evaluation function evaluates the descriptions and indicates the degree to which a

description leads to a positive instance of the given class.

In a two-way classification model, an object is classified as either a positive or

negative instance. If the evaluation value of its description is high enough, then

the object is classified as a positive instance; otherwise, it is classified as a negative

instance. Accordingly, there are two regions: the positive region of those objects

classified as positive instances and the negative region of those objects classified as

negative instances. One threshold on the evaluation values is used for classification.

However, when the information about objects involves uncertainty, we may not be

able to classify them with confidence as positive or negative instances. In other words,

either action may lead to a large error rate.

To resolve the difficulty in dealing with uncertainty, a three-way classification

model applies a pair of thresholds on the evaluation function. If the evaluation value

of an object is high enough (i.e., higher than or equal to one threshold), then it is

classified as a positive instance. If its evaluation value is low enough (i.e., lower than

or equal to the other threshold), then it is classified as a negative instance. If the

evaluation value is between the two thresholds, a third option is used. The object is

neither classified as a positive instance nor a negative one. Instead, a non-commitment

decision is made about its classification. The third boundary region consists of those
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objects that cannot be definitely classified.

Although the boundary region offers a solution to make reasonable classifications

on some objects with insufficient information, it introduces non-classification of some

objects. A sequential three-way classification model offers an approach to refine

the boundary region when more information is available about these objects. Such

information may enable us to refine the description space and the evaluation function.

Consequently, one may be able to classify the objects in the boundary region as

positive or negative instances. This process involves a sequence of description spaces

from coarser to finer and a sequence of evaluation functions. A pair of a description

space and an evaluation function is applied in each stage of a sequential three-way

classification to classify a set of objects in the boundary region from the previous stage.

A sequential three-way classification provides an approach to gradually reducing non-

commitment about the classification when more information is available. In sequential

three-way classifications, an earlier stage involving less detailed information leads to

a quick classification on some objects. This may reduce the cost of the classification.

In this work, we present a framework of sequential three-way classifications by

considering two sequences, that is, a sequence of description spaces and a sequence

of evaluation functions. We examine four specific modes of sequential three-way

classifications with respect to multiple levels of granularity, probabilistic rough set

theory, multiple models of classification, and sequential ensemble classifications.

6.2 A Framework of Sequential Three-Way Classifi-

cations

A three-way classification model provides a third option to meet the challenge of

information uncertainty. As more information is obtained gradually, we have a general
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formulation of sequential three-way classifications.

6.2.1 One-Step Three-Way Classifications

A classification problem involves classifying a universe of objects into different groups

or classes. Based on the available information, the objects can be formally described

in various formats. Suppose U is a universe of objects to be classified and DES

is a description space that includes all possible descriptions of objects in a certain

format, such as all possible logic formulas that are considered to describe the objects.

With respect to a specific class, an evaluation function Eval : DES → [0, 1] is used

to evaluate the descriptions and accordingly, the objects with those descriptions are

classified. We assume that a greater evaluation value indicates a greater probability

or confidence of an object with the description to be in the given class. In the ideal

case with perfect knowledge, the evaluation function maps each object under the

description into either 0 or 1. An object is classified to be in the given class if its

value is 1, and classified to be not in the class if its value is 0. However, due to

incomplete information, a description may be mapped to a value between 0 and 1.

This leads to uncertainty about the classification of the corresponding objects. In

order to classify these objects, it is necessary to specify thresholds on the evaluation

values and classify the objects with a tolerance level of error.

A two-way classification model applies one threshold γ ∈ [0, 1] to cut the evalu-

ation values into two parts. Let Des(x) ∈ DES denote the description of an object

x ∈ U . If its evaluation value Eval(Des(x)) is high enough (i.e., above or equal to the

threshold γ), then x is considered as a positive instance, that is, x is classified to be

in the given class C; otherwise, x is considered as a negative instance and classified

to be not in C. Accordingly, we can obtain two disjoint positive POS and negative
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NEG regions as:

POS(U) = {x ∈ U | Eval(Des(x)) ≥ γ},

NEG(U) = {x ∈ U | Eval(Des(x)) < γ}. (6.1)

The positive region contains the objects classified as positive instances and the neg-

ative region contains those classified as negative instances.

The determination of the threshold γ plays an important role in a two-way classifi-

cation model. It reflects our confidence or the precision of the classification. However,

one threshold cannot lead to a reasonable classification in some cases. If we choose

a higher threshold (e.g, γ = 0.9), an object is more likely to be classified as a neg-

ative instance even though its evaluation value is intuitively high enough (e.g, the

evaluation value is 0.8). Similarly, a lower threshold tends to classify more objects

as positive instances even though their evaluation values are actually very low. The

difficulty in determining one optimal and meaningful threshold is also related to the

classification of those objects whose evaluation values are around the middle point

0.5. The available information for these objects is not sufficient enough to indicate

whether they belong to the class or not. Thus, it is unreasonable to simply classify

them as positive or negative instances.

A three-way classification model solves this problem by using a pair of thresholds

to cut the evaluation values. It divides U into three pairwise disjoint positive POS,

negative NEG, and boundary BND regions:

POS(U) = {x ∈ U | Eval(Des(x)) ≥ α},

NEG(U) = {x ∈ U | Eval(Des(x)) ≤ β},

BND(U) = {x ∈ U | β < Eval(Des(x)) < α}, (6.2)
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where (α, β) is a pair of thresholds with 0 ≤ β < α ≤ 1. The computation and

interpretation of the two thresholds have been discussed by researchers [31, 58, 174].

In this work, we assume the two thresholds are given. If Eval(Des(x)) is strong

enough to indicate that x belongs to the given class (i.e., Eval(Des(x)) ≥ α), then

x is put into the positive region. If Eval(Des(x)) is strong enough to indicate that

x does not belong to the given class (i.e., Eval(Des(x)) ≤ β) , then x is put into

the negative region. Otherwise, we do not have enough information about x and are

uncertain about its classification. Consequently, x is put into the boundary region.

The actions associated with the three regions are:

(A) If x ∈ POS(U), then accept x ∈ C,

(R) If x ∈ NEG(U), then reject x ∈ C,

(N) If x ∈ BND(U), then neither accept nor reject x ∈ C.

That is, we accept the objects in POS(U) to be in the given class C, reject those

in NEG(U), and make a non-commitment decision on those in BND(U). While a

two-way classification model forces us to make a definite classification (i.e., either

accepting or rejecting) on those objects with uncertain and insufficient information,

the boundary region and the non-commitment choice of the classification provide a

way to reflect such uncertainty.

6.2.2 Sequential Three-Way Classifications

The three-way classification discussed in the last section can be iteratively conducted

by applying a sequence of evaluation functions on a sequence of description spaces.

When more detailed information is obtained, a description space may be refined to

include the new details. Accordingly, a sequence of description spaces can be formed
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from coarser to finer by gradually adding more information. On the other hand, the

more detailed information may give us more insights into the problem and enable

us to specify a more meaningful and comprehensive evaluation function. Hence, a

sequence of evaluation functions can be obtained. A new evaluation function on a

finer description space may enable us to classify an object in the previous boundary

region as a positive or negative instance.

Suppose we have the following sequence of n pairs of description spaces and eval-

uation functions from coarser to finer:

(DES1, Eval1) 4 (DES2, Eval2) 4 · · · 4 (DESn, Evaln). (6.3)

The description space DESi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) contains all the possible descriptions of objects

in a certain format. The evaluation function Evali : DESi → [0, 1] gives the evaluation

values of each description. The relationship (DESi, Evali) 4 (DESi+1, Evali+1) means

that (DESi+1, Evali+1) is finer than (DESi, Evali) (or, equivalently, (DESi, Evali) is

coarser than (DESi+1, Evali+1)) in the sense that (DESi+1, Evali+1) is obtained based

on more available information. However, the two pairs may not be necessarily different

if the extra information does not enable us to refine the pair. It is also possible that

either the description space or the evaluation function is refined and the other stays

the same. An n-stage sequential three-way classification can be constructed by using

these pairs one by one from coarser to finer. Let Ui be the set of objects to be

classified in the ith stage and Desi(x) ∈ DESi be the description of an object x in the

description space DESi. Given a universe U of objects, the three regions in the ith

stage of an n-stage sequential three-way classification are constructed as: let U1 = U

and Ui = BNDi−1(Ui−1)(1 < i ≤ n),

POSi(Ui) = {x ∈ Ui | Evali(Desi(x)) ≥ αi},
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NEGi(Ui) = {x ∈ Ui | Evali(Desi(x)) ≤ βi},

BNDi(Ui) = {x ∈ Ui | βi < Evali(Desi(x)) < αi}. (6.4)

The corresponding actions are given by:

(Ai) If x ∈ POSi(Ui), then accept x ∈ C,

(Ri) If x ∈ NEGi(Ui), then reject x ∈ C,

(Ni) If x ∈ BNDi(Ui), then defer the classification on x to the next stage.

The pair of thresholds (αi, βi) is used in the ith stage which satisfies 0 ≤ βi < αi ≤ 1.

It is reasonable to assume that we are more biased towards a deferment decision in

an earlier stage where limited information is available [187]. This assumption leads

to the following relationships of all the thresholds used:

0 ≤ β1 ≤ β2 ≤ · · · ≤ βn < αn ≤ αn−1 ≤ · · · ≤ α1 ≤ 1. (6.5)

In an earlier stage, the pair of thresholds is more restrictive, that is, α is more closer

to 1 and β is more closer to 0. Consequently, an object is more likely to be classified

into the boundary region, which indicates a more conservative opinion due to limited

information. Another assumption in the above sequential three-way classification is

that we do not go back to update the definite classifications made in earlier stages,

although those classifications may be inappropriate when finer description space and

evaluation function are available in some stage later on. Consequently, in each stage,

we only focus on refining the boundary region constructed in the previous stage.

The whole process of the above n-stage sequential three-way classification is illus-

trated in Fig.6.1. In each stage, we adopt a finer pair of a description space and an

evaluation function, and attempt to make definite classifications on the objects in the
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boundary region constructed in the previous stage.

U1 = U

(DES1, Eval1)

POS1(U1) NEG1(U1)U2 = BND1(U1)

(DES2, Eval2)

POS2(U2) NEG2(U2)U3 = BND2(U2)

(DES3, Eval3)

···

(DESn−1, Evaln−1)

POSn−1(Un−1) NEGn−1(Un−1)Un = BNDn−1(Un−1)

(DESn, Evaln)

POSn(Un) NEGn(Un)BNDn(Un)

Figure 6.1: An n-stage sequential three-way classification model

If the boundary region in the last stage BNDn(Un) is the empty set, we finally

arrive at a two-way classification of all the objects in U . Otherwise, those objects in

BNDn(Un) are finally associated with a non-commitment decision about their classifi-

cations. All available information in the whole process is not sufficient for determining

them to be in the given class or not.

6.3 Four Modes of Sequential Three-Way Classifica-

tions

A sequence of pairs of a description space and an evaluation function from coarser

to finer is a basis for constructing a sequential three-way classification. The coarser

description spaces and evaluation functions are due to less sufficient or more uncertain
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information in different stages. The information uncertainty is caused by different

reasons in different contexts. This section examines four specific modes of sequential

three-way classifications.

6.3.1 Mode 1: Multiple Levels of Granularity

Granular computing deals with the philosophy, methodology and mechanism of struc-

tured thinking, structured problems solving and structured information processing [184].

It is based on a set of granular structures which provide multiple views of a particular

application. Each granular structure involves multiple levels of granules in a specific

view. Within one granular structure, a higher level granule is much coarser and con-

tains more abstract description of objects. A lower level granule is much finer and

offers more concrete description with more details. As we move from higher levels

to lower levels, a granular structure naturally gives a sequence of description spaces

from coarser to finer.

The construction of sequential three-way decision in granular computing is ex-

amined in [180] with three main components, namely, multiple levels of granularity,

multiple descriptions of objects, and three-way decision at a particular level. Suppose

there are n levels of granularity labelled by indices {1, 2, · · · , n} with 1 representing

the highest and coarsest level and n the lowest and finest. Let DESi denote the de-

scription space in the ith level of granularity. We can get a sequence of description

spaces from coarser to finer as:

DES1 4 DES2 4 · · · 4 DESn. (6.6)

While this sequence of description spaces is widely considered by majority studies,

the sequence of evaluation functions is not explicitly discussed. One may simply use

the same evaluation function in each level or specify different evaluation functions
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depending on a particular application. An n-stage sequential three-way classification

can be constructed by conducting a one-step three-way classification in the corre-

sponding level.

In a sequential three-way classification with multiple levels of granularity, uncer-

tainty is gradually reduced as we move from higher levels of granularity to lower levels

that contain more detailed descriptions of objects. For example, in order to make a

classification of reading or not reading a paper, a reader may look at the title first and

try to make a definite classification. The title alone gives a very broad and coarse de-

scription of the paper and may not be sufficient to lead to a definite classification. In

this case, the reader may want to examine the abstract and conclusions that provide

more details and more finer description of the paper. If they are still not sufficient

for a definite classification, the reader may seek for more information in the headings

of sections and subsections, paragraphs and so on. In this process, by gradually ob-

taining more information, uncertainty is reduced and a definite classification is more

likely to be made. The sequential three-way classifications with multiple levels of

granularity have been discussed with respect to many practical applications, such as

face recognition [97, 98] and multi-class statistical recognition [152].

6.3.2 Mode 2: Probabilistic Rough Set Theory

In rough set theory [128], a set of objects is described by a set of attributes. By

using a subset of attributes, we may only be able to make definite classifications for

some objects. For those objects with identical values on the subset of attributes but

different classifications, we cannot make a definite classification. By adding more

attributes, we can refine the description of these objects gradually, which may enable

us to distinguish them. This process leads to the construction of sequential three-way

classifications.
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Suppose a universe of objects U is described by a set of attributes AT . By focusing

on a subset of attributes A ⊆ AT , we can construct a description space DESA by

listing all the logic formulas in the following format:

∧
a∈A

(a = va), (6.7)

where va is a value in the domain of attribute a. That is, DESA contains all the

formulas that involve only logic conjunction with each attribute in A appearing ex-

actly once. Given a description or formula p ∈ DESA, the set of objects satisfying it

is denoted as m(p). Given a class X ⊆ U , if a large portion of m(p) is included in

X, then p is used as a description of positive instances, that is, all objects satisfying

p will be classified as positive instances. If a large portion of m(p) is not included

in X, then p is used as a description of negative instances. Otherwise, p cannot be

used to classify objects with respect to the class X. Formally, the three regions are

constructed as follows:

POS(U) =
⋃
{m(p) ⊆ U | p ∈ DESA, P r(X|m(p)) ≥ α},

NEG(U) =
⋃
{m(p) ⊆ U | p ∈ DESA, P r(X|m(p)) ≤ β},

BND(U) =
⋃
{m(p) ⊆ U | p ∈ DESA, β < Pr(X|m(p)) < α}, (6.8)

where Pr(X|m(p)) = |X∩m(p)|
|m(p)| and the two thresholds satisfy 0 ≤ β < α ≤ 1. The

three regions are called three-way probabilistic approximations of X in probabilistic

rough set theory [174].

A sequential three-way classification can be formed by gradually considering more

attributes to refine the description space. Suppose we have the following sequence of

subsets of attributes:

A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ An, (6.9)
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where A1 6= ∅, An ⊆ AT and Ai is a proper subset of Ai+1(1 ≤ i < n). We get the

following sequence of description spaces from coarser to finer:

DESA1 4 DESA2 4 · · · 4 DESAn . (6.10)

A description space DESAi+1
is considered to be finer than DESAi

in the sense that its

formulas involve more attributes which may induce smaller and finer sets of objects

satisfying these formulas. These finer sets of objects may enable us to transfer some

objects in the boundary region into the positive or negative region and, accordingly,

make a definite classification. We can construct a sequential three-way classification

with respect to a given class X in n stages. The regions in the ith stage are:

POSi(Ui) =
⋃
{m(p) ⊆ Ui | p ∈ DESAi

, P r(X|m(p)) ≥ αi},

NEGi(Ui) =
⋃
{m(p) ⊆ Ui | p ∈ DESAi

, P r(X|m(p)) ≤ βi},

BNDi(Ui) =
⋃
{m(p) ⊆ Ui | p ∈ DESAi

, βi < Pr(X|m(p)) < αi}, (6.11)

where U1 = U and Ui = BNDi−1(Ui−1)(1 < i ≤ n). This provides an approach to

constructing sequential three-way approximations in probabilistic rough set theory.

In sequential three-way classifications with probabilistic rough set theory, the

uncertainty is reduced by increasing the number of attributes to form the formulas in

a description space. A small number of attributes gives a quick definite classification

for some objects (i.e., those in the positive and negative regions) and involves large

degree of uncertainty for others (i.e., those in the boundary region). By adding more

attributes, we are able to distinguish more objects, reduce the uncertainty for their

descriptions and make definite classifications.
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6.3.3 Mode 3: Multiple Models of Classification

Model selection is a fundamental issue in various fields, such as ecology [2], statis-

tics [11], biology [15], economics [82], and social sciences [168]. The main task of

model selection is to select one single (or a few) optimal model from a set of candi-

date models that can solve a problem. For a given classification problem, there may

exist multiple candidate models that differ in complexity, cost, efficiency and etc. The

selection of these models requires a consideration of tradeoffs between the processing

cost and the quality or accuracy of classification results.

A reasonable preference of the models is necessary in model selection. Occam’s

razor or the principle of parsimony, which gives preferences to simpler models, is

widely adopted and argued by researchers in various fields [81]. A simpler classifi-

cation model uses smaller and simpler description space and an evaluation function

with less parameters. In general, it may be able to give a quick classification with

a less processing cost. The classification results may have a large error rate due to

the limited information used by the model. In contrast, a more complex model may

be able to give more accurate classification results with a lower error rate. A larger

processing cost may be introduced due to the larger and more complicated descrip-

tion space and extra parameters used in the evaluation function. In the selection of

multiple candidate models of classification, we aim at finding a simplest model that

can induce satisfactory classification results with a required level of accuracy.

In many classification models, all objects are treated the same way. On the other

hand, typical instances of a class usually can be easily and correctly classified by a

simpler model. It is not quite advantageous to use a more complex model. If some

instances cannot be classified by a simpler model with a required level of accuracy,

a more complex model is necessary. In order to balance the processing cost and the

accuracy of results, we suggest to adopt the sequential three-way classifications by
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applying a sequence of classification models from simpler to more complex. If the

classification results given by a simpler model are accurate enough, we will classify

the objects according to it. Otherwise, a more complex model in the sequence will

be applied to get more accurate classification results. Accordingly, a simpler model

is adopted whenever its classification results are satisfactory, which has a lower pro-

cessing cost.

Suppose we have a sequence of classification models from simpler to more complex

as:

M1 4M2 4 · · · 4Mn. (6.12)

A classification model is considered to be more complex if its descriptions of objects

involve more details or the evaluation function is more complex and costs more to

compute. Let DESi(1 ≤ i ≤ n) denote the description space in model Mi and Evali

denote the evaluation function. Given a universe U of objects to be classified, the

models are applied one by one from M1 to Mn. In the ith stage where Mi is applied,

the positive, negative and boundary regions are constructed as: let U1 = U and

Ui = BNDi−1(Ui−1)(1 < i ≤ n),

POSi(Ui) = {x ∈ Ui | Evali(Desi(x)) ≥ αi},

NEGi(Ui) = {x ∈ Ui | Evali(Desi(x)) ≤ βi},

BNDi(Ui) = {x ∈ Ui | βi < Evali(Desi(x)) < αi}, (6.13)

where Desi(x) is the description of an object x in the description space DESi and

(αi, βi) is a pair of thresholds used in the ith stage. One may use a pair of thresholds

in a model to control the desired accuracy of classification results. If an object is

classified as a positive or negative instance in the ith stage, model Mi is adopted

to classify the object. Otherwise, the model Mi+1 is applied in the next stage. In
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this way, we use the simplest model in the sequence that gives a desired level of

classification accuracy with a minimal processing cost.

6.3.4 Mode 4: Sequential Ensemble Classifications

Ensemble classification [126, 133, 147] involves the synthesis of classification results

from multiple classification models called a committee. These classification results

may be combined by using various ensemble techniques, such as majority voting and

weighted average. If there is a large degree of conflict between the classification

results from different models, one may have difficulties in combining them into a

definite classification. In this case, one may continue with another round of ensemble

classification which involves a larger committee with more classification models. This

can be iteratively conducted until a general agreement on a definite classification can

be made by the committee. The process results in a sequential ensemble classification

involving multiple committees.

Suppose we have a sequence of committees from smaller to larger:

C1 ⊆ C2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Cn, (6.14)

where Ci(1 ≤ i ≤ n) is a set of classification models. The committee Ci is used

in the ith stage. Given an object x in a universe U , each model in Ci computes

its classification result of x independently. It should be noted that the models in

Ci may use different descriptions of objects and evaluation functions to make the

classification. Their individual results are synthesized by using a function. Although

there are various functions to do the synthesis, in our work, we assume the values

of the function evaluate the degree to which the objects are positive instances after

the synthesis of the results. Thus, we call it the evaluation function used by the

committee Ci and denote it as EvalCi . Accordingly, the three regions in the ith
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stage of a sequential ensemble classification are constructed as: let U1 = U and

Ui = BNDi−1(Ui−1)(1 < i ≤ n),

POSi(Ui) = {x ∈ Ui | EvalCi(x) ≥ αi},

NEGi(Ui) = {x ∈ Ui | EvalCi(x) ≤ βi},

BNDi(Ui) = {x ∈ Ui | βi < EvalCi(x) < αi}, (6.15)

where (αi, βi) is a pair of thresholds used in the ith stage. If the synthesized result of

the ensemble classification in the ith stage strongly suggests x to be a positive instance

(i.e., EvalCi(x) ≥ αi), then x is classified as a positive instance. If the synthesized

result strongly suggests x to be a negative instance (i.e., EvalCi(x) ≤ βi), then x is

classified as a negative instance. Otherwise, the classification of x is delayed in the

next stage where a larger committee with more classification models is used.

The results of a sequential ensemble classification are affected by the choice of the

initial committee, that is, C1 in the formulation. In order to avoid an easy agreement

in the committee, one should include various classification approaches in order to

capture different aspects and views of the data set. Moreover, one should also select

a reasonable and meaningful size of C1 to start with. A small size may result in

an easy agreement and a large size may not be able to take the advantage of quick

decisions in the earlier stages of a sequential approach. The determination of the

initial committee is an important issue to be solved.

The sequential ensemble classifications can be generalized with any occasion in-

volving group decision makings. A group of experts may give different opinions of

the decisions on a set of objects or entities. These opinions may enable us to make a

definite decision on some objects, but not on others. In the latter case, more experts

can be engaged until definite decisions can be made on all the objects. One may take

the review process of a paper as an example. If a decision of accepting or rejecting the
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paper can be made by a group of reviewers (e.g., majority of the reviewers strongly

accept or reject the paper), then the paper is put into the positive or negative region

and a corresponding action can be taken. Otherwise, if a definite decision cannot

be made due to large degree of conflict among the opinions from the reviewers (e.g.,

some reviewers strongly accept the paper and a similar number of reviewers strongly

reject the paper), the editor may want to find more reviewers, collect more opinions

from different people and try to arrive at a definite decision on the paper.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

WORK

“The true function of philosophy is to educate us in the

principles of reasoning and not to put an end to further

reasoning by the introduction of fixed conclusions.”

— George Henry Lewes

This thesis presents my research on three-way data analytics. Specifically, my

contributions include: (1) structured rough set approximations as a basis of three-way

decision in rough set theory; (2) a systematic study on the properties of subsethood

measures; and (3) a general framework of sequential three-way classifications. In

the following part, I summarize these three aspects and discuss possible directions of

future work.

Structured rough set approximations as a basis of three-way decision in

rough set theory

We define structured three-way approximations in both complete and incomplete
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information tables. Based on the structured regions, we can make three-way decision

by inducing decision rules for acceptance and rejection. Our approach demonstrates

that the structured three-way approximations benefit the construction of three-way

decision rules in rough sets. In a complete table, by using the family of conjunctively

definable concepts, we construct a pair of structured positive and negative regions

as approximations. The acceptance and rejection rules are induced from the regions

and used to make the decisions of accepting and rejecting a subset of objects. A

third non-commitment decision is made on the remaining objects, for which we have

insufficient information. By adopting a possible-world semantics, we generalize this

approach to incomplete tables. By using the family of conjunctively definable interval

concepts, we construct two types of structured regions. Accordingly, we induce two

types of decision rules, that is, the necessary and possible rules, which make strong

and weak decisions, respectively. While most current approaches with incomplete

information use one pair of approximations and derive one type of acceptance and

rejection decision rules, the two types of decision rules in our approach provide clearer

semantics and interpretation of the incomplete information.

One possible direction for the future work is a comparison of the proposed methods

with other approaches to incomplete information from both theoretical and experi-

mental views. Since we mainly focus on the theoretical foundations and analysis

in our work, a more detailed exploration of the computational formulation and the

corresponding experiments will be a second direction for the future work. A third

direction is to apply our approach to real-world problems. It may be integrated with

other current data analytics approaches [40, 84]. A fourth direction is to generalize

the structured approximations into other types of information tables such as set-

valued information tables [113, 139] and fuzzy information tables [164, 209]. It is

also possible to generalize the ideas of structured approximations into formal concept

analysis [43, 169] with both complete and incomplete information.
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A systematic study on the properties of subsethood measures

A replacement of the qualitative set-inclusion relation with a quantitative sub-

sethood measure moves us from qualitative rough set models to quantitative rough

set models. In our work, we study the properties of subsethood measures, includ-

ing boundary conditions, monotonicity properties, duality, and additivity. For the

boundary conditions, we present nine properties from (BC1) to (BC9) and argue that

(BC3), (BC4), and (BC5) do not deal with the boundary value 0 properly. Accord-

ingly, {(BC1), (BC2), (BC5), (BC7), (BC8), (BC9)} is recommended as the set of

candidate boundary conditions in defining subsethood measures. For monotonicity,

we consider one property (MF) for the monotonicity with a fixed first argument. By

arguing that the monotonicity with a fixed second argument (MS) is not quite reason-

able, we refine it into two cases and present two monotonicity properties (MS1) and

(MS2). (MS1) requires a fixed first intersection with B and (MS2) requires a fixed

second intersection with Bc. By considering both intersections, we present one more

monotonicity property (MS3). In order to demonstrate the meaningfulness of (MS1)

and (MS2), we discuss various equivalent versions for both properties, including two

properties (MS1′) and (MS2′) using the complement sets of the first arguments in

their conclusions, two properties (MS1′′) and (MS2′′) using intersections in their con-

clusions, two properties (MS1′′′) and (MS2′′′) using unions in their conclusions, six

properties derived by the deletion method, six properties derived by the addition

method, and two properties (MS1-AD) and (MS2-AD) considering both constructive

methods. We also investigate possible relationships between the presented proper-

ties and the relationships between subsethood measures and similarity and distance

measures.

In defining measures of inclusion degrees in various fields, some of the presented

properties in our work are considered by researchers. Nevertheless, there are still lots
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of properties that are not receiving much attention, especially the various equivalent

versions of (MS1) and (MS2) that provide different insights into the two properties.

A consideration of these properties may bring new results and perspectives into the

current studies of inclusion degrees in specific areas.

One direction for the future work is a detailed exploration of the constructive

interpretations of monotonicity based on the lattice we give, such as investigating the

relationships between those properties. A second direction is a more comprehensive

study on the relationships between all the presented properties. Based on it, one may

get a list of all possible sets of candidate properties in defining a subsethood measure.

Accordingly, one may classify subsethood measures by the sets of properties that are

required. Such a classification may facilitate the studies of different models based on

subsethood measures. For example, one may classify the current quantitative rough

set models according to the types of subsethood measures used in the models. After-

wards, it is possible to investigate the relationships between these models. Moreover,

one may also present new types of quantitative rough set models using the types

of subsethood measures that are not considered in current studies. A third direc-

tion may be generalizations of the presented properties into other contexts, such as

fuzzy sets and posets. A fourth direction is to generalize the proposed qualitative

structured rough set approximations into a quantitative setting based on subsethood

measures. While the generalization is relatively straightforward in a complete table

as discussed in Section 5.1, the generalization of lower and upper structured regions

in an incomplete table needs further in-depth studies.

A general framework of sequential three-way classifications

We present a general framework of sequential three-way classifications and, within

it, examine four modes. Based on a description space and an evaluation function, a

three-way classification model classifies a set of objects into three regions, namely, the
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positive, negative and boundary regions. While the objects in the positive and nega-

tive regions are definitely classified, those in the boundary regions are not. The two

sequences of description spaces and evaluation functions from coarser to finer are the

basis of a sequential three-way classification. By adopting a finer description space

and a finer evaluation function, we may reduce the uncertainty about the bound-

ary region and arrive at definite classifications. Four modes of sequential three-way

classifications demonstrate different causes of uncertainty. While current research on

granular computing and probabilistic rough sets mainly focuses on the sequence of

description spaces, current research on model selection and ensemble classifications

mainly focuses on the sequence of evaluation functions.

An examination of both sequences in all these four modes may be a direction for

future work. Another direction may be a more detailed exploration of the presented

framework and the experiments with respect to specific applications. For example, we

have integrated the idea of sequential three-way models into consensus clustering and

proposed a sequential three-way approach to constructing a co-association matrix in

consensus clustering in [65]. Our experiments demonstrate the potential of applying

the sequential framework with big data sets.
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APPENDIX A

PROOFS OF SOME PROPERTIES

IN THEOREMS 1 AND 7

A.1 Proof of (4) in Theorem 1.

(4) SPOS(O1 ∩O2) = SPOS(O1) ∩ SPOS(O2),

SNEG(O1 ∩O2) ⊇ SNEG(O1) ∩ SNEG(O2).

Proof.

• Prove SPOS(O1 ∩O2) = SPOS(O1) ∩ SPOS(O2).

It is to prove that any concept (p,m(p)) in SPOS(O1∩O2) is also in SPOS(O1)∩

SPOS(O2) and vice versa. The proof is given as follows:

(p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O1 ∩O2)

(Definition 7)⇐⇒ m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ O1 ∩O2

⇐⇒ (m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ O1) ∧ (m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ O2)

(Definition 7)⇐⇒ (p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O1) ∧ (p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O2)
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⇐⇒ (p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O1) ∩ SPOS(O2).

• Prove SNEG(O1 ∩O2) ⊇ SNEG(O1) ∩ SNEG(O2).

It is to prove that any concept (p,m(p)) in SNEG(O1) ∩ SNEG(O2) is also in

SNEG(O1 ∩O2). The proof is given as follows:

(p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O1) ∩ SNEG(O2)

⇐⇒ (p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O1) ∧ (p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O2)

(Definition 7)⇐⇒ (m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc
1) ∧ (m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc

2)

=⇒ m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc
1 ∪Oc

2

⇐⇒ m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ (O1 ∩O2)c

(Definition 7)⇐⇒ (p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O1 ∩O2).

A.2 Proof of (5) in Theorem 1.

(5) SPOS(O1 ∪O2) ⊇ SPOS(O1) ∪ SPOS(O2),

SNEG(O1 ∪O2) ⊆ SNEG(O1) ∪ SNEG(O2).

Proof.

• Prove SPOS(O1 ∪O2) ⊇ SPOS(O1) ∪ SPOS(O2).

It is to prove that any concept (p,m(p)) in SPOS(O1) ∪ SPOS(O2) is also in
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SPOS(O1 ∪O2). The proof is given as follows:

(p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O1) ∪ SPOS(O2)

⇐⇒ (p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O1) ∨ (p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O2)

(Definition 7)⇐⇒ (m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ O1) ∨ (m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ O2)

⇐⇒ m(p) 6= ∅ ∧ (m(p) ⊆ O1 ∨m(p) ⊆ O2)

=⇒ m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ O1 ∪O2

(Definition 7)⇐⇒ (p,m(p)) ∈ SPOS(O1 ∪O2).

• Prove SNEG(O1 ∪O2) ⊆ SNEG(O1) ∪ SNEG(O2).

It is to prove that any concept (p,m(p)) in SNEG(O1∪O2) is also in SNEG(O1)∪

SNEG(O2). The proof is given as follows:

(p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O1 ∪O2)

(Definition 7)⇐⇒ m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ (O1 ∪O2)c

⇐⇒ m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc
1 ∩Oc

2

=⇒ (m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc
1) ∨ (m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc

2)

(Definition 7)⇐⇒ (p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O1) ∨ (p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O2)

⇐⇒ (p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O1) ∪ SNEG(O2).

A.3 Proof of (6) in Theorem 1.

(6) SNEG(O1 ∪O2) = SNEG(O1) ∩ SNEG(O2).
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Proof. It is to prove that any concept (p,m(p)) in SNEG(O1∪O2) is also in SNEG(O1)∩

SNEG(O2) and vice versa. The proof is given as follows:

(p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O1 ∪O2)

(Definition 7)⇐⇒ m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ (O1 ∪O2)c

⇐⇒ m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc
1 ∩Oc

2

⇐⇒ (m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc
1) ∧ (m(p) 6= ∅ ∧m(p) ⊆ Oc

2)

(Definition 7)⇐⇒ (p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O1) ∧ (p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O2)

⇐⇒ (p,m(p)) ∈ SNEG(O1) ∩ SNEG(O2).

A.4 Proof of (5) in Theorem 7.

(5) SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2) = SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SPOS∗(O2),

SNEG∗(O1 ∩O2) ⊇ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2),

SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2) ⊆ SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SPOS∗(O2),

SNEG∗(O1 ∩O2) ⊇ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2).

Proof.

• Prove SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2) = SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SPOS∗(O2).

It is to prove that any concept (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) in SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2) is also in

SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SPOS∗(O2) and vice versa. The proof is given as follows:

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O1 ∩O2
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⇐⇒ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O1) ∧ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∧ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SPOS∗(O2).

• Prove SNEG∗(O1 ∩O2) ⊇ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2).

It is to prove that any concept (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) in SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2)

is also in SNEG∗(O1 ∩O2). The proof is given as follows:

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∧ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1) ∧ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc

2)

=⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1 ∪Oc

2

⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ (O1 ∩O2)c

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1 ∩O2).

• Prove SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2) ⊆ SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SPOS∗(O2).

It is to prove that any concept (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) in SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2) is also in

SPOS∗(O1)∩SPOS∗(O2). If the lower bound m∗(p) is not empty, then we have:

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O1 ∩O2

⇐⇒ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O1) ∧ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∧ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SPOS∗(O2).
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If the lower bound m∗(p) is empty, then we have:

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1 ∩O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩O1 ∩O2 6= ∅

=⇒ (m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩O1 6= ∅) ∧ (m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩O2 6= ∅)
(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∧ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∩ SPOS∗(O2).

By summarizing the above two cases, we have SPOS∗(O1∩O2) ⊆ SPOS∗(O1)∩

SPOS∗(O2).

• Prove SNEG∗(O1 ∩O2) ⊇ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2).

It is to prove that any concept (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) in SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2)

is also in SNEG∗(O1 ∩ O2). If the lower bound m∗(p) is not empty, then we

have:

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∧ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1) ∧ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc

2)

=⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1 ∪Oc

2

⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ (O1 ∩O2)c

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1 ∩O2).

If the lower bound m∗(p) is empty, then we have:

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∧ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1)
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(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩Oc
1 6= ∅) ∧ (m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩Oc

2 6= ∅)

=⇒ m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩ (Oc
1 ∪Oc

2) 6= ∅

⇐⇒ m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩ (O1 ∩O2)c 6= ∅
(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1 ∩O2).

By summarizing the above two cases, we have SNEG∗(O1∩O2) ⊇ SNEG∗(O1)∩

SNEG∗(O2).

A.5 Proof of (6) in Theorem 7.

(6) SPOS∗(O1 ∪O2) ⊇ SPOS∗(O1) ∪ SPOS∗(O2),

SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1) ∪ SNEG∗(O2),

SPOS∗(O1 ∪O2) ⊇ SPOS∗(O1) ∪ SPOS∗(O2),

SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1) ∪ SNEG∗(O2).

Proof.

• Prove SPOS∗(O1 ∪ O2) ⊇ SPOS∗(O1) ∪ SPOS∗(O2). It is to prove that any

concept (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) in SPOS∗(O1)∪SPOS∗(O2) is also in SPOS∗(O1∪O2).

The proof is given as follows:

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∪ SPOS∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∨ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O1) ∨ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O2)

⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧ (m∗(p) ⊆ O1 ∨m∗(p) ⊆ O2)

=⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O1 ∪O2
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(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1 ∪O2).

• Prove SNEG∗(O1∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1)∪SNEG∗(O2). It is to prove that any con-

cept (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) in SNEG∗(O1∪O2) is also in SNEG∗(O1)∪SNEG∗(O2).

The proof is given as follows:

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ (O1 ∪O2)c

⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1 ∩Oc

2

=⇒ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1) ∨ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc

2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∨ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∪ SNEG∗(O2).

• Prove SPOS∗(O1 ∪ O2) ⊇ SPOS∗(O1) ∪ SPOS∗(O2). It is to prove that any

concept (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) in SPOS∗(O1)∪SPOS∗(O2) is also in SPOS∗(O1∪O2).

Let’s first consider conjunctively definable interval sets with nonempty lower

bounds.

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∪ SPOS∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∨ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O1) ∨ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ O2)

⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧ (m∗(p) ⊆ O1 ∨m∗(p) ⊆ O2)

=⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧ (m∗(p) ⊆ O1 ∪O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1 ∪O2).
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Now let’s consider conjunctively definable interval sets with empty lower bounds.

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∪ SPOS∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1) ∨ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩O1 6= ∅) ∨ (m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩O2 6= ∅)

⇐⇒ m∗(p) = ∅ ∧ (m∗(p) ∩O1 6= ∅ ∨m∗(p) ∩O2 6= ∅)

⇐⇒ m∗(p) = ∅ ∧ (m∗(p) ∩ (O1 ∪O2) 6= ∅)
(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SPOS∗(O1 ∪O2).

That is, SPOS∗(O1 ∪O2) = SPOS∗(O1)∪SPOS∗(O2) if we only consider empty

lower bounds. By summarizing the above two results, we have SPOS∗(O1 ∪

O2) ⊇ SPOS∗(O1) ∪ SPOS∗(O2) generally.

• Prove SNEG∗(O1∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1)∪SNEG∗(O2). It is to prove that any con-

cept (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) in SNEG∗(O1∪O2) is also in SNEG∗(O1)∪SNEG∗(O2).

Let’s first consider conjunctively definable interval sets with nonempty lower

bounds.

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ (O1 ∪O2)c

⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1 ∩Oc

2

=⇒ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1) ∨ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc

2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∨ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∪ SNEG∗(O2).
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Now let’s consider conjunctively definable interval sets with empty lower bounds.

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩ (O1 ∪O2)c 6= ∅

⇐⇒ m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩Oc
1 ∩Oc

2 6= ∅

=⇒ (m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩Oc
1 6= ∅) ∨ (m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩Oc

2 6= ∅)
(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∨ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∪ SNEG∗(O2).

By summarizing the above two results, we have SNEG∗(O1∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1)∪

SNEG∗(O2).

A.6 Proof of (7) in Theorem 7.

(7) SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2) = SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2),

SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2).

Proof.

• Prove SNEG∗(O1∪O2) = SNEG∗(O1)∩SNEG∗(O2). It is to prove that any con-

cept (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) in SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2) is also in SNEG∗(O1)∩ SNEG∗(O2)

and vice versa. The proof is given as follows:

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ (O1 ∪O2)c

⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1 ∩Oc

2
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⇐⇒ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1) ∧ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc

2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∧ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2).

• Prove SNEG∗(O1∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1)∩SNEG∗(O2). It is to prove that any con-

cept (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) in SNEG∗(O1∪O2) is also in SNEG∗(O1)∩SNEG∗(O2).

Let’s first consider conjunctively definable interval sets with nonempty lower

bounds.

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ (O1 ∪O2)c

⇐⇒ m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1 ∩Oc

2

⇐⇒ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc
1) ∧ (m∗(p) 6= ∅ ∧m∗(p) ⊆ Oc

2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∧ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2).

That is, we have SNEG∗(O1 ∪ O2) = SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2) if we only

consider nonempty lower bounds. Now let’s consider conjunctively definable

interval sets with empty lower bounds.

(p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1 ∪O2)

(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩ (O1 ∪O2)c 6= ∅

⇐⇒ m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩Oc
1 ∩Oc

2 6= ∅

=⇒ (m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩Oc
1 6= ∅) ∧ (m∗(p) = ∅ ∧m∗(p) ∩Oc

2 6= ∅)
(Theorem 6)⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m

∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∧ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O2)

⇐⇒ (p, [m∗(p),m
∗(p)]) ∈ SNEG∗(O1) ∩ SNEG∗(O2).
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By summarizing the above two results, we have SNEG∗(O1∪O2) ⊆ SNEG∗(O1)∩

SNEG∗(O2) generally.
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APPENDIX B

A LIST OF THE QUANTITATIVE

MONOTONICITY PROPERTIES

OF SUBSETHOOD MEASURES

(MF) B1 ⊆ B2 =⇒ sh(A v B1) ≤ sh(A v B2),

(MS) A1 ⊆ A2 =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A2 v B);

(MS1) (A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩B = A2 ∩B) =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A2 v B),

(MS2) (A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩Bc = A2 ∩Bc) =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A2 v B);

(MS3) (A1 ∩B ⊆ A2 ∩B) ∧ (A1 ∩Bc ⊇ A2 ∩Bc) =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A2 v B);

(MS1′) (A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩B = A2 ∩B) =⇒ sh(Ac1 v B) ≤ sh(Ac2 v B),

(MS2′) (A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩Bc = A2 ∩Bc) =⇒ sh(Ac1 v B) ≥ sh(Ac2 v B);
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(MS1′′) A1 ∩B ⊆ A2 ∩B =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A1 ∩ A2 v B),

(MS2′′) A1 ∩Bc ⊆ A2 ∩Bc =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A1 ∩ A2 v B);

(MS1′′′) A1 ∩B ⊇ A2 ∩B =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A1 ∪ A2 v B),

(MS2′′′) A1 ∩Bc ⊇ A2 ∩Bc =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A1 ∪ A2 v B);

(MS1-D) Θ ⊆ A−B =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B),

(MS1-D′) Θ ⊆ (A ∩B)c =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B),

(MS1-D′′) Θ ⊆ Bc =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B);

(MS2-D) Θ ⊆ A ∩B =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≤ sh(A v B),

(MS2-D′) Θ ⊆ (A−B)c =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≤ sh(A v B),

(MS2-D′′) Θ ⊆ B =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≤ sh(A v B);

(MS1-A) ∆ ⊆ Ac −B =⇒ sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A ∪∆ v B),

(MS1-A′) ∆ ⊆ (Ac ∩B)c =⇒ sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A ∪∆ v B),

(MS1-A′′) ∆ ⊆ Bc =⇒ sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A ∪∆ v B);

(MS2-A) ∆ ⊆ Ac ∩B =⇒ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪∆ v B),

(MS2-A′) ∆ ⊆ (Ac −B)c =⇒ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪∆ v B),

(MS2-A′′) ∆ ⊆ B =⇒ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪∆ v B);

(MS1-AD) C ⊆ Bc =⇒ sh(A ∪ C v B) ≤ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A− C v B),

(MS2-AD) C ⊆ B =⇒ sh(A− C v B) ≤ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪ C v B);
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(MS3-AD) ∆ ⊆ Ac ∩B ∧Θ ⊆ A−B =⇒ sh(A ∪∆−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B),

(MS3-AD′) ∆ ⊆ (Ac −B)c ∧Θ ⊆ (A ∩B)c =⇒ sh(A ∪∆−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B),

(MS3-AD′′) ∆ ⊆ B ∧Θ ⊆ Bc =⇒ sh(A ∪∆−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B).
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APPENDIX C

PROOFS OF THEOREMS 17, 18,

19, AND 20

C.1 Proof of Theorem 17

Theorem 17: (MS1-D)⇐⇒ (MS1-D′)⇐⇒ (MS1-D′′)⇐⇒ (MS1).

Proof. (1) Prove (MS1-D)⇐⇒ (MS1-D′).

We first prove that (MS1-D) =⇒ (MS1-D′). With the condition Θ ⊆ (A ∩ B)c

in (MS1-D′), we split Θ into two disjoint parts Θ1 and Θ2 where Θ1 ⊆ A and

Θ2 ⊆ Ac. Thus, Θ1 ⊆ Θ ∩ A ⊆ (A ∩ B)c ∩ A = A − B. By applying (MS1-D)

with the condition Θ1 ⊆ A − B, we get sh(A − Θ1 v B) ≥ sh(A v B).

Since Θ2 ⊆ Ac, we have A − Θ1 = A − Θ1 − Θ2 = A − Θ. Thus, we have

sh(A−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B) which is the conclusion in (MS1-D′).

Now we prove that (MS1-D′) =⇒ (MS1-D). The condition Θ ⊆ A−B = A∩Bc

in (MS1-D) implies that Θ ⊆ Bc ⊆ Ac ∪Bc = (A∩B)c. By applying (MS1-D′)

with the condition Θ ⊆ (A ∩ B)c, we get sh(A − Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B) which

is the conclusion in (MS1-D).
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(2) Prove (MS1-D′)⇐⇒ (MS1-D′′).

The condition Θ ⊆ Bc in (MS1-D′′) implies the condition Θ ⊆ (A ∩ B)c =

Ac ∪ Bc in (MS1-D′), and is implied by the condition Θ ⊆ A − B = A ∩

Bc in (MS1-D). Thus, we have (MS1-D′) =⇒ (MS1-D′′) and (MS1-D′′) =⇒

(MS1-D) =⇒ (MS1-D′) (by (1)).

(3) Prove (MS1-D′)⇐⇒ (MS1).

We first show that the condition Θ ⊆ (A ∩ B)c in (MS1-D′) is equivalent with

(A− Θ) ∩ B = A ∩ B, that is, Θ ⊆ (A ∩ B)c ⇐⇒ (A− Θ) ∩ B = A ∩ B. The

proof is given as follows:

Θ ⊆ (A ∩B)c ⇐⇒ A ∩B ⊆ Θc

⇐⇒ (A ∩B) ∩Θc = A ∩B

⇐⇒ (A ∩Θc) ∩B = A ∩B

⇐⇒ (A−Θ) ∩B = A ∩B. (C.1)

By replacing the condition Θ ⊆ (A∩B)c in (MS1-D′) with (A−Θ)∩B = A∩B,

we get the following equivalent form of (MS1-D′):

(A−Θ ⊆ A) ∧ ((A−Θ) ∩B = A ∩B) =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≥ sh(A v B),

(C.2)

where (A− Θ ⊆ A) is trivially correct. Then we apply the substitutions A1 =

A−Θ and A2 = A and get the following equivalent form of (MS1-D′):

(A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩B = A2 ∩B) =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A2 v B), (C.3)
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which is exactly (MS1).

From (1), (2), and (3), we can conclude that the properties (MS1-D), (MS1-D′),

(MS1-D′′), and (MS1) are equivalent.

C.2 Proof of Theorem 18

Theorem 18: (MS2-D)⇐⇒ (MS2-D′)⇐⇒ (MS2-D′′)⇐⇒ (MS2).

Proof. (1) Prove (MS2-D)⇐⇒ (MS2-D′).

We first prove that (MS2-D) =⇒ (MS2-D′). With the condition Θ ⊆ (A− B)c

in (MS2-D′), we split Θ into two disjoint parts Θ1 ⊆ A and Θ2 ⊆ Ac. Thus,

Θ1 ⊆ Θ∩A ⊆ (A−B)c ∩A = A∩B. By applying (MS2-D) with the condition

Θ1 ⊆ A ∩ B, we get sh(A − Θ1 v B) ≤ sh(A v B). Since Θ2 ⊆ Ac, we have

A−Θ1 = A−Θ1 −Θ2 = A−Θ. Thus, we have sh(A−Θ v B) ≤ sh(A v B)

which is the conclusion in (MS2-D′).

Now we prove that (MS2-D′) =⇒ (MS2-D). The condition Θ ⊆ A ∩ B in

(MS2-D) implies that Θ ⊆ B ⊆ Ac ∪ B = (A − B)c. Then we can apply

(MS2-D′) and get sh(A − Θ v B) ≤ sh(A v B) which is the conclusion in

(MS2-D).

(2) Prove (MS2-D′)⇐⇒ (MS2-D′′).

The condition Θ ⊆ B in (MS2-D′′) implies the condition Θ ⊆ (A−B)c = Ac∪B

in (MS2-D′), and is implied by the condition Θ ⊆ A∩B in (MS2-D). Thus, we

have (MS2-D′) =⇒ (MS2-D′′) and (MS2-D′′) =⇒ (MS2-D) =⇒ (MS2-D′) (by

(1)).

(3) Prove (MS2-D′)⇐⇒ (MS2).
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We first show that the condition Θ ⊆ (A− B)c in (MS2-D′) is equivalent with

(A − Θ) ∩ Bc = A ∩ Bc, that is, Θ ⊆ (A − B)c ⇐⇒ (A − Θ) ∩ Bc = A ∩ Bc.

The proof is given as follows:

Θ ⊆ (A−B)c = (A ∩Bc)c ⇐⇒ A ∩Bc ⊆ Θc

⇐⇒ (A ∩Bc) ∩Θc = A ∩Bc

⇐⇒ (A ∩Θc) ∩Bc = A ∩Bc

⇐⇒ (A−Θ) ∩Bc = A ∩Bc. (C.4)

By replacing the condition Θ ⊆ (A−B)c in (MS2-D′) with (A−Θ)∩Bc = A∩Bc,

we get the following equivalent form of (MS2-D′):

(A−Θ ⊆ A) ∧ ((A−Θ) ∩Bc = A ∩Bc) =⇒ sh(A−Θ v B) ≤ sh(A v B),

(C.5)

where (A− Θ ⊆ A) is trivially correct. Then we apply the substitutions A1 =

A−Θ and A2 = A and get the following equivalent form of (MS2-D′):

(A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩Bc = A2 ∩Bc) =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A2 v B), (C.6)

which is exactly (MS2).

From (1), (2), and (3), we can conclude that the properties (MS2-D), (MS2-D′),

(MS2-D′′), and (MS2) are equivalent.

C.3 Proof of Theorem 19

Theorem 19: (MS1-A)⇐⇒ (MS1-A′) =⇒ (MS1-A′′)⇐⇒ (MS1).
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Proof. (1) Prove (MS1-A)⇐⇒ (MS1-A′).

We first prove that (MS1-A) =⇒ (MS1-A′). With the condition ∆ ⊆ (Ac ∩B)c

in (MS1-A′), we split ∆ into two disjoint parts ∆1 ⊆ A and ∆2 ⊆ Ac. Thus,

∆2 ⊆ ∆∩Ac ⊆ (Ac∩B)c∩Ac = Ac−B. By applying (MS1-A) with the condition

∆2 ⊆ Ac − B, we get sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A ∪∆2 v B). Since ∆1 ⊆ A, we have

A ∪∆2 = A ∪∆2 ∪∆1 = A ∪∆. Thus, we have sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A ∪∆ v B)

which is the conclusion of (MS1-A′).

Now we prove that (MS1-A′) =⇒ (MS1-A). The condition ∆ ⊆ Ac − B in

(MS1-A) implies that ∆ ⊆ Ac ∩ Bc ⊆ Bc ⊆ A ∪ Bc = (Ac ∩ B)c. Then we can

apply (MS1-A′) and get sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A ∪∆ v B) which is the conclusion

of (MS1-A).

(2) Prove (MS1-A′)⇐⇒ (MS1-A′′).

The condition ∆ ⊆ Bc in (MS1-A′′) implies the condition ∆ ⊆ (Ac ∩ B)c =

A ∪ Bc in (MS1-A′), and is implied by the condition ∆ ⊆ Ac − B = Ac ∩

Bc in (MS1-A). Thus, we have (MS1-A′) =⇒ (MS1-A′′) and (MS1-A′′) =⇒

(MS1-A) =⇒ (MS1-A′) (by (1)).

(3) Prove (MS1-A′)⇐⇒ (MS1).

We first show that the condition ∆ ⊆ (Ac ∩B)c in (MS1-A′) is equivalent with

A ∩ B = (A ∪∆) ∩ B, that is, ∆ ⊆ (Ac ∩ B)c ⇐⇒ A ∩ B = (A ∪∆) ∩ B. The

proof is given as follows:

∆ ⊆ (Ac ∩B)c ⇐⇒ ∆ ∩ (Ac ∩B) = ∅

⇐⇒ (∆ ∩B) ∩ Ac = ∅

⇐⇒ ∆ ∩B ⊆ A

⇐⇒ ∆ ∩B ⊆ A ∩B
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⇐⇒ (A ∩B) ∪ (∆ ∩B) = A ∩B

⇐⇒ (A ∪∆) ∩B = A ∩B. (C.7)

By replacing the condition ∆ ⊆ (Ac∩B)c in (MS1-A′) with A∩B = (A∪∆)∩B,

we get the following equivalent form of (MS1-A′):

(A ⊆ A ∪∆) ∧ (A ∩B = (A ∪∆) ∩B) =⇒ sh(A v B) ≥ sh(A ∪∆ v B),

(C.8)

where (A ⊆ A∪∆) is trivially correct. Then we apply the substitutions A1 = A

and A2 = A ∪∆ and get the following equivalent form of (MS1-A′):

(A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩B = A2 ∩B) =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≥ sh(A2 v B), (C.9)

which is exactly (MS1).

From (1), (2), and (3), we can conclude that the properties (MS1-A), (MS1-A′),

(MS1-A′′), and (MS1) are equivalent.

C.4 Proof of Theorem 20

Theorem 20. (MS2-A)⇐⇒ (MS2-A′)⇐⇒ (MS2-A′′)⇐⇒ (MS2).

Proof. (1) Prove (MS2-A)⇐⇒ (MS2-A′).

We first prove that (MS2-A) =⇒ (MS2-A′). With the condition ∆ ⊆ (Ac −

B)c = A ∪ B in (MS2-A′), we split ∆ into two disjoint parts ∆1 ⊆ A and

∆2 ⊆ Ac. Thus, we have ∆2 ⊆ ∆ ∩ Ac ⊆ (A ∪ B) ∩ Ac = Ac ∩ B. By

applying (MS2-A) with ∆2 ⊆ Ac ∩ B, we get sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪ ∆2 v B).

Since ∆1 ⊆ A, we have A ∪ ∆2 = A ∪ ∆2 ∪ ∆1 = A ∪ ∆. Thus, we have
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sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪∆ v B) which is the conclusion of (MS2-A′).

Now we prove that (MS2-A′) =⇒ (MS2-A). The condition ∆ ⊆ Ac ∩ B in

(MS2-A) implies that ∆ ⊆ B ⊆ A ∪ B = (Ac − B)c. Then we can apply

(MS2-A′) and get sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪ ∆ v B) which is the conclusion of

(MS2-A).

(2) Prove (MS2-A′)⇐⇒ (MS2-A′′).

The condition ∆ ⊆ B in (MS2-A′′) implies the condition ∆ ⊆ (Ac−B)c = A∪B

in (MS2-A′), and is implied by the condition ∆ ⊆ Ac∩B in (MS2-A). Thus, we

have (MS2-A′) =⇒ (MS2-A′′) and (MS2-A′′) =⇒ (MS2-A) =⇒ (MS2-A′) (by

(1)).

(3) Prove (MS2-A′)⇐⇒ (MS2).

We first show that the condition ∆ ⊆ (Ac −B)c in (MS2-A′) is equivalent with

A ∩ Bc = (A ∪∆) ∩ Bc, that is, ∆ ⊆ (Ac − B)c ⇐⇒ A ∩ Bc = (A ∪∆) ∩ Bc.

The proof is given as follows:

∆ ⊆ (Ac −B)c = (Ac ∩Bc)c ⇐⇒ ∆ ∩ (Ac ∩Bc) = ∅

⇐⇒ (∆ ∩Bc) ∩ Ac = ∅

⇐⇒ ∆ ∩Bc ⊆ A

⇐⇒ ∆ ∩Bc ⊆ A ∩Bc

⇐⇒ (A ∩Bc) ∪ (∆ ∩Bc) = A ∩Bc

⇐⇒ A ∩Bc = (A ∪∆) ∩Bc. (C.10)

By replacing the condition ∆ ⊆ (Ac−B)c in (MS2-A′) withA∩Bc = (A∪∆)∩Bc,
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we get the following equivalent form of (MS2-A′):

(A ⊆ A ∪∆) ∧ (A ∩Bc = (A ∪∆) ∩Bc) =⇒ sh(A v B) ≤ sh(A ∪∆ v B),

(C.11)

where (A ⊆ A∪∆) is trivially correct. Then we apply the substitutions A1 = A

and A2 = A ∪∆ and get the following equivalent form of (MS2-A′):

(A1 ⊆ A2) ∧ (A1 ∩Bc = A2 ∩Bc) =⇒ sh(A1 v B) ≤ sh(A2 v B), (C.12)

which is exactly (MS2).

From (1), (2), and (3), we can conclude that the properties (MS2-A), (MS2-A′),

(MS2-A′′), and (MS2) are equivalent.
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APPENDIX D

A LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

Journal Papers

• M. Hu, X. Deng, and Y. Yao. On the properties of subsethood measures.

Information Sciences, *:*-*, 2019. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2019.

04.038

• M. Hu and Y. Yao. Structured approximations as a basis for three-way

decisions in rough set theory. Knowledge-Based Systems, 165:92-109, 2019.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.knosys.2018.11.022.

• H. Mao, M. Hu, and Y. Yao. Algebraic approaches to granular computing.

(Under review)

Conference Papers

• M. Hu, X. Deng, and Y. Yao. A sequential three-way approach to constructing

a co-association matrix in consensus clustering. In H. Nguyen, Q. Ha, T. Li, and

M. Przybyla-Kasperek, editors, Proceedings of International Joint Conference
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ins.2019.04.038
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on Rough Sets, volume 11103 of LNCS, pages 599-613. Springer, Cham, 2018.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-99368-3_47.

• Y. Yao, M. Hu, and X. Deng. Modes of sequential three-way classifications.

In J. Medina, M. Ojeda-Aciego, J. Verdegay, D. Pelta, I. Cabrera, B. Bouchon-

Meunier, and R. Yager, editors, Proceedings of International Conference on

Information Processing and Management of Uncertainty in Knowledge-Based

Systems, volume 854 of CCIS, pages 724-735. Springer, Cham, 2018. https:

//doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-91476-3_59.

• M. Hu and Y. Yao. Rough set approximations in an incomplete information

table. In L. Polkowski, Y. Yao, P. Artiemjew, D. Ciucci, D. Liu, D. Ślęzak, and

B. Zielosko, editors, Proceedings of International Joint Conference on Rough

Sets, volume 10314 of LNCS, pages 200-215. Springer, Cham, 2017. https:

//doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-60840-2_14.

• M. Hu, and Y. Yao. Definability in incomplete information tables. In V. Flores,

F. Gomide, A. Janusz, C. Meneses, D. Miao, G. Peters, D. Ślęzak, G. Wang,

R. Weber, and Y. Yao, editors, Proceedings of International Joint Conference

on Rough Sets, volume 9920 of LNCS, pages 177-186. Springer, Cham, 2016.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-47160-0_16.

• Y. Yao, and M. Hu. A definition of structured rough set approximations.

In M. Kryszkiewicz, C. Cornelis, D. Ciucci, J. Medina-Moreno, H. Motoda,

and Z. Ras, editors, Proceedings of International Conference on Rough Sets and

Intelligent Systems Paradigms , volume 8537 of LNCS, pages 111-122. Springer,

Cham, 2014. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-08729-0_10.

• M. Hu, X. Deng, and Y. Yao. An application of bayesian confirmation theory

for three-way decision. International Joint Conference on Rough Sets 2019.
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(Accepted)
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• M. Hu. A sequential three-way approach to consensus clustering (Abstract).
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